2019 Product Review
Our Story

Children’s Factory has combined the very best childhood equipment brands to provide a one-source solution for the finest classroom furnishings and indoor/outdoor active play products. These well-respected brands of Angeles, CF and Learning Carpets, have a combined total of over 100 years of innovation, superior craftsmanship and uncompromised quality. Based in the Midwest, our growing team is passionate about creating safe products that encourage growth through the power of play!

Dealer Portal

Our new dealer portal provides access to abundant resources when you need them most. View account activity and obtain documents, product images, sales sheets and so much more. Easily request COC’s, samples and other tools needed to help your business run smoothly. You’ll find that placing orders and paying invoices will be a breeze and don’t forget to check out the new Dealer Specials section!
Special attention is given to every detail. Our products intricately are designed and manufactured with the highest quality standards and rigorously tested by third party labs for safety. Indoor products are also GREENGUARD gold certified to ensure a healthy indoor environment.

Please join us on Facebook, Instagram, Twitter and LinkedIn for the latest news and product announcements. We also welcome the opportunity to share your promotions with our followers. Please be sure to let us know of any upcoming sales by contacting your Account Manager or mktg@childrensfactory.com.

Legend
- PVC-Free, Eco-Friendly Polyurethane Material
- Ready to Assemble
- STEM
- Ships via Truck Only
new products

Rocking Racecar Purple/Orange
CF805-136

Rocking Racecar Red/Yellow
CF805-137

Rocking Racecar Blue/Green
CF805-135

Ages: 12 months - 3 years
Cruise with friends or take a pit stop and lounge on our Rocking Racecars! Racecars have a cantilevered base that helps prevent tipping and a high-density foam core with no hard edges. Cars have a seat height of 9”h.
Size: 27”l x 10-1/4”w x 16-1/4”h

Rocking Train
CF805-140

Ages: 12 months - 3 years
Ride the rails with our Rocking Train! Train has a cantilevered base that helps prevent tipping and a high-density foam core with no hard edges. Train has a seat height of 9”h.
Size: 27”l x 10”w x 17-3/4”h

Rocking Airplane
CF805-134

Ages: 12 months - 3 years
Take a flight on our Rocking Airplane! Plane has a cantilevered base and wings that help prevent tipping and a high-density foam core with no hard edges. Airplane has a seat height of 9”h.
Size: 27”l x 26”w x 16-1/4”h

Bookworm
CF805-141

Ages: 2 years and up
Our cozy Bookworm will liven up any reading space. Center seat is the perfect height for little ones to sit or lean against while reading. The attached book displays provide easy access to everyone’s favorite books. The smiling face and tail provide an excellent floor cushion.
Features:
• Book displays are constructed of 11-ply birch with durable UV finish.
• Soft seat, face and tail are covered in wipe clean, eco-friendly polyurethane material.
• Easy assembly required
Size: 94”l x 18”w x 10 “h

Turtle Seat™ - 16” Azure
CF805-151

Turtle Seat™ - 16” Apple Green
CF805-152

Turtle Seat™ - 16” Orange
CF805-153

Turtle Seat™ - 16” Ocean
CF805-155

Ages: 5 years and up
Provide a safe and quiet, place for your energetic students to release energy. Turtle Seats allow students to rock or move without disturbing others around them.
Features:
• Allows for movement and natural fidgeting
• 2 flat sides aid in stability
• Textured handles provide tactile stimuli
• Made of solid foam and is covered in wipe clean, eco-friendly polyurethane material
• Lightweight and easy to move around the classroom
Size: 16”l x 16”w x 16”h
Contemporary Toddler Stove
ANG1824

Ages: 2 years and up
Unit includes large simulated, large knob controls and recognizable screened graphics.
Features:
• Panels feature modern, stainless steel-like laminate
• Constructed of durable 11-ply birch with a nontoxic, natural UV finish
• Non-warping, 1/4” thick wood grain backs are recessed into the side and top panels and screwed into place
• Counter height is 19”h
Size: 19”l x 14”d x 24”h

Contemporary Toddler Sink
ANG1837

Ages: 2 years and up
Unit includes stainless steel sink and realistic faucet.
Features:
• Panels feature modern, stainless steel-like laminate
• Constructed of durable 11-ply birch with a nontoxic, natural UV finish
• Non-warping, 1/4” thick wood grain backs are recessed into the side and top panels and screwed into place
• Counter height is 19”h
Size: 19”l x 15”d x 24”h

Contemporary Toddler Pantry
ANG1839

Ages: 2 years and up
Unit features open shelves to provide easy access to play food.
Features:
• Panels feature modern, stainless steel-like laminate
• Constructed of durable 11-ply birch with a nontoxic, natural UV finish
• Non-warping, 1/4” thick wood grain backs are recessed into the side and top panels and screwed into place
• Counter height is 19”h
Size: 19”l x 14”d x 31”h

Turtle Seat™ - 12” Blue
CF805-148
Turtle Seat™ - 12” Red
CF805-149
Turtle Seat™ - 12” Set of 2
CF805-150

Ages: 2 years and up
Provide a safe and quiet, place for your energetic students to release energy. Turtle Seats allow students to rock or move without disturbing others around them.
Features:
• Allows for movement and natural fidgeting
• 2 flat sides aid in stability
• Textured handles provide tactile stimuli
• Made of solid foam and is covered in wipe clean, eco-friendly polyurethane material
• Lightweight and easy to move around the classroom
Size: 12”l x 12”w x 12”h

Value Line™ Technology Table
ANG7204

Ages: 3 years and up
Features:
• Ships unassembled with clear instructions, tools, and hardware for easy assembly
• Constructed from 5/8” thick maple-faced melamine panels
• Included casters allow table height to adjust from 15-1/2”h to 24-1/2”h in 2” increments
• Designed to fit iPad Generation 2/3/4
Size: 19”l x 20”d x 15-1/2”-24-1/2”h
Active play at a young age is a key factor in developing a healthy lifestyle. Benefits include not only gross motor development but long-term physical and emotional well-being. Our active play products are fun for children and designed to promote free movement, exploration and social interaction.
Soft Climber FEATURES

- Thoughtfully designed to help children reach age-appropriate milestones in a safe, comfortable environment.
- Builds a child’s self-esteem by encouraging them to explore and conquer!
- Filled with high-quality dense foam which is gentle on little elbows and knees.
- Cover materials are easy to wipe clean.
  Items with the 🌿 symbol are made with our cozy, eco-friendly polyurethane material!
- Indoor use only

Valley Trio
CF805-004 Vibrant
CF810-006 Soft Tone

Ages: 6 months - 18 months
Soft tactile climber has 3 structures that encourage up and over exploring. Shapes range from 2” to 6” in height.
Size: 60”l x 20”w x 6”h

Play Center
CF805-005

Ages: 6 months - 18 months
Soft and cozy 9 piece climber encourages curious little ones to explore and interact.
Size: 60”l x 60”w x 8”h

Hill Climber
CF805-006

Ages: 6 months - 18 months
5 piece cushiony climber is perfect for beginners learning to crawl and explore. Shapes range from 2” to 6” in height.
Size: 40”l x 40”w x 6”h
Tumble n' Roll Climber  
CF810-008

Ages: 8 months - 3 years
Super-sized center of the room climber is a dream for gross motor play! 12 soft shapes include removable hollow tunnel and cylinder for added fun.
Size: 70”l x 70”w x 27”h

Mini Gross Motor Play Group  
CF810-007

Ages: 8 months - 5 years
7 soft and interchangeable play forms provide endless interactive possibilities.
Size: 20” modules

Circus Tunnel Climber  
CF810-010

Ages: 8 months - 3 years
Little performers will entertain and amuse on the vibrant-colored circus climber! The modern lines of the 6 soft shapes will add a fresh look to any space.
Size: 69-1/2”l x 72-1/2”w x 17-1/2”h

Toddler Loft  
ANG1617

Ages: 8 months - 3 years
This wood play unit complements any décor and is packed with play value! Watch little ones beam with excitement as they master the non-slip stairs to reach the tower, glide down the carpeted ramp or discover the spacious tunnel to crawl through.
Features:
• Constructed from durable birch veneer panels with UV finish
• Tower has clear plastic sides for viewing
• Steps and ramp attach to tower without tools
Size: 75”l x 24”w x 46”h
Marshmallow Upside Downs
CF710-096

Ages: 8 months - 3 years
Arranging these 7 delightful soft pieces will give the perfect opportunity for little engineers to determine their own gross motor pathways!
MUST BE PLACED AGAINST WALLS IN A CORNER FOR SAFE PLAY.
Size: 60”l x 60”w x 15”h

Curved Tunnel Climber
CF810-002

Ages: 8 months - 3 years
Explore the soft and curvy terrain of this 3 piece tunnel climber. Tunnel opening is 12”h.
Size: 92”l x 23”w x 17-1/4”h

Nora’s Piano Climber
CF810-009

Ages: 8 months - 3 years
Little crawlers will love the cushioned keyboard on this colorful 3 piece soft climber. Climb over the yellow hump and have a seat with friends for story time.
Size: 45-1/2”l x 52-1/4”w x 13”h

Toddler Play Center
ANG1785

Ages: 12 months - 24 months
Triangular design of the Toddler Play Center provides a stable base for pull-up and walk-around first steppers.
Features:
• Constructed from strong, 11-ply birch veneer
• Rounded corners and edges for safety
• Two see-me acrylic mirrors
• Ships fully assembled
Size: 36”l x 18”w x 16”h
Gross Motor Play Group
CF710-113PT

Ages: 8 months - 2 years
28 soft and interchangeable play forms provide endless interactive possibilities.
Size: Assortment of 5”, 10”, 20” and 30” modules

Exporama
CF710-145PT

Ages: 8 months - 3 years
The 5 piece Exporama lends itself to any atmosphere seeking a safe way to let little ones explore.
Size: 62”l x 42”w x 12”h

Merry-Go-Soft
CF710-094PT

Ages: 8 months - 2 years
Take a whirl on the Merry-Go-Soft! Spacious center of the room climber has 15 soft shapes to discover for hours of hexagonal fun!
Size: 80”l x 75”w x 10”h
Lanie’s Soft Staircase
CF705-133PT
Ages: 8 months - 2 years
Invite toddlers to develop their gross motor skills and build self-esteem through safe discovery and play.
Size: 42”l x 20”w x 12”h

Basic Play Set
CF710-108PT
Ages: 8 months - 2 years
Little ones can safely explore new heights by climbing up and gliding down this 2 piece foam structure.
Size: 40”l x 20”w x 10”h

Active Play Zone
CF710-146PT
Ages: 8 months - 3 years
Gentle ramps, mats and steps provide endless opportunities for climbing, crawling and social interaction. The Active Play Zone features 6 movable soft shapes that can be arranged in many ways.
Size: 60”l x 40”w x 10”h

Snuggle Corner Set
CF710-101PT
Ages: 8 months - 2 years
Snuggle Corner is a cute little set that encourages climbing, crawling and social interaction.
Size: 40”l x 40”w x 10”h

Tunnel Trilogy
CF710-106PT
Ages: 8 months - 3 years
Children will have a blast arranging tunnels and following friends through this 3 piece soft tunnel set.
Size: Square tunnel is 20”l x 20”w x 15”h
Curved tunnels are 20”l x 10”w x 15”h

Chisholm Trail
CF710-095PT
Ages: 8 months - 3 years
Chisholm Trail combines vivid colors and delightful patterns to beckon all little ones to play! 10 soft shapes give crawlies a soft new world to explore.
Size: 60”l x 40”w x 17”h
Cozy Woodland Hideout
CF710-153

Ages: 8 months - 3 years
Cozy Woodland Hideout combines calming colors to invite little ones to play! 10 soft shapes give crawlers a soft new world to explore.
Size: 60"l x 40"w x 17"h

Cozy Woodland Mini Trail
CF710-155

Ages: 8 months - 2 years
Little ones can safely explore new heights by climbing up and gliding down this 2 piece foam structure.
Size: 40"l x 20"w x 10"h

Cozy Woodland Cascade
CF710-157

Ages: 8 months - 3 years
The Cozy Woodland Cascade lends itself to any atmosphere seeking a safe way to let little ones explore. The 5 earth-tone pieces are cushioned for little elbows and knees.
Size: 62"l x 42"w x 12"h

Cozy Woodland Corner Passageway
CF710-150

Ages: 8 months - 3 years
Sturdy foam tunnels allow little ones to crawl over while friends crawl through! 7 piece unit is perfect for encouraging interactive play. Mirrors sold separately.
MUST BE PLACED AGAINST WALLS IN A CORNER FOR SAFE PLAY.
Size: 60"l x 60"w x 18"h

Cozy Woodland Corner Rambler
CF710-160

Ages: 8 months - 3 years
Make exploring fun with the Cozy Woodland Corner Rambler! Children can climb up, down and around to build strength and coordination skills.
Size: 40"l x 40"w x 10"h
Cozy Woodland Brook Overpass  
CF710-151

Ages: 8 months - 3 years  
Give young students a place to climb, explore, imagine and play with the Cozy Woodland Brook Overpass! This set of 9 giant soft oversized blocks encourage large muscle development.  
Size: 60”l x 60”w x 15”h

Cozy Woodland Terrace  
CF710-120

Ages: 8 months - 3 years  
Climb and explore on the 4 piece Cozy Woodland Terrace. This soft play set helps toddlers build their self-esteem and gross motor skills. Scoot, climb and conquer!  
Size: 64”l x 64”w x 18”h

Cozy Woodland Triple Crawl Thru Tunnel  
CF322-467

Ages: 8 months - 3 years  
Over, under and through, which way will you go? Little crawlers will delight in gross motor fun and discovery as they make their way through the three tunnels and climb on the 9 soft pieces.  
Size: 64”l x 64”w x 18”h

Cozy Woodland Climb-Up Tunnel  
CF710-149

Ages: 8 months - 3 years  
Cozy woodland colors highlight this popular 6 piece soft climber. Young explorers can crawl up and over or venture through the fun tunnel.  
Size: 70”l x 69”w x 18”h

Crawl Through with Cushions  
ANG1699 SET

Ages: 8 months - 3 years  
Invite both discovery and play with this multi-purpose unit. Generous shelf space is perfect for storing fine manipulatives while the 2 padded tunnels serve as center of the room gross motor play.  
Features:
• Constructed of 11-ply birch veneer  
• Rounded corners and edges for safety  
• 2”h edge around shelf to keep items secure  
• Padded tunnels included  
• Ships assembled  
Size: 40-1/2”l x 17”w x 23”h

ch i l d r e n s f a c t o r y . c o m
Alpine Tunnel Slide
CF322-150
Ages: 8 months - 3 years
6 soft play forms create a motor perceptual playland. From ramps to inclines, little ones will be drawn to the bright colors and various challenges.
Size: 71”l x 70”w x 20”h

Shape & Play Obstacle Course
CF322-391
Ages: 8 months - 3 years
Climb up, down and around on this 11 piece soft set. Children learn to differentiate colors and shapes while building strength and coordination skills. See-me polystyrene mirror provides a special surprise!
Size: 60”l x 60”w x 18”h

Soft Tunnel Set
CF710-099PT
Ages: 8 months - 2 years
Follow friends up, over and through this colorful, inviting climber! Cushioned surfaces are easy on little elbows and knees.
Size: 60”l x 60”w x 15”h

Little Train Only
CF321-043
Size: 66”l x 32”w x 38”h

Little Train with Caboose
CF321-080
Size: 126”l x 32”w x 38”h
Ages: 2 years - 5 years
All aboard the Little Train with Caboose soft play set! Invite toddlers and preschoolers to climb aboard for fun. With so many possibilities for crawling, climbing and building there’s always something new to explore.
Shape & Play Climber
CF322-389
Ages: 8 months - 3 years
Children climb up and down the ramps and steps while the shapes add to the fun. Each piece helps the child to differentiate colors and shapes while building strength and coordination skills.
Size: 40”l x 40”w x 10”h

Flower Petal Play
CF322-231
Ages: 8 months - 3 years
Exploration and engagement will blossom with this 7 piece center of the room climber. Little ones will love climbing up and over the colorful tiered petals.
Size: 64”l x 64”w x 9”h

Nuts And Bolts Climber
CF300-015
Ages: 8 months - 3 years
19 piece climber provides little ones with hours of fun! Bright colored shapes include steps, ramps, bumps, semi-circles, equilateral triangles and a hidey hole.
Size: 87”l x 85”w x 12”h

Rainbow Arch Climber
CF321-207
Ages: 12 months - 3 years
Climb over a rainbow of activity with varying heights. This 9 piece set encourages kids to safely climb, crawl and balance in a soft and stable environment.
Size: 71”l x 40”w x 18”h

Playtime Island
CF705-294
Ages: 8 months - 3 years
Come explore the island! Center peak beckons small children to crawl, toddle and conquer this inviting soft gross motor confidence builder.
Size: 60”l x 55”w x 15”h
Lily Pad Lane  

CF321-323  

Ages: 8 months - 5 years  

Adorable Lily Pad Lane includes 3 soft sections with appliquéd designs: A) Climber B) Play Yard and C) Mat. MUST BE PLACED AGAINST A WALL FOR SAFE USE. Mirrors, Story Tree and Ramp sold separately.  

Size: 140”l x 40”w x 12”h

BUY SECTIONS SEPARATELY:  

A. Lily Pad Hillside Climber  

CF321-320  

Climb up and around a turtle friend with this soft 4-piece beginner climber.  

Size: 40”l x 40”w x 10”h

D. Ramp for Meadow  

CF321-322  

Size: 20”l x 20”w x 10”h

E. Lily the Ladybug Mirror  

CF332-569  

Lily the Ladybug attracts and amazes children as their reflections multiply in the 6-bubble acrylic mirror. Mirror design printed on backside for safety and durability.  

Size: 23”l x 23”w

F. Sunny Meadow Mirror  

CF332-578  

Sunny Meadow Mirror provides a welcoming spot for facial recognition and discovery. Mirror design printed on backside for safety and durability.  

Size: 23”l x 23”w

G. Fuzzy Loop Story Tree  

CF001-001  

Great for story time or classroom displays. Children love to peek into the knothole sewn-on-mirror! (Apple decorations and screws to mount tree to wall not included).  

Size: 34”l x 42”w
School Age Tunnel Climber  
CF322-083

Ages: 4 years - 10 years  
Soft play designed for older children! With options to climb up, crawl through and climb over, this 5 piece oversized unit provides the perfect release for active older kids. Filled with extra dense foam for increased support.  
Size: 108"l x 108"w x 27"h

School Age Corner Colossus  
CF322-072

Ages: 4 years - 10 years  
We’ve taken our corner climber to new heights! Tiers, ramps and bumpy rides appeal to every kid. Start with a 26" cube and it’s all downhill from there and how you get down is up to you. Filled with extra dense foam for increased support. MUST BE USED AGAINST WALLS IN A CORNER FOR SAFE USE.  
Size: 90"l x 90"w x 26"h
Crawly Bumps
CF321-047

Ages: 6 months - 2 years
Introduce simple exercises for tummy tucking, pulling up and stretching. Two 6”h bumps and one 12”h bump form one soft unit.
Size: 36”l x 24”w x 12”h

Soft Tunnel Climber
CF321-049

Ages: 8 months - 3 years
Our time-tested favorite! Gives young explorers all the best shapes to climb, crawl and gain confidence! Bright colors highlight this 6 piece soft climber.
Size: 69”l x 68”w x 18”h

Corner Tunnel Climber
CF321-948

Ages: 8 months - 3 years
Magic tunnels allow little ones to crawl over and under. Soft pad nestles into corner creating a unique hidey corner with multiple entrances.
Size: 60”l x 60”w x 18”h

Rainbow Arch Trio
CF322-230

Ages: 8 months - 3 years
Just watch all the fun ways little ones will find to play with these 3 foam-filled arches! Lay them end to end, nest them, crawl over and under, or turn over and rock!
Size: 36-3/4”l x 15”w x 17-1/2”h when nested
Ladybug Climber
CF322-374

Ages: 8 months - 3 years
The cutest bug you will ever see has 5 soft shapes that are gentle on little elbows and knees. Learn to count the appliqued spots!
Size: 54"l x 40"w x 10"h

Butterfly Climber
CF322-373

Ages: 8 months - 3 years
Young explorers will enjoy nonstop muscle-building fun with our friendly butterfly! 4 piece climber features foam steps, ramp and cushioned wing-shaped mats on either side to keep little ones safe.
Size: 59"l x 52"w x 11-3/4"h

Tunnel Labyrinth
CF331-507

Ages: 8 months - 3 years
Cue the giggles! Kids will be coming from all sides as they make their way through the multiple tunnels! Colorful surrounding shapes add to the gross motor fun.
Size: 95"l x 95"w x 18"h

Triple Crawl Thru Climber
CF322-376

Ages: 8 months - 3 years
Over, under and through, which way will you go? Little crawlers will delight in gross motor fun and discovery as they make their way through the 3 tunnels and climb on the 9 soft pieces.
Size: 64"l x 64"w x 18"h
Highlands Climber
CF322-217
Ages: 2 years - 5 years
The giant 10 piece Highlands Climber provides a safe indoor space for play and exercise. Features a colorful trio of ramps and double steps to maneuver. The center ramp has a round sculpted shape that adds to the fun.
MUST BE PLACED AGAINST A WALL FOR SAFE USE.
Size: 95"l x 59"w x 22"h

Mikayla’s Mini Mountain
CF321-938
Ages: 8 months - 3 years
A true all-in-one, Mikayla’s Mini Mountain has stairs, a ramp and a ball pool! Bright colors attract curious climbing crawlies and toddlers.
MUST BE PLACED AGAINST WALLS IN A CORNER FOR SAFE USE.
Size: 60"l x 60"w x 18"h

Corner Ridge Climber
CF322-218
Ages: 8 months - 3 years
Two ramps are double the climbing fun! Corner Ridge Climber is a 6 piece mountain of climbing and exploration fun for infants and toddlers.
MUST BE PLACED AGAINST WALLS IN A CORNER FOR SAFE USE.
Size: 60"l x 60"w x 22"h

Tunnels of Fun
CF322-051
Ages: 2 years - 4 years
Little mountain climbers will find this 12 piece wall climber stimulating and challenging with tiered steps, big ramp and tunnels for exploring. Mountain scaling will delight children and develop gross motor skills.
MUST BE PLACED AGAINST A WALL FOR SAFE USE.
Size: 80"l x 60"w x 30"h

Tunnel Mountain Slide
CF322-078
Ages: 2 years - 5 years
Little mountain climbers will find this 10 piece wall climber stimulating and challenging with tiered steps, big ramp and tunnels for exploring. Mountain scaling will delight children and develop gross motor skills.
MUST BE PLACED AGAINST A WALL FOR SAFE USE.
Size: 80"l x 60"w x 30"h
Hannah's Hideaway
CF321-983

Ages: 8 months - 3 years
This colorful 7 piece climber is a unit that will continually challenge your children as they grow. Space-saving design is perfect for corner placement in small areas. MUST BE PLACED AGAINST WALLS IN A CORNER FOR SAFE USE.
Size: 50"l x 50"w x 18"h

Mariah's Play Center
CF300-001

Ages: 8 months - 3 years
Spacious 6 piece corner climber provides a variety of soft angles and surfaces for romping. MUST BE PLACED AGAINST WALLS IN A CORNER FOR SAFE USE.
Size: 60"l x 60"w x 18"h

Toddler Pyramid Play Center
CF300-007

Ages: 8 months - 3 years
The Toddler Pyramid Play Center is a 5 piece set of soft oversized blocks great for climbing and imaginative play. MUST BE PLACED AGAINST WALLS IN A CORNER FOR SAFE USE.
Size: 68-1/2"l x 57"w x 24"h

Mini Spiral Mountain
CF322-362

Ages: 8 months - 3 years
5 piece set is perfectly sized for the newest crawlers in your classroom. Children can safely navigate and explore or simply sit on the top and observe their friends. MUST BE PLACED AGAINST WALLS IN A CORNER FOR SAFE USE.
Size: 40"l x 40"w x 10"h

ABC Soft Mini Corner
CF300-003

Ages: 8 months - 3 years
Colorful climber has 6 soft shapes that will challenge little ones to reach and succeed! Appliqued ABC's are an added touch to practice letter and color recognition. MUST BE PLACED AGAINST WALLS IN A CORNER FOR SAFE USE.
Size: 57"l x 57"w x 18"h
Sensory Play FEATURES

• Soft foam-filled play structures have a variety of stimulating elements for little ones including bells, squeakers, beads and mirrors!
• Assorted materials are used to help baby learn through tactile experiences.
• Indoor use only

Playring
CF321-955

Ages: 12 months - 2 years
Popular play system provides an abundance of sensory and tactile fun! Pieces attach as a ring for one baby or can be used separately for two little ones. Unit has handle and folds easily for transporting.
Size: 36”l x 36”w x 8”h

Playring with Tunnel and Slide
CF322-162

Ages: 8 months - 2 years
Create a soft sensory haven for active babies and toddlers. This 9 piece set includes squeakers, bell, mirror and loops for add-ons! Cushioned 1” thick mat comforts little one.
Size: 56”l x 36”w x 8”h
**Multi-Image Mirror Pentagon**
CF332-130  Primary
CF332-130P  Pastel
Ages: All ages
Give tummy-time new dimension with this delightful semi-circular play area. Pentagon unfolds into a kaleidoscopic theater of visual perception with 5 distinct 11” mirror faces.
Size: 60”l x 8”w x 12”h open

**Sensory Play House**
CF322-229
Ages: 4 months - 18 months
Crawl in and discover 6 different sensory surprises featuring a sewn-in mirror, squeaker, beads, bell, colorful tactile shapes. Has 3” padded floor for comfort.
Size: 36”l x 24”w x 24”h

**Madeline’s Mirror Tent**
CF322-021
Ages: 8 months - 24 months
Madeline’s Mirror Tent gives infants a safe place for crawling and exploration. This adorable design is fun inside and out with entertaining shatter-proof mirrors on either side and a triangular tunnel to explore.
Size: 33”l x 22”w x 17”h

**Multi-Activity Pentagon Set**
CF332-392
Ages: All ages
Multi-Activity Pentagon Set helps develop fine and gross motor skills. 3 piece set includes Multi-Image Mirror Pentagon, Multi-Activity Pentagon and Pentagon Mat.
Features:
- 6 sewn-in mirrors
- 2 clear pocket for pictures
- 2 sets of beads
- 1” thick cushioned mat
Size: 54”l x 54”w x 12”h
Activity Mat FEATURES

- Padded foam mats provide a cozy surface for play time or small group activities.
- Shields little ones from non-hygienic surfaces.
- Colorful designs are either appliqued or sub-surface printed.
- Cover materials are easy to wipe clean. Items with the 🌿 symbol are made with our cozy, eco-friendly polyurethane material!
- Appropriate for all ages
- Indoor use only

ABC Crawly Mat
CF362-121
Size: 60”l x 60”w x 1”h

CF321-509
Size: 48”l x 48”w x 1”h

1-2-3-4 Mat
CF362-161
Size: 60”l x 60”w x 1”h

Wave Mat 🌿
CF805-007
Size: 48”l x 48”w x 1”h

Window Mat 🌿
CF805-008
Size: 48”l x 48”w x 1”h
Puzzle Mats
CF321-920
Size: 72”l x 72”w x 1”h

CF322-039
Size: 72” Diameter x 1”h

Turtle Hatchling Mat
CF362-001
Size: 60”l x 48”w x 1”h

CF321-954
Size: 60”l x 60”w x 1”h

Happy Duck Mat
CF362-608
Size: 51”l x 51”w x 1”h

Baby Love Mat
CF322-045 Primary
CF322-045P Pastel
Size: 57”l x 57”w x 1”h

Mosaic Mat
CF805-009
Size: 48”l x 48”w x 1”h
activity mats • ACTIVE PLAY

Four Color Pie Mat
CF362-159
Size: 48”l x 48”w x 1”h

See-Me Picture Mat
CF322-361
Mat features 4” x 6” clear pocket on each rainbow panel to hold favorite pictures. Curious babies will also love the 9-1/2” diameter see-me mirror in center.
Size: 36”l x 36”w x 1”h

Starry Activity Mat
CF705-798PT
Size: 52”l x 52”w x 1”h

Starry Night Activity Mat
CF705-137PT
Size: 52”l x 52”w x 1”h
Fish Bowl Activity Mat
CF362-175
Size: 60"l x 48"w x 1"h

Cozy Woodland Two Tone Activity Mats
CF705-368 Deep Water & Light Sky Blue Mat
CF705-369 Dark Sage & Light Fern Green Mat
CF705-370 Walnut & Almond Brown Mat
CF705-380 Set of all 3 Colors

Versatile mats will warm up any room. Each has a dark earth-tone color on one side and light earth-tone color on the other.
Size: 52"l x 52"w x 1"h

Tent Box Mats
CF331-062
2 colorful 72"l x 24"w segmented mats can be attached side by side, end to end or folded into tunnels.
Patchworks Mat & Block Set FEATURES

- Patchwork Mats measure 57”l x 57”w x 1”h
- Toddler Baby Block Set contains twelve multi-colored 5-1/2” soft cubes
- Little ones love to stack and match colors!
- Blocks are safe, lightweight and the perfect size for little hands.
- Appropriate for all ages

Joey’s Primary Patchwork Mat & Block Set
CF321-132  Patchwork Mat
CF362-516  Toddler Baby Blocks
CF322-047  Patchwork Mat & Block Set
Size: Mat 57”l x 57”w x 1”h  Blocks 5-1/2” cubes

Woodland Patchwork Mat & Block Set
CF705-391  Patchwork Mat
CF705-392  Toddler Baby Blocks
CF705-390  Patchwork Mat & Block Set
Size: Mat 57”l x 57”w x 1”h  Blocks 5-1/2” cubes

Pastel Patchwork Mat & Block Set
CF321-132P  Patchwork Mat
CF362-516P  Toddler Baby Blocks
CF322-047P  Patchwork Mat & Block Set
Size: Mat 57”l x 57”w x 1”h  Blocks 5-1/2” cubes
Shape & Play Sensory Mat Squares
CF322-390

Ages: 8 months - 5 years
The Shape & Play Sensory Mat Squares are full of colors, textures and sounds to delight a classroom. Nine 20" squares attach with hook and loop making this a versatile set that can be made into a trail, a square, a rectangle or used individually!
Size: 60"l x 60"w x 2"h when assembled as a square

Primary Mat
CF362-120
Size: 60"l x 48"w x 1"h

Preschool Fold a Mat
CF362-125
Multi-purpose 4 section mat folds easily for convenient storage.
Size: 96"l x 42"w x 1-1/2"h
Rainbow Folding Mat FEATURES

• Dense foam surface is perfect for stretching or playing.

• Bright rainbow colored panels with wipe-clean surface

• Hook & loop attachments allow multiple mats to be linked together for a longer play surface!

• Double folded seams & hems

• Portable and folds every 2 feet for convenient storage

CF321-149
Size: 10’l x 5’w x 1-1/2”h

CF321-148
Size: 8’l x 4’w x 1-1/2”h

CF362-612
Size: 8’l x 4’w x 2”h

CF321-145
Size: 6’l x 4’w x 1-1/2”h

CF321-144
Size: 4’l x 4’w x 1-1/2”h
Safety Mat FEATURES

• Special shock absorbing 1-1/2” firm polyethylene foam
• Modular mats meet ASTM standard F1292 and Consumer Safety Commission for impact attenuation up to 3 feet
• 3’ panels hook & loop together to form desired shape
• Beveled safety edge on outer panels prevent tripping hazard
• Indoor use only

CF321-553
4 panel set includes 2 blue and 2 red squares.
Size: 6’l x 6’w x 1-1/2”h

CF321-554
6 panel set includes 3 blue and 3 red squares.
Size: 9’l x 6’w x 1-1/2”h

CF321-555
9 panel set in red and blue creates octagon shape.
Size: 9’l x 9’w x 1-1/2”h

INDIVIDUAL MODULAR MAT PANELS

CF321-549
Blue corner piece with 2 beveled edges.
Hook and loop on 2 sides.
Size: 36”l x 36’w x 1-1/2”h

CF321-550
Red side panel has 1 beveled edge and hook and loop on 3 sides.
Size: 36”l x 36’w x 1-1/2”h

CF321-551
Blue center panel has hook and loop on all sides.
Size: 36”l x 36’w x 1-1/2”h
balance & coordination • ACTIVE PLAY

• Soft Balance & Coordination Items FEATURE
  • Cushioned foam shapes provide comfort and support for little ones to confidently reach new developmental milestones.
  • Shapes are covered in beautifully tailored, wipe-clean material.
  • Cover materials are easy to wipe clean. Items with the symbol are made with our cozy, eco-friendly polyurethane material!
  • Appliqued designs
  • Lightweight for easy movement and storage.
  • Indoor use only

Toddler Tumble n’ Roll
CF321-301
Ages: 12 months - 36 months
Perfect 2 piece unit for testing special relationships. 24” long soft tunnel with 14” diameter removable cylinder. Tunnel has 4” soft sides.
Size: 41”l x 6-1/2”w x 11”h

Crawly Caterpillar
CF805-024
Ages: 6 months - 3 years
Little ones will love to explore and bounce from color to color while improving their balance and coordination. Each bump measures 6-1/2”h and the head measures 11-1/2”h. Each antenna contains a different sensory element, a squeaker and rattle.
Size: 41”l x 6-1/2”w x 11”h

Mama and Baby Inchworm
CF331-061 Mama Inchworm
CF321-902 Baby Inchworm
Ages: 6 months - 3 years
Climb upon the soft and sturdy Inchworm. Bright rainbow colored blocks are hinged together along the base.
Size: Momma 48” long with 8” cubes
   Baby 36” long with 6” cubes
Rocking Racecar Purple/Orange  
CF805-136

Rocking Racecar Red/Yellow  
CF805-137

Rocking Racecar Blue/Green  
CF805-135

**New!**

*Rocking Racecar Purple/Orange*
*CF805-136*

*Rocking Racecar Red/Yellow*
*CF805-137*

*Rocking Racecar Blue/Green*
*CF805-135*

**Ages: 12 months – 3 years**

Cruise with friends or take a pit stop and lounge on our Rocking Racecars! Racecars have a cantilevered base that helps prevent tipping and a high-density foam core with no hard edges. Cars have a seat height of 9”.

Size: 27”l x 10-1/4”w x 16-1/4”h

**Rocking Train**  
CF805-140

**Ages: 12 months – 3 years**

Ride the rails with our Rocking Train! Train has a cantilevered base that helps prevent tipping and a high-density foam core with no hard edges. Train has a seat height of 9”.

Size: 27”l x 10”w x 17-3/4”h

**Rocking Airplane**  
CF805-134

**Ages: 12 months – 3 years**

Take a flight on our Rocking Airplane! Plane has a cantilevered base and wings that help prevent tipping and a high-density foam core with no hard edges. Airplane has a seat height of 9”.

Size: 27”l x 26”w x 16-1/4”h
Nessie Family
CF331-014 Set of 3 Nessies shown
CF331-013 Red/Blue Nessie only

Ages: 12 months - 24 months
Three friendly romp ’n play friends. Little ones can rest and play on these soft, silly creatures. Room for 2 explorers for double the fun! Nessies have 7” seat height.
Size: 32-1/2”l x 8-1/2”w x 16-1/4”h each

Little Bear Rocker
CF805-019

Ages: 18 months - 3 years
Bright little bear awakens baby's senses. Has a cantilevered base that helps prevent tipping and has a high-density foam core with no hard edges.
Size: 23-1/4”l x 8”w x 8-1/2”h

Baby Rocky
CF331-063

Ages: 18 months - 3 years
Giddy up! Bright yellow and blue colors are inviting to little riders. Has a cantilevered base that helps prevent tipping and has a high-density foam core with no hard edges. Baby Rocky has 10” seat height.
Size: 28”l x 10”w x 16-1/2”h
balance & coordination • ACTIVE PLAY

**Rocky Duck**
CF331-508

**Ages:** 18 months - 3 years
Cute little Rocky Duck will become a child’s favorite seat. Has a cantilevered base that helps prevent tipping and has a high-density foam core with no hard edges.
Size: 22”l x 10”w x 20”h

**Big Rocky**
CF331-064

**Ages:** 2 - 4 years
Giddy up! Yellow and green Big Rocky has an 11” seat width and height to accommodate taller kiddos. Has a cantilevered base that helps prevent tipping and has a high-density foam core with no hard edges.
Size: 33”l x 11”w x 20”h

**Wide Infant Toddler Soft Cars**
CF332-487

**Ages:** 12 months - 24 months
Soft Cars are brightly colored and multi-functional. Great for imaginative play as children cruise together or take a pit stop to lounge around on the comfy foam filled seats! Cars have 5-1/2” seat height.
Size: 23”l x 12”w x 10”h

**Mini Car Soft Riders**
CF331-019

**Ages:** 12 months - 24 months
The perfect little seats for tots to imagine great adventures. This 3 piece soft car set encourage creativity and socialization. Cars have 5-1/2” seat height.
Size: 23”l x 6-1/2”w x 9-1/2”h
balance & coordination • ACTIVE PLAY

Molded Balance & Coordination Items FEATURE

- Items on this page can be used both indoor and outdoor!
- Constructed of sturdy molded plastic
- Easy wipe-clean surface

Edu Ring
1520
Ages: 2 years - 5 years
Three interlocking pieces can be arranged in a swirl or circle for sturdy balancing practice.
Size: 34"l x 6"w x 11-1/2" each piece

Red Rocker / Toddler Bridge
1155
3004 with rails
Ages: 2 years and up
This sturdy molded plastic unit provides 2 activities in 1: a fun rocking teeter-totter on one side and a toddler bridge on the other!
Size: 48"l x 24"w x 12"h

Molded Rocking Horses
CF910-069  Blue
CF910-070  Orange
CF910-071  Set of 2 – Blue and Orange
Ages: 12 months - 3 years
No need to ask for smiles – they arrive automatically when toddler climbs upon this sturdy molded rocking horse! A high back and wide foot rest provide secure seating. Includes easy-grip handle bars for a fun and safe ride every time. Seat is 8"h.
Size: 33-1/2"l x 14"w x 20"h each

Molded Toddler Ramp
CF910-066
Ages: 18 months - 3 years
All your toddlers will step up to this new challenge! Ramp has adjustable heights from 14" to 17" to grow with children. Easy assembly required.
Size: 44-46"l x 15-1/2"w x 22-1/2"h
Soft Balance Beam
CF321-303
Ages: 2 years - 5 years
This beam is perfect for preschoolers to challenge themselves without the fear of falling. With a trapezoidal shape this balance beam has a solid foundation. Foam-filled with an easy wipe-clean surface.
Size: 48”l x 6-18”w x 9”h

2-Way Balance Beam
ANG360
Ages: 2 years - 5 years
This 6 foot long beam reverses from 2-3/4” wide to a more challenging 1-1/4” wide.
Features:
• Constructed of solid maple
• Easy assembly required
• Indoor use only
Size: 72”l x 4”w planks x 2”h

Vari-Balance Board Set
ANG364
Ages: 2 years - 5 years
Ideal for developing motor skills, our balancing board set includes 4 boards and 5 bases.
Features:
• Constructed of birch laminate
• All surfaces are sanded and smooth
• Rounded corners for safety
• Easy assembly required
• Indoor use only
Size: 48”l x 4”w planks x 4”h

Rocking Boat
ANG1058
Ages: 2 years - 5 years
Ahoy matey! It takes teamwork to keep this flip-resistant boat on course. Children improve balance and core strength by rocking the day away. Turn the boat over and they’ll develop coordination by climbing steps. Assembly required.
Size: 48”l x 24”w x 12”h

Ball Return
AFB7953
AFB7954 Replacement Net
Ages: 3 years and up
No more chasing after balls! Make a basket and the ball comes right back to you.
Size: 24-1/4”l x 21-3/4”w x 30”h

4-Ring Basketball Stand
AFB7950
AFB7951 Set of 4 Replacement Nets
AFB7952 Replacement Storage Bag
Ages: 3 years and up
Children develop hand-eye coordination as they hoop it up with this sturdy metal basketball stand. 4 rims at different heights accommodate children of all sizes. An included bag fits into the bottom of the stand to store balls when basketball stand is not in use.
Size: 48”l x 36”w x 54”h

where creative learning comes to play

childrensfactory.com
**Ball Pool and Play Yard Features**

- Ball Pools have thick walls that attach with hook and loop to an unpadded vinyl floor. Pools hold a sea of 2-3/4" diameter polyethylene balls.
- Play Yards have thick walls and an unattached, padded mat that fits perfectly to comfort caregivers and little ones.
- Play Yards are not designed to hold balls.
- Both Ball Pools and Play Yards are constructed of sturdy foam with an easy wipe-clean cover material.

**Flower Petal Ball Pool**

**CF322-226**

*Ages: 8 months - 3 years*

Little ones will love climbing up and over petals of different heights to get to the center ball pool. A lot of play value is packed in this adorable center of the room unit.

*Features:*
- Petals range from 3" to 12" high
- 4" thick walls surround 28" diameter pool
- 130 bright blue balls

*Size: 64"l x 64"w x 12"h*

**Corral Ball Pool**

**CF331-031**

*Ages: 12 months - 5 years*

All the little rangers will be safe and sound in this cozy corral. Provides multi-sensory stimulation and encourages social interaction.

*Features:*
- 4" thick walls surround 45" square pool
- 500 multi-colored balls

*Size: 53"l x 53"w x 12"h*

**Box of Mixed-Color Balls**

**CF331-531**  175 balls  
**CF331-533**  500 balls

*Ages: 8 months - 3 years*

Refresh any ball pool with these assortments of primary mixed-color balls. Hollow balls are made of polyethylene and are 2-3/4" in diameter.

**Ocean Depths Ball Refuge**

**CF322-088**  $1,295.90

*Ages: 2 years - 6 years*

There will be giggles galore in this oversized ball pool! Appliqued ocean designs adorn the outer walls.

*Features:*
- 6" thick walls surround 58" square pool
- 800 multi-colored balls

*Size: 70"l x 70"w x 16"h*

**Mini-Nest Ball Pool**

**CF331-334**

*Ages: 8 months - 3 years*

The perfect nesting spot for a child to have individual play time, this Mini-Nest Ball Pool is a sensory dream.

*Features:*
- 4" thick walls surround 36" diameter pool
- 175 multi-colored balls

*Size: 44"l x 44"w x 10"h*
Lollipop Play Yard
CF322-219

Ages: 2 years - 5 years
Bright rainbow colors make this retreat a focal point of any classroom.
Features:
• 5” thick walls surround 63” square mat
• 2” mat thickness
Size: 73”l x 73”w x 18”h

Harbor Hollow
CF322-087

Ages: 2 years - 6 years
Harbor hollow is an inviting resting place for reading time or small group activities. Appliqued ocean designs adorn the outer walls.
Features:
• 6” thick walls surround 58” square mat
• 2” mat thickness
Size: 70”l x 70”w x 16”h

Infant Toddler Play Yard
CF320-107

Ages: 2 years - 5 years
Simple red and blue design provides a calming space for small group activities.
Features:
• 5” thick walls surround 63” square mat
• 2” mat thickness
Size: 73”l x 73”w x 18”h

Turtle Hollow
CF322-179

Ages: 8 months - 3 years
Play yard provides a gentle nestling place for infants and toddlers. Bright primary colored turtle shell pattern aids in cognitive and visual stimulation. Turtle’s smiling face provides the perfect step up into the hollow.
Features:
• 4” thick walls surround 36” diameter mat
• 3” mat thickness
Size: 59”l x 44”w x 9-1/2”h

Toddler Hollow
CF331-008  Primary
CF331-008P  Pastel

Ages: 8 months - 3 years
Play yard provides a gentle nesting place for little ones to relax.
Features:
• 4” thick walls surround 36” diameter mat
• 3” mat thickness
Size: 44”l x 44”w x 9-1/2”h
**BLOCK FEATURES**

- Block play stimulates a child’s mind, moves their body and encourages collaboration with other children.
- Unless otherwise noted, blocks are foam-filled for safe play and covered with wipe-clean material.
- Cover materials are easy to wipe clean. Items with the 🌿 symbol are made with our cozy, eco-friendly polyurethane material!

**Stacking Tower Blocks**
CF805-025

*Ages: 3 and up*
Problem solving will be fun as children navigate the 7 interlocking shapes to form a tower. Practice colors, shapes and numbers!
*Size: 27”l x 12”w x 50”h*

**Megablocs**
1161

*Ages: 12 months and up*
Lightweight blocks are made of solid EVA. Colorful 16 piece set includes 4 blue, yellow, red and green blocks.
*Size: 12”l x 6”w x 4”h each*

**See-Me Blocks**
CF805-035

*Ages: all ages*
7” cubes are just the right size for little ones to carry, twist and toss. Blocks have a clear 4” x 4” pocket on each side to hold numbers, letters or favorite photos. Inserts not included.
12" Modular Block Set
CF321-615   Set A 21-Piece Set
CF321-620   Set B 14-Piece Set
CF321-635   Sets A & B 35-Piece Set

Ages: 18 months and up
Little architects will impress you with their creativity! These oversized building blocks inspire children to use their imaginations and work cooperatively.

9" Module Block Sets
CF331-502   21-Piece Set
CF331-504   12-Piece Set

Ages: 18 months and up
Perfect sized blocks for preschool age building projects. Set includes assorted soft shapes in 9" increments.
blocks • ACTIVE PLAY

Soft Shapes Set
CF362-545
Ages: 18 months and up
Line them up or stack them tall. This delightful 10 piece set combines the importance of safety and the simple joy of building. Set includes 2 cylinders, 2 half squares, 2 squares, 2 rectangles, and 2 ramps.
Size: Blocks range from 18”l x 9”w x 9”h to 36”l x 18”w x 9”h

Builder Blocks
CF362-512
Ages: 6 months and up
12 piece set gives beginners a variety of soft shapes and sizes to start safely building.
Size: Blocks range from 5-1/2” cube to 22”l x 11”w x 5”h

Jr. Activity Gym Sets
CF362-550   11-Piece Set
CF362-551   8-Piece Set
Ages: 3 years - 6 years
Children will love their own indoor gym! These versatile soft pieces encourage gross motor skill development, creativity and sharing. Exercising has never been so much fun!
Size: Soft Log and beam are 12” cross section x 48”l
2 mats are 72”l x 24”w and 2 are 48”l x 24”w
Half cylinders are 24”l x 24”w

Sturdiblock Set
CF321-530
Ages: 6 months and up
Bright and chunky blocks, are perfectly sized for little ones.
Size: Four 8” cubes
Two 16”l x 8”w x 8”h rectangles
One 16”l x 16”w x 8”h square

Toddler Baby Blocks
CF362-516   Primary
CF362-516P  Pastel
CF705-392   Woodland
Ages: All ages
12 baby-safe blocks come in assorted colors. Children will have fun sorting, stacking and practicing color recognition.
Size: 5-1/2” cubes
Snap Bloc Sets
1620-60  60-Piece Set
1620-20  20-Piece Set

Ages: 3 years and up
Children develop fine motor skills and improve dexterity while carrying out construction projects. Assorted colorful blocks are made of plastic and easily nest together.

Size: Oval Block 7-1/2"l x 3-3/4"w x 3"h
Cylinder 3" diameter x 3-3/4"h
Roof Tops 3-1/4"l x 3-3/4"w x 2-1/2"h

Nest n' Stack Blocks
CF910-012

Ages: 2 years - 5 years
Set of 4 sturdy molded blocks will spark the interest of any child. Kids will love finding new and fun ways to use them by stacking, nesting or tucking away favorite items in them.

Features:
• Made of sturdy wipe-clean plastic
• Inverted top lip on blocks prevents slipping
• Total height when stacked is 34".

Size: 20"l x 12"w x 12"h when nested for storage

Pattern Blocks
CF705-142PT

Ages: 8 months and up
Practice stacking and balancing with these 8 stimulating soft blocks. Children will love the star pattern and assorted shapes.

Size: Designed in 8" modules

Match the Dot Blocks
CF322-145

Ages: All ages
Learning colors has never been so much fun! These teaching blocks allow for early interaction with color and shapes. Ideal for mix and match games, building color recognition skills and exercising growing minds.

Size: 5-1/2" cubes
MyRider® Features the Vario Seat®…

With one of the largest family of trikes in the world, Angeles® is proud to present: MyRider®. Each model is sleek, innovative and comes standard with the durable quality expected from the most trusted name in trikes.

The Vario Seat® allows children of different sizes to ride the same trike

Old fashioned trikes have a limited seating area

LOOK HOW 3 DIFFERENT SIZES OF CHILDREN CAN RIDE THE SAME TRIKE
MyRider® FEATURES

• Yellow powder-coated steel frame resists rust
• Innovative Vario Seat® accommodates children of different sizes
• Sturdy, solid tires on spokeless wheels
• No-pinch design
• Single trikes arrive assembled unless otherwise noted. 2-packs require easy assembly.
• 5-year warranty

MyRider® Mini
AFB3610 Single
AFB36102PK 2-Pack

Ages: 2 years and up
Features:
• Accommodates up to 70 lbs.
• Seat 11”h, Front Wheel 8-5/8” diameter, Handlebars 21-3/4”h
• Overall Size: 25-3/4”l x 19-1/2”w x 21-3/4”h

MyRider® Mini Pusher
AFB3600 Single
AFB36002PK 2-Pack

Ages: 2 years and up
Features:
• No pedals
• Accommodates up to 70 lbs.
• Seat 10-1/2”h, Front Wheel 7-1/2” diameter, Handlebars 20-1/2”h
• Overall Size: 23-3/4”l x 19-1/2”w x 20-1/2”h
**MyRider® Maxi**
AFB3630 Single
AFB36302PK 2-Pack

*Ages: 4 years - 8 Years*

**Features:**
• Accommodates up to 70 lbs.
• Easy 1-bolt assembly
• Seat 16"h, Front Wheel 14-1/2" diameter, Handlebars 27-3/4"h
• Overall Size: 34-1/2"l x 25"w x 27-3/4"h

**MyRider® Midi**
AFB3620 Single
AFB36202PK 2-Pack

*Ages: 3 years - 6 Years*

**Features:**
• Accommodates up to 70 lbs.
• Seat 14-1/2"h, Front Wheel 11-1/2" diameter, Handlebars 25-3/8"h
• Overall Size: 29-1/2"l x 22"w x 25-3/8"h

**Helmet FEATURES**
• Meet or exceed ASNI Z90.4
• CPSC and Snell B95A Certified
• Vented for maximum comfort
• Adjustable chin strap

**Toddler-Size Helmet**
AFB4200B

*Ages: 12 months - 3 Years*
Head Size: 18" - 20" diameter

**Child-Size Helmet**
AFB4300B

*Ages: 3 years - 7 Years*
Head Size: 20" - 21-1/2" diameter
MyRider® Balance Bike
AFB3675

Ages: 3 years and up
Features:
• No pedals
• Accommodates up to 70 lbs.
• Seat 16”h, Front Wheel 11-1/2” diameter, Handlebars 25-3/8”h
• Overall Size: 30”l x 18”w x 25-3/8”h

MyRider® Easy Rider
AFB3640 Single
AFB36402PK 2-Pack

Ages: 4 years - 8 years
Features:
• High back seat for comfort
• Easy to pedal and steer
• Accommodates up to 70 lbs.
• Seat 6”h, Front Wheel 14-1/2” diameter, Handlebars 21-7/8”h
• Overall Size: 34”l x 22”w x 21-7/8”h

MyRider® Bike
AFB3670

Ages: 3 years and up
Features:
• Accommodates up to 70 lbs.
• Seat 16”h, Front Wheel 11-1/2” diameter, Handlebars 25-3/8”h
• Overall Size: 30”l x 18”w x 25-3/8”h
MyRider® Tandem  
AFB3700  

Ages: 3 years and up  
Features:  
• Contoured rear seat for your passenger!  
• No-slip platform footrest  
• Easy 1-bolt assembly  
• Accommodates up to 140 lbs.  
• Front Seat 15”h, Rear Seat 15-3/4”h, Front Wheel 11-1/2” diameter, Handlebars 25-3/8”h  
• Overall Size: 42-5/8”l x 24”w x 25-3/8”h

MyRider® Chariot  
AFB3710  

Ages: 3 years and up  
Features:  
• Unique cargo bed for hauling!  
• Easy 1-bolt assembly  
• Accommodates up to 140 lbs.  
• Front Seat 15”h, Front Wheel 11-1/2” diameter, Handlebars 25-3/8”h  
• Overall Size: 42-3/4”l x 26”w x 25-3/8”h
MyRider® Mini Scooter
AFB3664
Ages: 3 years - 6 years
Features:
• Accommodates up to 70 lbs.
• Easy 1-bolt assembly
• Footplate 3-1/2”h, Front Wheel 8-5/8” diameter, Handlebars 27-1/4”h
• Overall Size: 37-1/4”l x 19-3/4”w x 27-1/4”h

MyRider® 2-Wheel Scooter
AFB3660
Ages: 4 years - 8 years
Features:
• Extra-long sturdy footplate
• Rear wheel guard
• Accommodates up to 70 lbs.
• Easy 1-bolt assembly
• Footplate 3”h, Front Wheel 8-5/8” diameter, Handlebars 29”h
• Overall Size: 40-1/2”l x 19-3/4”w x 29”h

MyRider® 3-Wheel V Scooter
AFB3663
Ages: 4 years - 8 years
Features:
• Accommodates up to 70 lbs.
• Easy 1-bolt assembly
• Footplate 4”h, Front Wheel 8-5/8” diameter, Handlebars 29”h
• Overall Size: 34”l x 22”w x 29”h

SilverRider® Skitter Scooter
AFB1800SR
Ages: 4 years - 8 years
Features:
• Durable chrome plating with red accents
• Unique double handle bar design
• Dual rear wheels for stability
• Non-skid polyethylene footplate
• Accommodates up to 70 lbs.
• Easy 1-bolt assembly
• Footplate 4”h, Front Wheel 10” diameter, Rear Platform 9-3/4”h, Handlebars 20-1/2”h and 27”h
• Overall Size: 36-1/2”l x 14”w x 27”h
SilverRider® FEATURES

- Durable chrome plating and welded steel frame
- Primary red accents
- Recessed hub design for safety
- Solid rubber tires with long-lasting, self-lubricating nylon bearings
- Replacement parts available
- Single trikes ship assembled unless otherwise noted. 2-Packs require easy assembly.
- 5-year warranty

SilverRider® 8” Pedal Pusher
AFB3200SR Single
AFB3200SR2 2-Pack
Ages: 18 months - 24 months
Features:
• Accommodates up to 70 lbs.
• Seat 12-1/2”h, Front Wheel 8” diameter, Handlebars 20”h
• Overall Size: 24-1/2”l x 20”w x 20”h

SilverRider® 8” Pusher Trike
AFB3210SR Single
AFB3210SR2 2-Pack
Ages: 18 months - 24 months
Features:
• Accommodates up to 70 lbs.
• Seat 12-3/4”h, Front Wheel 8” diameter, Handlebars 20”h
• Overall Size: 26”l x 20”w x 20”h

SilverRider® 10” Pedal Pusher LT
AFB2710SR Single
AFB2710SR2 2-Pack
Ages: 24 months - 36 months
Features:
• Accommodates up to 70 lbs.
• Seat 13-1/2”h, Front Wheel 10” diameter, Handlebars 21”h
• Overall Size: 25-1/2”l x 20”w x 21”h
SilverRider® 10” Trike
AFB0100SR Single
AFB0100SR2 2-Pack

Ages: 3 years - 4 years
Features:
• Accommodates up to 70 lbs.
• Seat 13"h, Front Wheel 10” diameter, Handlebars 21-1/2”h
• Overall Size: 26”l x 21-1/2”w x 21-1/2”h

SilverRider® 10” Pedal Pusher
AFB2700SR Single
AFB2700SR2 2-Pack

Ages: 24 months - 36 months
Features:
• Accommodates up to 70 lbs.
• Seat 4”h, Front Wheel 10” diameter, Handlebars 18”h
• Overall Size: 30-1/2”l x 18”w x 18”h
SilverRider® Rickshaw
AFB0600SR

Ages: 3 years - 8 years
Features:
• Sturdy, tip-proof design
• Rear seat back support for 1-2 passengers
• Handrails for a safe ride
• Easy 1-bolt assembly
• Accommodates up to 140 lbs.
• Seat 15-3/4"h, Front Wheel 12" diameter, Handlebars 24-1/2"h
• Overall Size: 37"l x 21"w x 24-1/2"h

SilverRider® 14” Trike
AFB0300SR  Single
AFB0300SR2  2-Pack

Ages: 4 years - 8 years
Features:
• Accommodates up to 70 lbs.
• Seat 16-1/2"h, Front Wheel 14” diameter, Handlebars 25-3/4"h
• Overall Size: 33”l x 22”w x 25-3/4”h

SilverRider® Fire Truck
AFB1400SR

Ages: 3 years - 8 years
Features:
• Cargo bed in back for hauling
• Fire truck signs included
• Easy 1-bolt assembly
• Accommodates up to 140 lbs.
• Seat 15-3/4“h, Front Wheel 12” diameter, Handlebars 24-1/2”h
Overall Size: 37”l x 21”w x 24-1/2”h
SilverRider® Super Cycle
AFB1500SR  Single
AFB1500SR2  2-Pack

Ages: 4 years - 8 years
Features:
• Easy 1-bolt assembly
• Accommodates up to 70 lbs.
• Seat 5-1/2”h, Front Wheel 14” diameter, Handlebars 22”h
• Overall Size: 33-1/4”l x 21-1/2”w x 22”h

SilverRider® School Bus
AFB1300SR

Ages: 3 years - 8 years
Features:
• Passenger handrail and footrest
• Signs included
• Easy 1-bolt assembly
• Accommodates up to 140 lbs.
• Seat 16”h, Front Wheel 12” diameter, Rear Seat 15”h, Handlebars 24-1/2”h
• Overall Size: 37”l x 21-3/4”w x 24-1/2”h

SilverRider® Wagon
AFB0700SR

Ages: 2 years - 8 years
Features:
• Heavy duty design
• Side guard rails for passenger safety
• Upright handle stays in place
• Ships fully assembled
• Accommodates up to 140 lbs.
• Overall Size: 36-1/2”l x 22-1/2”w x 13”h
ClassicRider® FEATURES

- Red powder-coated steel frame resists rust
- Comfort back support
- Recessed no-pinching hub design
- Non-exposed pedal hardware
- Solid rubber tires on spokeless steel wheels
- Single trikes ship assembled unless otherwise noted. 2-packs require easy assembly.
- 5-year warranty

ClassicRider® Super Cycle
AFB1500PR  Single
AFB1500PR2  2-Pack

Ages: 4 years - 8 years
Features:
- Big wheel, industrial strength
- Accommodates up to 70 lbs.
- Seat 5-1/2"h, Front Wheel 14" diameter, Handlebars 22"h
- Overall Size: 33-1/4"l x 21-1/2"w x 22"h

ClassicRider® 8" Pusher Trike
AFB3210PR  Single
AFB3210PR2  2-Pack

Ages: 18 months - 24 months
Features:
- Accommodates up to 70 lbs.
- Seat 12-3/4"h, Front Wheel 8" diameter, Handlebars 20"h
- Overall Size: 26"l x 20"w x 20"h

ClassicRider® 10" Pedal Pusher (Not Pictured)
AFB2700PR  Single
AFB2700PR2  2-Pack

Ages: 24 months - 36 months
Features:
- Accommodates up to 70 lbs.
- Seat 13-1/2"h, Front Wheel 10" diameter, Handlebars 21"h
- Overall Size: 25-1/2"l x 20"w x 21"h

ClassicRider® 10" Pedal Pusher LT
AFB2710PR  Single
AFB2710PR2  2-Pack

Ages: 24 months - 36 months
Features:
- Accommodates up to 70 lbs.
- Seat 4"h, Front Wheel 10" diameter, Handlebars 18"h
- Overall Size: 30-1/2"l x 18"w x 18"h
ClassicRider® 10” Trike (not pictured)
AFB0100PR Single
AFB0100PR2 2-Pack

Ages: 3 years - 4 years
Features:
• Accommodates up to 70 lbs.
• Seat 13"h, Front Wheel 10” diameter, Handlebars 21-1/2”h
• Overall Size: 26”l x 21-1/2”w x 21-1/2”h

ClassicRider® 12” Trike (not pictured)
AFB0200PR Single
AFB0200PR2 2-Pack

Ages: 3 years - 5 years
Features:
• Accommodates up to 70 lbs.
• Seat 15-3/4”h, Front Wheel 12” diameter, Handlebars 24-3/4”h
• Overall Size: 27-3/4”l x 21-1/2”w x 24-3/4”h

ClassicRider® 14” Trike
AFB0300PR Single
AFB0300PR2 2-Pack

Ages: 4 years - 8 years
Features:
• Accommodates up to 70 lbs.
• Seat 16-1/2”h, Front Wheel 14” diameter, Handlebars 25-3/4”h
• Overall Size: 33”l x 22”w x 25-3/4”h

Tandem Taxi
AFB1200

Ages: 3 years - 8 years
Features:
• All-terrain fat tires
• Rear seat back support for 1-2 passengers
• Handrails for a safe ride
• Tip-proof
• Assembly required
• Accommodates up to 140 lbs.
• Front Seat 16”h, Rear Seat 11”h, Front Wheel 12” diameter, Handlebars 27”h
• Overall Size: 36”l x 24”w x 27”h
RuggedRider® FEATURES

- Black powder-coated steel frame resists rust
- Solid fat rubber tires are ideal for uneven surfaces
- Recessed no-pinch hub design
- Non-exposed pedal hardware
- Long-lasting, self-lubricating nylon bearings
- Easy 1-bolt assembly
- 5-year warranty

RuggedRider® 12” Trike
AFB0210RRB
Ages: 3 years - 5 years
Features:
• Accommodates up to 70 lbs.
• Seat 15-3/4“h, Front Wheel 12” diameter, Handlebars 24-1/2”h
• Overall Size: 30-1/2“l x 23-1/2“w x 24-1/2”h

RuggedRider® 14” Trike (not pictured)
AFB0310RRB
Ages: 4 years - 8 years
Features:
• Accommodates up to 70 lbs.
• Seat 16-1/2“h, Front Wheel 14” diameter, Handlebars 25-1/4”h
• Overall Size: 34“l x 23-1/2“w x 25-1/4”h

RuggedRider® Super Cycle
AFB1510RRB
Ages: 4 years - 8 years
Features:
• Accommodates up to 70 lbs.
• Seat 5-1/2“h, Front Wheel 14” diameter, Handlebars 22”h
• Overall Size: 55“l x 21-1/4“w x 22”h

Maintenance Kit
AFB4100
Ages: Adult use only
Over 200 spare trike parts in a sturdy, expandable storage box. Includes parts for MyRider®, SilverRider®, ClassicRider® and RuggedRider® trikes.
Size: 16“l x 9“w x 8-1/2“h
Traffic Signs
AFB2600
Made of sturdy weatherproof plastic.
Features:
• Wide metal bases
• Great for outdoor use – won’t topple over in the wind.
• 3-year warranty
• Size: 11”l x 11”w x 29”h each

Molded Rocking Horses
CF910-069  Blue Horse
CF910-070  Orange Horse
CF910-071  Set of 2
Ages: 12 months - 3 years
Features:
• Constructed of durable molded plastic.
• High back and wide footrests for secure riding.
• Great way for child to develop balancing and core strength.
• Can be used indoor or outdoor.
• Size: 24”l x 11”w x 14-1/2”h each

Tortoise & Hare Ride-Ons
AFB2815SET  Set of 2
Ages: 18 months and up
Features:
• Constructed of durable one-piece molded plastic.
• Riders sit and push with their feet giving them control of speed and stopping.
• Wide base design
• Heavy duty axel and 6” diameter wheels
• Can be used indoor or outdoor
• Accommodates up to 40 lbs.

Hare
AFB2810
Size: 31”l x 11”w x 14-1/2”h

Tortoise
AFB2800
Size: 24”l x 11”w x 14-1/2”h

Tortoise
AFB2800
Size: 24”l x 11”w x 14-1/2”h

Molded Rocking Horses
CF910-069  Blue Horse
CF910-070  Orange Horse
CF910-071  Set of 2
Ages: 12 months - 3 years
Features:
• Constructed of durable molded plastic.
• High back and wide footrests for secure riding.
• Great way for child to develop balancing and core strength.
• Can be used indoor or outdoor.
• Size: 24”l x 11”w x 14-1/2”h each

Traffic Signs
AFB2600
Made of sturdy weatherproof plastic.
Features:
• Wide metal bases
• Great for outdoor use – won’t topple over in the wind.
• 3-year warranty
• Size: 11”l x 11”w x 29”h each

Molded Rocking Horses
CF910-069  Blue Horse
CF910-070  Orange Horse
CF910-071  Set of 2
Ages: 12 months - 3 years
Features:
• Constructed of durable molded plastic.
• High back and wide footrests for secure riding.
• Great way for child to develop balancing and core strength.
• Can be used indoor or outdoor.
• Size: 24”l x 11”w x 14-1/2”h each

Traffic Signs
AFB2600
Made of sturdy weatherproof plastic.
Features:
• Wide metal bases
• Great for outdoor use – won’t topple over in the wind.
• 3-year warranty
• Size: 11”l x 11”w x 29”h each

Molded Rocking Horses
CF910-069  Blue Horse
CF910-070  Orange Horse
CF910-071  Set of 2
Ages: 12 months - 3 years
Features:
• Constructed of durable molded plastic.
• High back and wide footrests for secure riding.
• Great way for child to develop balancing and core strength.
• Can be used indoor or outdoor.
• Size: 24”l x 11”w x 14-1/2”h each

Traffic Signs
AFB2600
Made of sturdy weatherproof plastic.
Features:
• Wide metal bases
• Great for outdoor use – won’t topple over in the wind.
• 3-year warranty
• Size: 11”l x 11”w x 29”h each

Molded Rocking Horses
CF910-069  Blue Horse
CF910-070  Orange Horse
CF910-071  Set of 2
Ages: 12 months - 3 years
Features:
• Constructed of durable molded plastic.
• High back and wide footrests for secure riding.
• Great way for child to develop balancing and core strength.
• Can be used indoor or outdoor.
• Size: 24”l x 11”w x 14-1/2”h each

Traffic Signs
AFB2600
Made of sturdy weatherproof plastic.
Features:
• Wide metal bases
• Great for outdoor use – won’t topple over in the wind.
• 3-year warranty
• Size: 11”l x 11”w x 29”h each

Molded Rocking Horses
CF910-069  Blue Horse
CF910-070  Orange Horse
CF910-071  Set of 2
Ages: 12 months - 3 years
Features:
• Constructed of durable molded plastic.
• High back and wide footrests for secure riding.
• Great way for child to develop balancing and core strength.
• Can be used indoor or outdoor.
• Size: 24”l x 11”w x 14-1/2”h each

Traffic Signs
AFB2600
Made of sturdy weatherproof plastic.
Features:
• Wide metal bases
• Great for outdoor use – won’t topple over in the wind.
• 3-year warranty
• Size: 11”l x 11”w x 29”h each

Molded Rocking Horses
CF910-069  Blue Horse
CF910-070  Orange Horse
CF910-071  Set of 2
Ages: 12 months - 3 years
Features:
• Constructed of durable molded plastic.
• High back and wide footrests for secure riding.
• Great way for child to develop balancing and core strength.
• Can be used indoor or outdoor.
• Size: 24”l x 11”w x 14-1/2”h each

Traffic Signs
AFB2600
Made of sturdy weatherproof plastic.
Features:
• Wide metal bases
• Great for outdoor use – won’t topple over in the wind.
• 3-year warranty
• Size: 11”l x 11”w x 29”h each

Molded Rocking Horses
CF910-069  Blue Horse
CF910-070  Orange Horse
CF910-071  Set of 2
Ages: 12 months - 3 years
Features:
• Constructed of durable molded plastic.
• High back and wide footrests for secure riding.
• Great way for child to develop balancing and core strength.
• Can be used indoor or outdoor.
• Size: 24”l x 11”w x 14-1/2”h each

Traffic Signs
AFB2600
Made of sturdy weatherproof plastic.
Features:
• Wide metal bases
• Great for outdoor use – won’t topple over in the wind.
• 3-year warranty
• Size: 11”l x 11”w x 29”h each

Molded Rocking Horses
CF910-069  Blue Horse
CF910-070  Orange Horse
CF910-071  Set of 2
Ages: 12 months - 3 years
Features:
• Constructed of durable molded plastic.
• High back and wide footrests for secure riding.
• Great way for child to develop balancing and core strength.
• Can be used indoor or outdoor.
• Size: 24”l x 11”w x 14-1/2”h each

Traffic Signs
AFB2600
Made of sturdy weatherproof plastic.
Features:
• Wide metal bases
• Great for outdoor use – won’t topple over in the wind.
• 3-year warranty
• Size: 11”l x 11”w x 29”h each

Molded Rocking Horses
CF910-069  Blue Horse
CF910-070  Orange Horse
CF910-071  Set of 2
Ages: 12 months - 3 years
Features:
• Constructed of durable molded plastic.
• High back and wide footrests for secure riding.
Fresh air and sunlight are important for children of all ages. Load up the little ones and watch them enjoy the change of scenery. Stadium seating allows all friends to see the stimulating environment clearly.
Bye Bye Buggy® FEATURES

- 360° pivoting front wheels for easy maneuvering
- Easy-to-fasten five-point harness
- Safety parking brake
- Fits through standard doorways
- Each seat accommodates children up to 40 lbs.
- Infant seat required for children under 6 months
- Canopies sold separately
- Ships via freight only
- 3-year warranty

6-Passenger “Fat Tire” Bye Bye Buggy® with Striped Seats
AFB6400F
Size: 74-1/2”l x 29-5/8”w x 42”h

4-Passenger “Fat Tire” Bye Bye Buggy® with Striped Seats
AFB6300F
Size: 57”l x 29-5/8”w x 37-3/4”h

ACCESSORIES

Infant Seat
AFB6520
Ages: Newborn - 6 months
Heavy-duty vinyl quilted for comfort
Features:
• Fits in back or center rows of Bye-Bye® Buggies or Buses
• Steel clips holds seat securely in place
• Wipe-clean surface
Size: 25”l x 13”w x 11-3/4”h

a. Red Buggy Storage Covers
AFB6350  4-Passenger
AFB6450  6-Passenger
Fitted polyester protective cover
Features:
• Water resistant
• Color-stable

Canopy
b.AFB6500A   Striped Canopy
c.AFB6500GY Gray Canopy
Shades 2 side-by-side seats
Features:
• Single-pole canopy frame snaps easily into place
• Striped Canopy is made of breathable Textilene® fabric
6-Passenger “Fat Tire” Bye Bye Buggy® with Gray Seats
AFB6400FA
Size: 74-1/2”l x 29-5/8”w x 42”h

6-Passenger “Fat Tire” Bye-Bye® Bus with Gray Seats
AFB6400SB
Size: 74-1/2”l x 29-3/8”w x 42”h
Canopies sold separately

4-Passenger “Fat Tire” Bye Bye Buggy® with Gray Seats
AFB6300FA
Size: 57”l x 29-5/8”w x 37-3/4”h

SAFETY
PARKING BRAKE

Canopy
AFB6500GY
Shades 2 side-by-side bus seats
Features:
• Single-pole canopy frame snaps easily into place
Size: 27-1/4”l x 13-3/4”w x 1”h

6-Passenger Gray Storage Cover
AFB6450GY
Fitted polyester protective cover keeps bus clean
Features:
• Canopies recommended for storage cover use
• Water resistant, color-stable and easy to use
**RunAbout® FEATURES**

- Solid powder-coated steel welded frame for strength and durability
- Adjustable seats recline 14° and accommodate up to 40 lbs. each
- Recommended for children ages 6 months and up
- Five-point harness system for superior safety
- Includes water-and fade-resistant canopy with adjustable side sunshades
- Fits through standard doorways
- Easy assembly
- Ships via freight only

**6-Passenger RunAbout®**

AFB6850F  
Size: 69"l x 30"w x 51"h

**RunAbout® Storage Cover**

AFB6851  
Fitted polyester cover keeps RunAbout® clean. Features:
- Water resistant and color-stable
- Easy to use and folds easily for compact storage

**FEATURES**

- HARNESS KEEPS CHILDREN SECURE
- HAND BRAKES
- FOOT PUSH BAR & PARKING BRAKE
- 360° SWIVEL WHEELS

childrensfactory.com
Bye-Bye® Commercial Stroller FEATURES

- No-roll technology with the SureStop™ brake system
- Locking foot pedal brake for extra safety
- Folds for storage
- Sturdy tubular steel frame is lightweight for easy maneuvering on any surface
- Comfortable, padded seats hold children up to 40 lbs. each and recline to 45°
- Removable canopies
- Conforms to ASTM F833-15A safety standard
- Easy assembly

4-Passenger Bye-Bye® Stroller
AFB6600

Unfolded Size: 47”l x 33”w x 43”h
Folded Size: 35”l x 33”w x 13”h

FOLDS FOR EASY STORAGE
6-Passenger Bye-Bye® Stroller
AFB6700

Unfolded Size: 63”l x 33”w x 43”h
Folded Size: 41”l x 33”w x 13”h

FEATURES

- LOCKING FOOT BRAKE
- PADDED FOR EXTRA COMFORT
- ADJUSTABLE RECLINING SEATS
- ADJUSTABLE FRONT FOOT RESTS

RELEASE THE HANDLE AND THE SURESTOP™ BRAKE IS AUTOMATICALLY SECURED AND ENGAGED
A child’s ability to focus, learn and feel included is often related to their surroundings. With a wide assortment of traditional and alternative seating options, it’s easy to create a space that is both inviting and functional. Our furniture is offered in multiple sizes for the comfort of specific age groups.
Tables & Chairs - Classroom Furnishings

BaseLine® Table & Chair FEATURES

- Durable, built to last with no exposed hardware
- BaseLine® sets come in 2 shapes; Square and Rectangle
- BaseLine® sets are available in 12”h Toddler and 20”h Preschool
- Easy assembly
- 5-year warranty

**Square Toddler Table & 4 Chair Set**

AB74112  
Ages: 14 months - 3 years  
PB-Royal Blue and PR-Candy Apple Red tables include 2 PB-Royal Blue and 2 PR-Candy Apple Red chairs; PG-Shamrock Green and NW-Natural Wood tables include 4 matching chairs. 
Size: Chairs measures 5”h, table measures 30”l x 30”w x 12”h

**Rectangle Toddler Table & 6 Chair Set**

AB74512  
Ages: 14 months - 3 years  
PB-Royal Blue and PR-Candy Apple Red tables include 3 PB-Royal Blue and 3 PR-Candy Apple Red chairs; PG-Shamrock Green and NW-Natural Wood tables include 6 matching chairs. 
Size: Chairs measures 5”h, table measures 48”l x 30”w x 12”h

**Square Preschool Table & 4 Chair Set**

AB74120  
Ages: 3 years - 6 years  
PB-Royal Blue and PR-Candy Apple Red tables include 2 PB-Royal Blue and 2 PR-Candy Apple Red chairs; PG-Shamrock Green and NW-Natural Wood tables include 4 matching chairs. 
Size: Chairs measure 11”h, table measures 30”l x 30”w x 20”h

**Rectangle Preschool Table & 6 Chair Set**

AB74520  
Ages: 3 years - 6 years  
PB-Royal Blue and PR-Candy Apple Red tables include 3 PB-Royal Blue and 3 PR-Candy Apple Red chairs; PG-Shamrock Green and NW-Natural Wood tables include 6 matching chairs. 
Size: Chairs measure 11”h, table measures 48”l x 30”w x 20”h

**Rectangle Preschool Table & 6 Chair Set**

AB74612  
Ages: 3 years - 6 years  
NW-Natural Wood table includes 6 matching chairs. 
Size: Chairs measures 5”h, table measures 60”l x 30”w x 12”h

To order add desired color code behind table & chair set number.

childrensfactory.com
childrensfactory.com

BaseLine® Table FEATURES
• Durable, built to last with no exposed hardware
• PVC legs and leg boots reduce noise
• Choose from candy apple red, royal blue, shamrock green or natural wood
• Specify table height in 2” increments when ordering, from 12”h to 24”h.
• Easy assembly
• 5-year warranty

3 step easy ordering process

1. Select Table Shape

- **Square**
  - AB741S
  - Sizes: 30”l x 30”w x 12”h-24”h

- **Small Rectangle**
  - AB745R
  - Sizes: 48”l x 30”w x 12”h-24”h

- **Medium Rectangle**
  - AB746R
  - Sizes: 60”l x 30”w x 12”h-24”h

- **Large Rectangle**
  - AB747R
  - Sizes: 72”l x 30”w x 12”h-24”h

2. Select Table Color

- **PB** - Royal Blue
- **PR** - Candy Apple Red
- **PG** - Shamrock Green
- **NW** - Natural Wood

For example: AB41SPB is a Royal Blue BaseLine® Square Table.

3. Select Table Height

Specify table height in 2” increments from 12”h-24”h. Legs screw in easily, no tools required.

For example: AB41SPB20 is a 20”h Royal Blue BaseLine® Square Table.
BaseLine® Chair FEATURES

- Durable, built to last with rounded edges and no exposed hardware
- Protective boots help prevent sliding and reduce noise
- Accommodates up to 100 lbs.
- All size chairs can be stacked together.
- Choose from 5 seat heights: 5”, 7”, 9”, 11” and 13”
- 5-year warranty

### 2 step easy ordering process

1. **Select Seat Height**

   **5” Seat Height**
   - AB7905
   - Size: 16-3/4”l x 12”d x 15-1/2”h

   **7” Seat Height**
   - AB7907
   - Size: 16-3/4”l x 13”d x 17-1/2”h

   **9” Seat Height**
   - AB7909
   - Size: 16-3/4”l x 14-1/2”d x 19-1/2”h

   **11” Seat Height**
   - AB7911
   - Size: 16-3/4”l x 15-1/2”d x 21-1/2”h

   **13” Seat Height**
   - AB7913
   - Size: 16-3/4”l x 16-1/2”d x 23-1/2”h

2. **Select Table Color**

   **CHOOSE FROM 4 COLORS**

   - **PB** - Royal Blue
   - **CB** - Cocoa
   - **PR** - Candy Apple Red
   - **NW** - Natural Wood
   - **PG** - Shamrock Green

SUGGESTED SIZE CHART

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Chairs</th>
<th>Tables</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-2 Years</td>
<td>5”</td>
<td>12-14”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Years</td>
<td>7”</td>
<td>14-16”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-3 Years</td>
<td>9”</td>
<td>16-18”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-6 Years</td>
<td>11”</td>
<td>18-20”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-12 Years</td>
<td>13”</td>
<td>20-24”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Always allow at least 7” between the chair seat and tabletop. Not to exceed 100 total lbs.

For example: AB7905PB is a 5”h Royal Blue BaseLine® Chair.
MyValue™ Sets FEATURE

- Durable, built to last with no exposed hardware and safe rounded edges
- Sets available in 2, 4, or 6 chairs
- MyValue™ sets come in 3 shapes; Square, Round and Rectangle
- MyValue™ sets are available in 12”h Toddler and 20”h Preschool
- Easy assembly
- 5-year warranty

MyValue™ Set 4 Square Toddler
AB70012

Ages: 14 months – 3 years
Blue or Red tables include 3 Royal Blue and 3 Candy Apple Red chairs.
Size: Chairs measure 5”h, table measures 48”l x 28”w x 12”h

MyValue™ Set 4 Round Toddler
AB71012

Ages: 14 months – 3 years
Blue or Red tables include 2 Royal Blue and 2 Candy Apple Red chairs.
Size: Chairs measure 5”h, table measures 36” diameter x 12”h

MyValue™ Set 4 Square Preschool
AB70020

Ages: 3 years – 6 years
PB-Royal Blue and PR-Candy Apple Red tables include 2 PB-Royal Blue and 2 PR-Candy Apple Red chairs; NT-Natural Tan tables include 4 matching chairs.
Size: Chairs measure 11”h, table measures 28”l x 28”w x 20”h

MyValue™ Set 4 Round Preschool
AB71020

Ages: 14 months – 3 years
Choose from colors PB-Royal Blue or PR-Candy Apple Red. Blue or Red tables include 2 Royal Blue and 2 Candy Apple Red chairs.
Size: Chairs measure 5”h, table measures 36” diameter x 12”h

MyValue™ Set 6 Round Toddler
AB70512

Ages: 14 months – 3 years
Blue or Red tables include 2 Royal Blue and 2 Candy Apple Red chairs.
Size: Chairs measure 5”h, table measures 48”l x 28”w x 12”h

MyValue™ Set 4 Square Preschool
AB715202

Ages: 3 years – 6 years
Choose from colors PB-Royal Blue or PR-Candy Apple Red tables with 2 matching chairs.
Size: Chairs measure 11”h, table measures 24”l x 24”w x 20”h

MyValue™ Set 6 Rectangle Preschool
AB705206

Ages: 3 years – 6 years
Choose from colors PB-Royal Blue or PR-Candy Apple Red. Blue or Red tables include 3 Royal Blue and 3 Candy Apple Red chairs.
Size: Chairs measure 11”h, table measures 48”l x 28”w x 20”h

MyValue™ Set 4 Round Preschool
AB71020

Ages: 3 years – 6 years
Choose from colors PB-Royal Blue or PR-Candy Apple Red. Blue or Red tables include 2 Royal Blue and 2 Candy Apple Red chairs.
Size: Chairs measure 11”h, table measures 36” diameter x 20”h

To order add desired color code behind table & chair set number.
tables & chairs • CLASSROOM FURNISHINGS

Value Table FEATURES

• Durable, built to last with no exposed hardware

• Lightweight and easy to maneuver

• PVC legs and leg boots reduce noise

• Choose from 2 colors and 7 heights in all models

• AB700 table now available in Natural Tan

• Specify table height in 2" increments when ordering, from 12"h to 24"h.

• 5-year warranty

3 step easy ordering process

1. Select Table Shape

   Square Value Table
   AB700
   Size: 28"l x 28"w x 12"-24"h

   Rectangle Value Table
   AB705
   Size: 48"l x 28"w x 12"-24"h

2. Select Table Color

   PB - Royal Blue

   PR - Candy Apple Red

   NT - Natural Tan
   (only available in Square)

For example: AB700PB is a Royal Blue Square Value Table.

3. Select Table Height

   Specify table height in 2" increments from 12"h-24"h.
   Legs screw in easily, no tools required.

For example: AB700PB20 is a 20"h Royal Blue Square Value Table.
2 step easy ordering process

1. Select Seat Height & Single or 4-Pack

5" Seat Height
AB7705 Single
AB7705_4 4-Pack
Size: 15-5/8"l x 11-3/4"d x 15-3/4"h

7" Seat Height
AB7707 Single
AB7707_4 4-Pack
Size: 15-5/8"l x 13-1/4"d x 17-3/4"h

9" Seat Height
AB7709 Single
AB7709_4 4-Pack
Size: 15-5/8"l x 15"d x 19-3/4"h

11" Seat Height
AB7711 Single
AB7711_4 4-Pack
Size: 15-5/8"l x 17-1/4"d x 21-3/4"h

13" Seat Height
AB7713 Single
AB7713_4 4-Pack
Size: 15-5/8"l x 19-1/2"d x 23-3/4"h

2. Select Table Color

CHOOSE FROM 4 COLORS

PB - Royal Blue
PR - Candy Apple Red
PG - Shamrock Green
CB - Cocoa
NT - Natural Tan

For example: AB7705PB is a single 5"h Royal Blue Value Stack™ Chair, and AB7705PB4 is a 8"h Royal Blue Value Stack™ Chair 4 Pack.
MyPosture™ Chair FEATURES

- Provides external postural and lumbar support
- Helps maintain the natural curve of the spine
- Serves to offset the muscle fatigue that can lead to slouching
- Coordinates with Angeles® Baseline® Tables
- Available in 4 heights: 8", 10", 12" and 14"
- When ordering, please specify color
- Accommodates up to 100 lbs.
- 10-year warranty

2 step easy ordering process

1. Select Seat Height & Single or 4-Pack

8" Seat Height
AB8008 Single
AB8008__4 4-Pack
Size: 13-1/2"l x 11-1/4"d x 18-1/2"h

10" Seat Height
AB8010 Single
AB9010__4 4-Pack
Size: 13-1/2"l x 12-1/2"d x 20-1/2"h

12" Seat Height
AB8012 Single
AB8012__4 4-Pack
Size: 15-1/2"l x 14-1/2"d x 23"h

14" Seat Height
AB8014 Single
AB8014__4 4-Pack
Size: 15-1/2"l x 14-1/2"d x 26"h

2. Select Table Color

CHOOSE FROM 4 COLORS

- PB - Royal Blue
- PG - Green
- PR - Candy Apple Red
- PY - Yellow

For example: AB8008PB is a single 8"h Royal Blue MyPosture™ Chair, and AB8008PB4 is a 8"h Royal Blue MyPosture™ Chair 4 Pack.

childrensfactory.com
NaturalWood™ Furniture FEATURES

- Durable, solid construction with a natural finish
- Plastic glides on table legs and chair feet won’t snag carpets and allow ease of movement
- No exposed hardware and safe, rounded corners and edges
- 5-year warranty

Square Table
AB7800
Size: Table 30”l x 30”w x 12”-24”h

Toddler Square Table & Set of 4 Chairs
AB78002012
Size: Chairs 11”h, Table 30”l x 30”w x 20”h

Preschool Square Table & Set of 4 Chairs
AB78002011
Size: Chairs 11”h, Table 30”l x 30”w x 20”h

Preschool Rectangle Table & Set of 4 Chairs
AB78102011
Size: Chairs 11”h, Table 48”l x 30”w x 20”h

Toddler Rectangle Table & Set of 4 Chairs
AB7810125
Size: Chairs 5”h, Table 48”l x 30”w x 12”h

Toddler Square Table & Set of 4 Chairs
AB7800125
Size: Chairs 5”h, Table 30”l x 30”w x 12”h

PLEASE SPECIFY TABLE HEIGHT WHEN ORDERING: 12”, 14”, 16”, 18”, 20”, 22”, OR 24”
NaturalWood™ Chairs FEATURES

- Durable, solid construction with a natural finish
- Plastic glides on table legs and chair feet won’t snag carpets and allow ease of movement
- Bentwood legs support 5 molded seat heights and ladder-back rails
- No exposed hardware and safe, rounded corners and edges
- Stack 10 - 12 high for easy storage
- Accommodates up to 100 lbs.
- 5-year warranty

5” Seat Height
AB78C05
Size: 17-1/4” l x 11-1/8” d x 12-1/2” h

7” Seat Height
AB78C07
Size: 17-1/4” l x 12-1/2” d x 18” h

9” Seat Height
AB78C09
Size: 17-1/4” l x 14-1/8” d x 20” h

11” Seat Height
AB78C11
Size: 17-1/4” l x 16” d x 22” h

13” Seat Height
AB78C13
Size: 17-1/4” l x 17” d x 24” h

SUGGESTED SIZE CHART

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Chairs</th>
<th>Tables</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-2 Years</td>
<td>5”</td>
<td>12-14”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Years</td>
<td>7”</td>
<td>14-16”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-3 Years</td>
<td>9”</td>
<td>16-18”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-6 Years</td>
<td>11”</td>
<td>18-20”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-12 Years</td>
<td>13”</td>
<td>20-24”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Always allow at least 7” between the chair seat and tabletop. Not to exceed 100 total lbs.
Technology Table FEATURES

• Allows children opportunities to benefit from technology in a playful, supportive environment.
• Slanted top holds tablets at just the right angle
• Tablet opening manufactured fit select iPad and Kindle tablets.
• Secure! Tablets are locked in place
• Holes allow for use of headphones
• Headphone storage provided
• Constructed of 11-ply birch veneer
• Adjustable legs
• Optional casters (sold separately)
• Appropriate for ages 3 years and up

2 step easy ordering process

1. Select Table

2. Select Tablet Type

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tablet Code</th>
<th>Tablet Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>iPad Air &amp; iPad Air 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>iPad Generation 2/3/4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>iPad Mini</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>iPad 1st Generation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>iPad Pro 9.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>Kindle Fire HD 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>Kindle Fire Kids Edition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>Kindle Fire HD 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>Kindle Fire HD 8.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To order add tablet code to desired technology table number. For example: ANG1771A is a Single Station Technology Table that fits an iPad Air & iPad Air 2

Double Wide, 2-Station Technology Table ANG1774

Features:
• Holds 2 tablets
• Adjustable legs allow you to adjust the height (center of the desktop) from 18”h to 26”h in 1” increments.
• Shown with optional casters. When casters added, table can be adjusted from 20”h to 28”h.
• Minor assembly required
Size: 32”l x 21”d x 18”-26”h

Single Station Technology Table ANG1771

Features:
• Adjustable legs allow you to adjust the height (center of the desktop) from 18”h to 26”h in 1” increments.
• Optional casters sold separately
Size: 19”l x 19-3/4”d x 18”-26”h
**Tabletop Tablet Charging Station**

**ANG1682**

**Features:**
- Mounted metal rack with padded base and non-marring feet.
- Holds up to 12 tablets
- Includes surge protector

Size: 15”l x 12”w x 8”h

---

**4-Station Technology Table**

**ANG1725**

**Features:**
- Holds total of 4 tablets
- Adjustable legs allow you to adjust the height (center of the desktop) from 18”h to 26”h in 1” increments.
- Optional casters sold separately
- Minor assembly required

Size: 32”l x 30”d x 18”-26”h

---

**Caster Set**

**ANG7454 Caster Set**

Set of 4 casters (two locking) allow you to make any Technology Table with adjustable legs mobile! When adding casters, table height can be adjusted from 20”h to 28”h in 1” increments.
Casters do not fit Value Line Technology Table.

---

**Value Line™ Technology Table**

**ANG7204**

**Features:**
- Ships unassembled with clear instructions, tools, and hardware for easy assembly
- Constructed from 5/8” thick maple-faced melamine panels
- Included casters allow table height to adjust from 15-1/2”h to 24-1/2”h in 2” increments
- Designed to fit iPad Generation 2/3/4

Size: 19”l x 20”d x 15-1/2”-24-1/2”h

---

**Face-to-Face, 2-Station Technology Table**

**ANG1772**

**Features:**
- Holds 2 tablets
- Adjustable legs allow you to adjust the height (center of the desktop) from 18”h to 26”h in 1” increments.
- Shown with optional casters. When casters added, table can be adjusted from 20” to 28”h.
- Minor assembly required

Size: 19”l x 30”d x 18”-26”h

---

**Face-to-Face, 4-Station Technology Table**

**Features:**
- Holds total of 4 tablets
- Adjustable legs allow you to adjust the height (center of the desktop) from 18”h to 26”h in 1” increments.
- Optional casters sold separately
- Minor assembly required

Size: 32”l x 30”d x 18”-26”h

---

**Tabletoptop Tablet Charging Station**

**ANG1682**

**Features:**
- Mounted metal rack with padded base and non-marring feet.
- Holds up to 12 tablets
- Includes surge protector

Size: 15”l x 12”w x 8”h
Reading Nook
ANG9002

Ages: 2 years and up
This cozy nook is the perfect space for little ones to enjoy quiet time. Sturdy shelves neatly display an assortment of favorite books.
Sizes 47-1/2"l x 41-1/2"w x 34-1/2"h

Corner Sofa
ANG1185R
ANG1185B

Ages: 2 years and up
Transform any corner in the room into a cozy reading nook! Birch construction with soft foam cushions. Comfortably seats several children. Specify red or blue cushions.
Sizes 48"l x 45"w x 15"h

Value Line™ Sofa
ANG7180
Size: 36"l x 18"w x 17"h

Value Line™ Coffee Table
ANG7182
Size: 23"l x 16"w x 10"h

Value Line™ Chair
ANG7181
Size: 18"l x 18"w x 17"h

Value Line™ End Table
ANG7184
Size: 16"l x 16"w x 10"h

Value Line™ Living Room Sets
ANG7183 4 Piece Set
ANG7186 5 Piece Set

Ages: 2 years and up
Features:
• Constructed of 5/8” thick maple-faced melamine
• 4 Piece set includes sofa, chair, coffee table and end table
• 5 Piece set includes sofa, chair, coffee table and book display
• Cushions are durable, soft and covered in wipe-clean material
• Easy assembly required

Value Line™ Toddler Book Display
ANG7185

Ages: 2 years and up
2 shelves for easy access to favorite books
Size: 23”w x 18”d x 17”h

Value Line™ Book Display
ANG7159

Ages: 2 years and up
Features:
• Constructed of 5/8” thick maple-faced melamine
• 4 upper book shelves plus a large lower storage shelf
• Easy assembly required
Size: 29”l x 10”d x 30”h
Modular Seating Groups  
CF322-405  7-Piece Set (shown)
CF322-406  5-Piece Set
CF322-407  3-Piece Set

Ages: 12 months – 4 years  
Reading center seating available in 3 sizes  
Features:
• Sturdy foam seats with no hard edges
• Covered in comfortable wipe-clean material  
• Each seat measures 24-1/2” across the back, 19” front to back and 18” high
• Large clear vinyl storage pocket sewn on back of each seat to hold books or lessons

Cozy Corner  
CF322-116

Ages: All ages  
A perfect cozy corner for story or play time  
Features:
• Soft foam pieces are covered in easy wipe-clean material.
• 5 pieces connect securely with hook and loop attachments
Size: 54”l x 54”w x 13”h

Value Line™ Birch Book Display  
ANG9005

Ages: 2 years and up  
Features:  
* Constructed of 11-ply birch with durable UV finish.
* 4 book pockets are 4” deep providing ample book space.
* Easy assembly
Size: 36”w x 12”d x 29”h

Tiny Tot Hexi Pod  
CF705-150

Ages: All ages  
It’s no longer just two peas in a pod! Encourage interactive play with this colorful, soft play area.  
Features:
• Cozy foam pieces are covered in easy wipe-clean material.
• 6 shapes connect securely with hook and loop attachments
Size: 60”l x 52”w x 10”h

Toddler Book Center  
ANG1697

Ages: 2 years and up  
With its clear front panels and low design, this compact center makes it easy for little ones to select and return their own books.
Features:
• Constructed of 11-ply birch, rounded for safety
• Two 15” wide x 5-1/4” deep sections each hold a nice selection of books.
• Thick, clear safety plastic shows book covers.
• Ships assembled  
Size: 15”l x 15”d x 10”h
Octagonal Welcoming Hollow
CF710-123 Sage
CF321-911 Rainbow

Ages: All ages
Add a warm cozy feel to your classroom! This 8 sided gathering place brings the colors of nature or the rainbow indoors and provides a cozy corner for both bookworms and tired toddlers. Pillows sold separately.
Features:
• Soft foam pieces are covered in easy wipe-clean material.
• 9 pieces connect securely with hook and loop attachments.
Size: 106”l x 77”w x 13-1/2”h

Woodland Hollow
CF710-121

Ages: All ages
6 sided gathering place brings nature’s soft colors indoors and encourages social interaction. Pillows sold separately.
Features:
• Soft foam pieces are covered in easy wipe-clean material.
• 6 pieces connect securely with hook and loop attachments.
Size: 75”l x 65”w x 14”h

Cozy Woodland Corner
CF710-122

Ages: All ages
Relax and enjoy this quiet corner refuge. Great for peaceful reading and small group activities. Secured with hook and loop fasteners.
Size: 60”l x 60”w x 13”h back rests and 2-1/4” thick mat.

Big Book Easel
ANG315

Ages: 2 years and up
Adjustable 23-3/4” easel panel with ledge slides up and down to position books at just the right height.
Features:
• Constructed of solid maple
• 5 beefy dowels on the back provide hanging big books storage
• Folds flat for easy storage
Size: 23”w x 23”d x 46”h
Fuzzy Loop Story Tree  
CF001-001

**Ages: All Ages**
Great for story time or classroom displays. Children love to peek into the knothole sewn-on-mirror! (Apple decorations and screws to mount tree to wall not included).
Size: 34”w x 42”h

Reading Bench with Storage  
ANG1243

**Ages: 2 years and up**
Create an inviting spot for reading with this versatile bench.
Features:
- Solid Baltic birch construction
- Large 40”l x 18”w padded cushion fits 2 children and is covered in easy wipe-clean material.
- Two 20”l x 13”d x 11”h storage areas hold book collections.
- Back of unit features a top bin and two 20”l x 9”d x 11”h areas for additional storage.
Size: 41”l x 24”d x 29”h

Bookworm  
CF805-141

**Ages: 2 years and up**
Our cozy Bookworm will liven up any reading space. Center seat is the perfect height for little ones to sit or lean against while reading. The attached book displays provide easy access to everyone’s favorite books. The smiling face and tail provide an excellent floor cushion.
Features:
- Book displays are constructed of 11-ply birch with durable UV finish.
- Soft seat, face and tail are covered in wipe clean, eco-friendly polyurethane material.
- Easy assembly required
Size: 94”l x 18”w x 10”h

Toddler Low-Book Display  
ANG1201

**Ages: 2 years and up**
Low-height display features 4 stepped shelves.
Features:
- Constructed of 11-ply birch with durable UV finish.
Size: 25”l x 15”d x 15”h

Book Display/Storage  
ANG1080

**Ages: 2 years and up**
Maximize book storage! Five 4”d book shelves on one side and two 12” deep shelves on the other.
Features:
- Constructed of 11-ply birch with durable UV finish.
Size: 36”l x 24”d x 28”h
**Comfortable Conversation Seating**

*ANG1186  Chair  Size: 18”l x 20”d x 17”h  ANG1187  Sofa  Size: 36”l x 20”d x 17”h  ANG1189  Coffee Table  Size: 24”l x 16”d x 13”h  ANG1196  Set of 3

*Ages: 2 years and up*

Encourage socialization with this home-like grouping.

*Features:*
- Constructed of 11-ply birch with durable UV finish.
- Easy-to-clean, soft, foam cushions
- Includes blue cushions

---

**Cozy Woodland Library Trio Seating**

*CF705-554 Deep Water/Sky Blue Chair  CF705-555 Walnut/Almond  CF705-556 Set of 3 Woodland

*Ages: 12 months - 4 years*

Liven up any reading area with a pop of color! These cozy foam-filled chairs have no hard edges and are covered in easy wipe-clean material.

*Size: 20”l x 20”w x 15”h*

---

**Primary Library Trio Seating**

*CF322-385 Red Chair  CF322-386 Blue Chair  CF322-387 Green Chair  CF322-388 Set of 3 Chairs

*Ages: 12 months - 4 years*

Liven up any reading area with a pop of color! These cozy foam-filled chairs have no hard edges and are covered in easy wipe-clean material.

*Size: 20”l x 20”w x 15”h*

---

**Book Storage Center**

*ANG1117

*Ages: 2 years and up*

Versatile 2 sided center has display shelves for books on top of a 3-section storage shelf. Back side has 2 additional divided storage shelves.

*Features:*
- Constructed of 11-ply birch with durable UV finish.

*Size: 48”l x 15”d x 40”h*

---

**Five-Shelf Book Display**

*ANG1005

*Ages: 2 years and up*

4” deep shelves accommodate a large collection of books-cover sides out!

*Size: 36”l x 12”d x 28”h*

---

**Toddler Book Display**

*ANG1118

*Ages: 2 years and up*

Easy-reach display features 4 tiered shelves and a 4” high section to store additional books.

*Features:*
- Constructed of 11-ply birch with durable UV finish.

*Size: 26”l x 11”d x 25”h*
Quarter Circle Restful Corner
CF322-349

Ages: All ages
Relax and enjoy this 4 piece soft space for peaceful reading, individual games or group activities. Rest against the sloped sides and sit comfortably on the soft padded floor.
Size: 60”l x 60”w x 13”h

Hexagon Happening Hollow
CF321-910

Ages: All ages
This 7 piece gathering place brings the colors of the rainbow indoors and provides a cozy corner for both bookworms and tired toddlers.
Size: 75”l x 65”w x 14”h

Play Cube
ANG1535

Ages: 2 years and up
6 sided cube provides a comfortable space for privacy that is large enough for a preschooler or two!
Features:
• 3/4” well on top creates safe shelf
• Three 25” diameter crawl through windows
• Assembly required
• 1” thick cushioned mat sold separately.
Size: 29”l x 29”w x 29”h

Play Cube with Mirror
ANG1535M

Mat for Play Cube
ANG7281
Size: 28-1/2”l x 27-1/2”w x 1”h

Big Book Easel Storage - Whiteboard
ANG1020

Ages: 2 years and up
This versatile, compact unit has partitioned storage space for big books and other large-format materials. Stand that holds books at just the right height and write & wipe surface is perfect for displaying vocabulary words and more! Four casters for mobility.
Size: 24”l x 16”d x 29”h

Four-Shelf Display
ANG1060

Ages: 2 years and up
Features:
• 4” deep shelves accommodate large books.
• Constructed of 11-ply birch with durable UV finish
Size: 32”l x 12”d x 24”h
soft seating • CLASSROOM FURNISHINGS

Take-Away Seat FEATURES

• Lightweight, foam-filled triangular shape provides comfy back rest for little ones during reading time.

• Padded fold-down seat keeps back rest from sliding. Closes with hook & loop tabs.

• Clear pocket holds favorite book or class lesson.

• Size: 10-3/4”l x 9-3/4”w x 15”h each

• Kids will love helping to transport their seats with the convenient carrying handle.

• Storage cart fits up to 40 Take-Away Seats

• Appropriate for ages 2 years - 7 years

Angeles® Universal Cart
AFB7930

Features
• Powder coated heavy-duty steel and wire frame construction
• Rolls easily on four 3” rubber casters (2 locking)
• Holds up to 40 Take-Away Seats (sold separately)
• Assembly Required
Size: 52”l x 26”w x 54”h

Set of 4 Take-Away Seats – Set A
CF349-060
1 each in Green, Light Blue, Dark Blue and Brown

Set of 4 Take-Away Seats – Set B
CF349-059
1 each in Green, Light Blue, Dark Blue and Red
Sit-Arounds
CF349-014 Primary - Set of 6
CF349-044 Woodland - Set of 5
Size: 12"l x 12"w x 1" thick

Sit-Upons
CF349-015 Primary - Set of 6
CF349-045 Woodland - Set of 5
Size: 12"l x 12"w x 1" thick

Square Cushions
CF321-164 Primary - Set of 4
CF349-037 Woodland - Set of 5
Size: 15"l x 15"w x 2-1/2" thick

Round Cushions
CF321-165 Primary - Set of 4
CF349-043 Woodland - Set of 5
Size: 15"l x 15"w x 2-1/2" thick
Cozy Time Loungers
CF349-017 Blue/Red
CF349-018 Seat of 2 (shown)

Ages: 10 months and up
Space-saving loungers fold in half and feature carrying handle for ease in transporting and storing. Foam-filled and covered in durable wipe-clean material.
Size: 34”l x 15”w x 14”h back fully extended, 3” thick seat.

Comfy Cushions
CF321-947 Teacher’s (single)
Ages: 3 years and up
Size: 16”l x 16”w x 12”h

CF321-946 Child’s (set of 4)
Ages: 18 months and up
Size: 12”l x 12”w x 9-1/2”h

Lightweight cubes provide a stable and comfy seat close to the ground. Seats are covered in 6 colors of wipe-clean material and have a handle for easy movement.

Loungers
CF349-005 Blue
CF349-006 Red
CF349-008 Green
CF349-009 Primary - Set of 4
CF349-046 Woodland - Set of 5

Ages 10 months and up
Foam-filled loungers have no hard edges, built-in angled back and a 3” high base for comfort. The perfect soft spot for relaxing! Covered in wipe-clean material.
Size: 34”l x 15”w x 14”h back
Soft Seating • Classroom Furnishings

Round Relaxing Retreat
CF322-392
Ages: 8 months - 24 months
Children feel comfortable, safe and protected in our round retreat! Includes a comfy base, soft rounded wall and graduated ramp for crawling in and out. Foam-filled with wipe-clean cover.
Size: 40”L x 29”W x 12”H including ramp

Relaxing Retreat
CF322-227
Ages: 8 months - 2 years
Babies and toddlers enter by climbing up the gently sloping ramp into a space with sturdy 3” thick foam walls covered with wipe clean vinyl.
Size: 47”L x 32”W x 18”H including ramp

Pouf Cushions
Ages: 13 months and up
CF805-013 30” Diameter
Red, Yellow, Blue & Green floor pillow is filled with cozy shredded foam and polyurethane wipe-clean cover.
CF805-018 42” Diameter
Red, Yellow, Purple & Green pillow floor pillow is filled cozy shredded foam and polyurethane wipe-clean cover.
Contour Seating FEATURES

- Dense foam seat has no hard edges and is gently contoured for comfort.
- Choose from 6” toddler, 10” preschool or 12” school age seat heights.
- Lightweight design is easy to rearrange for multiple activities.

10” Preschool Contour – 6 Piece Set
CF705-557    Primary
Ages: 2 years - 4 years

10” Preschool Contour – 3 Piece Set
CF705-558    Primary
Ages: 2 years - 4 years

10” Preschool Contour 3 Piece Set
CF805-105    Azure & Raindrop
Ages: 2 years - 4 years

Toddler Contour – 2 Piece Set
CF705-454    Green
Ages: 12 months - 2 years

Toddler Contour – 3 Piece Set
CF705-686    Primary
Ages: 12 months - 2 years

Toddler Contour – 3 Piece Set
CF705-443    2-Tone Woodland
Ages: 12 months - 2 years

10” Preschool Contour – 6 Piece Set
CF705-557    Primary
Ages: 2 years - 4 years

10” Preschool Contour – 3 Piece Set
CF705-454    Green
Ages: 12 months - 2 years
Club Furniture FEATURES

- Our club collection of arm chairs and love seats have an inviting shape with clean lines.
- Sturdy foam shape has no hard edges and is covered in easy to wipe clean material.
- 10” Seat height
- Chairs measure 23-1/4”l x 17-3/8”d x 21-5/8”h
- Love Seats measure 35”l x 17-3/8”d x 21-5/8”h
- Ages: 2 years – 4 years

Singles available to mix and match!
soft seating • CLASSROOM FURNISHINGS

Teacher Cubes
Set of 3
CF805-038

Ages: Adult Use
Soft and sturdy foam cushions are perfect for multiple caregiver resting places. Allows teacher to be close to children during story time or floor activities.
Size: 16”l x 16”w x 16”h

Chillzone Teacher Seats
Set of 2
CF805-039  $246.90

Ages: Adult Use
Vibrant primary colors and whimsical designs bring an element of fun and excitement to story time! Chillzone Seats allow caregiver a soft yet sturdy place to sit when interacting with little ones during story time or floor activities.
Size: 16”l x 16”w x 16”h

Painter’s Stool with Teacher Seat
CF805-011

Ages: 2 years - 5 years
A painter’s palette full of color with a 16” high teacher stool and 10” high student stools around a 48” diameter mat. Seating provides a perfect setting for teacher led activities.
Size: Students stools: 14-1/2”l x 12”w x 10”h
Teacher stool: 16”l x 12”w x 16”h

Chillzone Teacher Seats
CF805-010

Ages: 2 years - 4 years
Create an inviting place to sit with our interlocking modular seating set! Soft foam covered seats can be arranged in a variety of ways and stacked easily for storage. Set includes 6 seats with a 10” seat height.
Size: 14-1/2”l x 10-1/4”w x 10”h

Bowtie Seating
CF805-010

Ages: 2 years - 4 years
Create an inviting place to sit with our interlocking modular seating set! Soft foam covered seats can be arranged in a variety of ways and stacked easily for storage. Set includes 6 seats with a 10” seat height.
Size: 14-1/2”l x 10-1/4”w x 10”h

Chillzone Teacher Seats
CF805-010

Ages: 2 years - 4 years
Create an inviting place to sit with our interlocking modular seating set! Soft foam covered seats can be arranged in a variety of ways and stacked easily for storage. Set includes 6 seats with a 10” seat height.
Size: 14-1/2”l x 10-1/4”w x 10”h

Turtle Seat™ - 12” Blue
CF805-148

Turtle Seat™ - 12” Red
CF805-149

Turtle Seat™ - 12” Set of 2
CF805-150

Ages: 2 years and up
Provide a safe and quiet, place for your energetic students to release energy. Turtle Seats allow students to rock or move on the seat without disturbing others around them.
Features:
• Allows for movement and natural fidgetting
• 2 flat sides aid in stability
• Textured handles provide tactile stimuli
• Made of solid foam and is covered in wipe clean, eco-friendly polyurethan material
• Lightweight and easy to move around the classroom
Size: 12”l x 12”w x 12”h

Turtle Seat™ - 12” Blue
CF805-148

Turtle Seat™ - 12” Red
CF805-149

Turtle Seat™ - 12” Set of 2
CF805-150

Ages: 2 years and up
Provide a safe and quiet, place for your energetic students to release energy. Turtle Seats allow students to rock or move on the seat without disturbing others around them.
Features:
• Allows for movement and natural fidgetting
• 2 flat sides aid in stability
• Textured handles provide tactile stimuli
• Made of solid foam and is covered in wipe clean, eco-friendly polyurethan material
• Lightweight and easy to move around the classroom
Size: 12”l x 12”w x 12”h
Rainbow Circle Seats
CF805-014
Ages: 2 years - 5 years
Versatile soft seats form a circle around a 36” diameter padded mat. Provides cozy social seating for story time and group activities. Each seat has a 12” seat height.
Size: 60”l x 60”w x 12”h

Turtle Seat™ - 16” Azure
CF805-151
Turtle Seat™ - 16” Apple Green
CF805-152
Turtle Seat™ - 16” Orange
CF805-153
Turtle Seat™ - 16” Ocean
CF805-155
Ages: 5 years and up
Provide a safe and quiet, place for your energetic students to release energy. Turtle Seats allow students to rock or move on the seat without disturbing others around them.
Features:
• Allows for movement and natural fidgetting
• 2 flat sides aid in stability
• Textured handles provide tactile stimuli
• Made of solid foam and is covered in wipe clean, eco-friendly polyurethan material
• Lightweight and easy to move around the classroom
Size: 16”l x 16”w x 16”h

Dagonfly Set
CF805-044  9-Piece Set
A. Dragonfly Body
CF805-042
B. Dragonfly Tail
CF805-043
Ages: 2 years - 5 years
Transform your space with our soft and colorful Dragonfly seating. Adorable soft seats are foam-filled and covered in vibrant non-PVC material that can be easily wiped clean. Pieces are lightweight and can be arranged in alternate shapes.
Size:
• Center table is 22”l x 22”w x 20”h
• Small seats are 14-1/2”l x 12”w x 12”h
• Large seats are 15-1/2”l x 18”w x 16”h

Turtle Seat™ - 16” Azure
CF805-151
Turtle Seat™ - 16” Apple Green
CF805-152
Turtle Seat™ - 16” Orange
CF805-153
Turtle Seat™ - 16” Ocean
CF805-155
Ages: 5 years and up
Provide a safe and quiet, place for your energetic students to release energy. Turtle Seats allow students to rock or move on the seat without disturbing others around them.
Features:
• Allows for movement and natural fidgetting
• 2 flat sides aid in stability
• Textured handles provide tactile stimuli
• Made of solid foam and is covered in wipe clean, eco-friendly polyurethan material
• Lightweight and easy to move around the classroom
Size: 16”l x 16”w x 16”h

Rainbow Circle Seats
CF805-014
Ages: 2 years - 5 years
Versatile soft seats form a circle around a 36” diameter padded mat. Provides cozy social seating for story time and group activities. Each seat has a 12” seat height.
Size: 60”l x 60”w x 12”h

ch i l d r e n s f a c t o r y. c o m
Bead-filled Bean Bag FEATURES

- Bags filled with polystyrene beads are lighter weight than foam-filled.
- Bag forms to shape of body
- Bead filler not included in warranty
- Replacement beads available for purchase
- Great for individual or social seating

26” Bean Bags
CF610-035 Deep Water Blue
CF610-036 Sage
CF610-037 Walnut
CF610-076 Sky Blue
CF610-077 Almond
CF610-081 Blue
CF610-002 Green
CF610-003 Red
CF610-004 Rainbow
CF610-047 Yellow
Ages: 2 years and up

35” Bean Bags
CF610-082 Deep Water Blue
CF610-083 Sage
CF610-084 Walnut
CF610-085 Sky Blue
CF610-086 Almond
CF610-005 Blue
CF610-006 Green
CF610-007 Red
CF610-008 Rainbow
CF610-048 Yellow
Ages: 2 years and up

Tear Drop Bean Bags
CF610-032 Red
CF610-044 Blue
CF610-054 Green
CF610-055 Yellow
CF610-056 Rainbow
Ages: 2 years and up
Size: 36” diameter x 24”h
School Age High Back Lounger
CF610-068    Blue with Green Sides
CF610-042    Blue with Red Sides
Ages: 4 years and up
Size: 26”l x 30”d x 27”h

School Age Double High Back Lounger
CF610-043    Blue with Green Sides
CF610-070    Blue with Red Sides
Ages: 4 years and up
Size: 50”l x 30”d x 27”h

Preschool High Back Lounger
CF610-041    Blue with Green Sides
CF610-069    Blue with Red Sides
Ages: 2 years and up
Size: 21”l x 26”d x 24”h

Sit-N-Read Bean Bag
CF610-057    Red
CF610-059    Blue
CF610-061    Rainbow
Ages: 2 years - 6 years
Size: 21”l x 12”d x 16”h

Cozy Chair and Ottoman Set
CF610-038
Ages: 2 years - 6 years
Size: Chair is 23”l x 23”d x 28”h
Ottoman is 19-1/2”l x 15-3/4”w x 9”h

where creative learning comes to play
Foam-filled Bean Bag FEATURES

- Bags filled with foam provide more support than bead-filled bags.
- Holds shape longer
- Costs less to ship due to vacuum packed filler
- Easy assembly required
- Foam filling included in warranty
- For ages 2 years and up

26" Foam-Filled Bags
CF600-084B Blue
CF600-094 Sky Blue
CF600-095 Almond
CF600-089 Deep Water Blue
CF600-090 Sage
CF600-091 Walnut

31" Foam-Filled Bags
CF600-083B Blue
CF600-092 Sky Blue
CF600-093 Almond
CF600-085 Deep Water Blue
CF600-087 Sage
CF600-088 Walnut
**Molded Seating FEATURES**

- Durability is perfect for the classroom or outdoors!
- Rounded corners for safety
- Chairs and benches can be flipped for either a 6” or 9” seat height to accommodate children of different heights!
- Flat surface can be used as a table.
- Made of non-toxic recyclable polyethylene
- Easy to wipe clean
- For ages 12 months and up

**Chair®**

- CF910-008 Red
- CF910-009 Blue
- CF910-010 Yellow
- CF910-011 Green
- CF910-013 Sky Blue
- CF910-014 Fern
- CF910-015 Almond
- Size: 15” cube

- CF910-007 Set of 4 Primary
- CF910-072 Set of 3 Woodland

**Adapta-Bench®**

- CF910-028 Red
- CF910-029 Blue
- CF910-030 Yellow
- CF910-031 Green
- CF910-055 Sky Blue
- CF910-056 Fern
- CF910-057 Almond
- CF910-073 Set of 3 Woodland

Size: 30”l x 15”w x 15”h
pillows • CLASSROOM FURNISHINGS

Cuddle-Ups® Pillow FEATURES
• Perfect addition to add softness and warmth to learning spaces
• Outer covers are removable and machine washable. No wrinkles!
• 12” and 17” pillows filled with soft polyester fiber
• Larger pillows filled with top-quality shredded foam
• For ages 13 months and up

Sensory Flower Pillow
CF650-516  Primary
CF650-546  Woodland
Cozy blossom has a variety of sensory items in the multi-textured petals.
Size: 23” diameter x 5”h

Sensory Turtle
CF650-557  Primary
Irresistible pillow friend has different textures and multiple sensory items to discover.
Size: 27” diameter x 10”h

Baby Ladybug
CF650-500
Size: 39”l x 30”w x 11”h

Mama Ladybug
CF650-518
Size: 69”l x 17”w x 11”h

Baby Caterpillar
CF650-502
Size: 40”l x 16”w x 8”h

Mama Caterpillar
CF650-520
Size: 69”l x 17”w x 11”h

Sensory Turtle

Sensory Flower Pillow

Baby Ladybug

Mama Ladybug

Baby Caterpillar

Mama Caterpillar

Small Color Wheel
CF650-508

Beach Ball Lounger
CF650-513

Medium Color Wheel
CF650-509
27" Dark Woodland Pillows
CF650-534  Deep Water Blue
CF650-536  Sage
CF650-538  Walnut
CF650-540  Set of 3

27" Light Woodland Pillows
CF650-535  Sky Blue
CF650-537  Fern
CF650-539  Almond
CF650-541  Set of 3

17" Cozy Pillows
CF650-544  Set of 6 Primary
CF650-545  Set of 6 Woodland

27" Primary
CF650-503  Red
CF650-504  Yellow
CF650-505  Blue
CF650-506  Green
CF650-507  Set of 4

12" Mini Cozy Pillows
CF650-542  Set of 6 Primary
CF650-543  Set of 6 Woodland

Pod Pillows
CF650-521  Red
CF650-523  Blue
CF650-524  Green
CF650-525  Orange
CF650-526  Purple
Size: 34"l x 20"w x 7-12"h
CF650-527  Set of 6
Mirror FEATURES

- Decorative mirrors help children learn to focus, track images, and experience their own facial expressions!
- Made of specially formulated acrylic that is clear, flexible and shatter-resistant
- Laser cut for smooth edges
- Have colorful designs that cannot be scratched off by little fingers
- Mirrors can be installed on many different surfaces and therefore, hardware is not included

Springtime See Me Scene
CF332-572 1 Flower & 2 Butterflies
CF332-519 Set of 3 Flowers

It’s springtime all year with these cheerful mirrors! Colorful stickers included.
Size: Flowers 24”w x 15”h
Butterflies 24”w x 18”h

Mini Sea Aquarium
CF332-571

Set of 3 ocean creatures will turn your wall into a mini aquarium! Colorful wall stickers included.
Size: 113”w x 36”h

A. Sea Me Dolphin
CF332-542
B. Sea Me Sea Horse
B. CF322-543

Let our sea creatures transport your little ones into a world of visual perception.
Size: Dolphin 27”w x 22”h
Sea Horse 13”w x 24”h
Friendly T-Rex Mirror
CF332-508
Size: 54”w x 48”h

Beguiling Bronto Mirror
CF332-509
Size: 90”w x 48”h

Square Windowpane Mirror
CF332-554
Add depth to your classroom with inviting window mirrors. Kids will love the view!
Size: 22-1/2”w x 22-1/2”h

Measure-Me Mirror
CF332-134
Designed to be mounted 24” off the floor, this shatter-resistant mirror measures up to 54” and features rounded corners.
Size: 12”w x 32”h
Bubble Mini Mirror
CF332-525
9 convex bubbles are sure to capture a child’s attention. Blue clips included. Hardware not included. Size: 18-1/2” w x 18-1/2” h

Diamond Bubble Wall
CF332-573
Give your wall a spectacular look! Fascinating optical effects are what this mirror is all about! Watch images multiply and change shape as child plays. Blue clips included. Hardware not included. Size: 90” w x 54” h

9 Bubble Maxi Mirror
CF332-524
Large convex mirror bubbles invite curious children to spy themselves and their environment in new ways. Blue clips included. Hardware not included. Size: 32” w x 32” h
Soft Frame Flat Mirror
CF332-518
Flat acrylic mirror has colorful soft padded frame and is perfect mounted at any height.
Size: 34”l x 1-1/2”w x 34”h

Soft Frame Convex Bubble Mirror
CF332-143
9 large convex mirror bubbles have soft padded frame. Kids will be fascinated watching images multiple and change shapes.
Size: 34”l x 1-1/2”w x 34”h

Soft Frame Concave Bubble Mirror
CF332-144
9 large concave mirror bubbles have soft padded frame. Kids will be fascinated watching images multiple and change shapes.
Size: 34”l x 1-1/2”w x 34”h

Lily the Ladybug Mirror
CF332-569
Lily the Ladybug attracts and amazes children as their reflections multiply in the 6 bubble convex mirror.
Size: 23” diameter body

Six Bubble Mirror Border - 2 pieces
CF362-527
Two 3 piece convex bubble strips can be used separately, horizontally or vertically. Blue mounting clips included.
Hardware not included.
Size: Two 32” x 11” bubble strips

3 Bubble Border
CF332-526
3 piece convex bubble strip can be used horizontally or vertically. Blue mounting clips included.
Hardware not included.
Size: 32” x 11”
Two-Position Mirror
ANG1126
Safe acrylic mirror is mounted in solid wood frame, and has feet that can be attached to allow the mirror to stand either vertically or horizontally.
Size: 48” x 12”

Flat Mirrors
CF332-131  24” Square (pictured above)
CF332-145  30” Square
CF332-491  36” x 24”
CF332-133  48” x 12”
CF332-132  48” x 24” (pictured below)

Infant Wall Mirror
ANG1153
A great way for ready-to-walk crawlers to view themselves pulling up to a standing position. Includes sturdy, pull-up handrail and 2 mirrors.
Size: 48”l x 6”d x 31”h
Sunny Meadow Mirror
CF332-578

The Sunny Meadow Mirror provides a welcoming spot for facial recognition and discovery. The colorful border is printed on the back so it won’t scratch off or chip. Can be mounted horizontally or vertically.
Size: 40”w x 20”h as shown

Look At Me Mirror
CF332-582

Perfect size and shape mirror to mount against wall for tummy time.
Size: 32”w x 11”h as shown

Self Star Mirror
CF332-154

Ages: 8 months - 24 months
Self Star mirror develops infant and toddler image recognition, self-esteem and pushing and pulling movements. Constructed of sturdy foam that will retain its shape over time. Covering is easy to wipe clean.
Size: 18”l x 16”w x 18”h

5 Sided See-Me Cube
CF332-503

Ages: All ages
This multi-functional cube can be used for a variety of educational and growth activities! Perfect for tummy-time peering and top view for pulling up and reaching out.
Size: 11” cube

Baby Mirror
CF332-158

Baby mirror encourages facial recognition and discovery. This mirror is constructed of shatter-resistant acrylic to keep kids safe and can be mounted in either direction.
Size: 16”w x 12”h
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PlayPanels® FEATURES

- Lightweight PlayPanels® divide rooms into more functional spaces, allowing children to learn in smaller groups with less distraction.
- Frame is an easy snap-together plastic design.
- Vinyl panel has elastic loops which creates a secure and taut fit.
- Double Claws create flexible hinges to position in place or fold and store.
- When ordering single panels, we suggest ordering 1 set of CF900-903 PlayPanels® legs for every 3 panels.

PRIMARY COLORS

- Blue
- Red
- Green
- Yellow

WOODLAND COLORS

- Deep Water Blue
- Sky Blue
- Sage
- Walnut
- Almond

Primary Colors with yellow frames

- Rectangle (Size: 30-1/2" X 47-1/2")
  - CF900-101B  Blue
  - CF900-101G  Green
  - CF900-101R  Red
  - CF900-101Y  Yellow

- Big Screen (Size: 47-1/2" X 59-1/2")
  - CF900-517B  Blue
  - CF900-517G  Green
  - CF900-517R  Red
  - CF900-517Y  Yellow

Woodland Colors with blue frames

- Rectangle
  - CF900-916  Deep Water Blue
  - CF900-917  Sky Blue
  - CF900-918  Sage

- Big Screen
  - CF900-923  Deep Water Blue
  - CF900-924  Sky Blue
  - CF900-925  Sage
  - CF900-926  Walnut
  - CF900-927  Almond
Blue Loop Big Screen
CF900-521

**ACCESSORIES**  Adult Use Only

*Two-Position Room Dividers*
ANG1123  Pegboard with 1/4" holes
ANG1124  Markerboard - 2 sides
ANG1611  Clear Panel

Panels have solid hardwood frames that can be positioned either vertically or horizontally. Natural wood finish complements any room décor!
Size: 48” x 32”

*Double Claws - Set of 12*
CF-50008-12 Yellow
CF-50005B-12 Blue
Use between PlayPanels for added stability.

*Cantilever Legs*
CF900-903  Set of 2

*Gate Latch Attachment*
CF900-901

*Wall Attachment*
CF900-902
Baby Corral PlayPanels®
CF900-360
Build an engaging activity center for your toddlers with the Baby Corral. Features:
• Corral encloses a quarter circle play area with an 8-1/2' radius or clips in a rectangular shape for center of the room play.
• 5 piece set features 3 different colored panels, a mirrored panel and a transparent panel.
• Includes 10 Double Claw clips, 2 Cantilever Legs, 1 wall and 1 gate latch attachment. Gate latch provide stability and allows for adult entry and exit.
• Panels fold for easy storage when not in use.

Bubble-Fun PlayPanels®
CF900-907
Playful panels have pastel appliqued dots and see-me mirrors. Can be clipped together either horizontally or vertically as needs change.
Size: Each panel is 47-1/2" x 30-1/2”

Alphabetical PlayPanels® Set
CF900-351
Break the barrier between fun and learning with the Alphabetical Item PlayPanels® Set! This brightly colored 3 panel set boldly displays the first 3 letters of the alphabet with related graphics that children love.
Size: Each panel is 47-1/2” x 30-1/2”
Big Screen Super Set
CF900-526

Set of 8 portable Big Screens can be used vertically or horizontally or a combination of the two. Solid color panels combine with a Fuzzy Loop, See-Through Mesh, Transparent and Art Display panel to solve even the toughest space issues.
Size: Each panel is 59-1/2" x 47-1/2"

Activity PlayPanels® Set
CF900-356

Room dividing panels serve a variety of purposes such as creating a quiet space for rest time or separating activities. This 4 panel set includes a Fuzzy Loop, Transparent, Mirror and Art Display panel.
Size: Each panel is 47-1/2" x 30-1/2"

3 Square PlayPanels® Set
CF900-507

Flexibly link together to form protective and quiet areas. Pair of Cantilever Legs included.
Sizes: 30-1/2" x 30-1/2"
PLAYPANELS® COZY WOODLAND SETS

Big Screen Sets
CF900-928 Set of 5 Big Screens
CF900-929 Set of 3 Big Screens
Size: Each panel is 59-1/2" x 47-1/2"

Rectangle Sets
CF900-921 Set of 5 Rectangles
CF900-922 Set of 3 Rectangles
Size: Each panel is 47-1/2" x 30-1/2"

Square Sets
CF900-935 Set of 5 Squares
Size: Each panel is 30-1/2" x 30-1/2"
PLAYPANELS® PRIMARY SETS

Big Screen Rainbow Set
CF900-520
Dividers encourage children to focus on the lesson or activity at hand without distractions. Set includes 4 vibrant colors.
Size: Each panel is 59-1/2" x 47-1/2"

Big Screen Right Angle Panels
CF900-533R    Red
CF900-533B    Blue
CF900-533G    Green
CF900-533Y    Yellow
Colorful 90° angled room divider is lightweight and handy to create a quiet space for rest time or separate activities.

Rectangular Rainbow Set
CF900-539
Versatile rectangular panels can be used horizontally or vertically. Includes 3 vibrant colors which fold easily for convenient storage when not in use.
Size: Each panel is 47-1/2" x 30-1/2"
Quiet Divider® with Sound Sponge®

FEATURES

• Amazingly sound absorbent flexible room dividers help create learning centers and separate space
• Lightweight and easy to maneuver
• Hook and loop compatible
• Glides included for easy movement along bottom edge
• Magnetic connectors easily join panels
• Easy to clean with standard carpet cleaner
• Choose from 3 colors and 4 sizes
• Storage strap and 2 support feet are included with each divider.
• Accessories allow for multiple configurations
• Latex free

2 step easy ordering process

1. Select Size

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>AB8400</th>
<th>AB8401</th>
<th>AB8450</th>
<th>AB8451</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6’1” x 2”w x 30”h</td>
<td>10’1” x 2”w x 30”h</td>
<td>6’1” x 2”w x 48”h</td>
<td>10’1” x 2”w x 48”h</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CAN BE CONFIGURED IN 1, 2, OR EVEN 4 WORK CENTERS
2. Select Color

**CHOOSE FROM 3 COLORS**

- BL - Slate Blue
- PB - Blueberry
- NT - Natural Tan

For example: AB8400BL is a Slate Blue Quiet Divider® with Sound Sponge®.

---

**QUIET DIVIDER® with SOUND SPONGE® ACCESSORIES**

**a. Corner Post**
AB8612

Features:
- 4-sided black metal post designed to brace corners
- Create large divided areas or square sections
Size: 2"l x 2"w x 30"h

---

**b. Magnetic Wall Strip**
AB8650

Features:
- Attaches easily to wall
- Includes 2 mounting screws and 2 anchors
Size: 2-1/2"w x 28"h

---

**c. Support Feet – Set of 2**
AB8611

Features:
- Attaches easily to quiet divider for stability
- Nylon coated black
Size: 12"l x 2"w x 10"h

---
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Printed Educational Rugs FEATURE
• 100% Polyamide face with unmatched softness and bright colors.
• 3-ply felt backing prevents wrinkling and increases sound and thermal insulation
• Durable all around double serging
• Able to withstand rugged wear
• Meet all applicable safety standards
• Limited lifetime warranty

Let's Learn How to Count Seating Squares (Set of 10)
CPR735
Size: 14” Square

Colorful Grid (Rectangular)
CPR549
Size: 11’9”l x 8’5”w
CPR550
Size: 8’5”l x 5’10”w

ABC Squares (Rectangular)
CPR455
Size: 8’5”l x 5’10”w
CPR456
Size: 11’9”l x 8’5”w
Car Alphabet & Numbers
CPR887
Size: 8'5"l x 5'10"w

Playful Numbers 1-10
CPR276
Size: 5'10"l x 4'8"w

Tulips Alphabet Garden
CPR280
Size: 8'5"l x 5'10"w

Counting with Ladybugs
CPR290
Size: 8'5"l x 5'10"w
Noah’s Ark (Round)
CPR442
Size: 6'6” diameter

ABC Rainbow Puzzle (Round)
CPR448
Size: 6'6” diameter

ABC Squares (Round)
CPR483
Size: 6'6” diameter

Expressions (Round)
CPR436
Size: 6'6” diameter
CPR437
Size: 9’ diameter
Clock (Round)
CPR529
Size: 6’6” diameter

CPR530
Size: 9’ diameter

Round Alphabet Grid - Upper & Lower Case
CPR942
Size: 6’6” diameter

CPR943
Size: 9’ diameter

Butterflies (Round)
CPR536
Size: 9’ diameter

ABC Rotary (Round)
CPR458
Size: 9’ diameter
Counting Rug 1-12 (Rectangular)
CPR862
Size: 11'9"l x 8'5"w

10 Square Numbers 0-9
CPR527
Size: 14" Square

Jumbo Large Hopscotch (Rectangular)
CPR748
Size: 9'10"l x 2'7"w
Alphabet Seating Squares with Images (Set of 26)
CPR733
Size: 14” Square

Alphabet Seating Squares
CPR944
Size: 14” Square

ABC Rainbow Puzzle (Rectangular)
CPR450
Size: 8'5”l x 5'10”w

Learning Carpets Vehicles (Rectangular)
CPR798
Size: 8'5”l x 5'10”w
Colorful Number Grid 1-26
(Rectangular)
CPR570
Size: 8’5”l x 5’10”w

3D Geometric Shapes Rug
(Rectangular)
CPR940
Size: 8’5”l x 5’10”w

Smarty Spanish - Bilingual Rug
(Rectangular)
CPR612
Size: 8’5”l x 5’10”w

Infant Alphabet (Rectangular)
CPR544
Size: 8’5”l x 5’10”w
Alphabet Value Rug (Rectangular)
CPR607
Size: 5'10"l x 4'8"w

Value Size Rug - Alphabet on Circles and Squares
CPR737
Size: 5'10"l x 4'8"w

US Map (Rectangular)
CPR519
Size: 11'9"l x 8'5"w

CPR518
Size: 8'5"l x 5'10"w

Upper & Lower ABC’s (Rectangular)
CPR981
Size: 11'9"l x 8'5"w
Moon & Stars
CPR507
Size: 11'9"l x 8'5"w

CPR524
Size: 6'6" diameter

Building Blocks (Rectangular)
CPR504
Size: 5'10"l x 4'8"w

Expressions (Rectangular)
CPR438
Size: 8'5"l x 5'10"w

Highways & Byways (Rectangular)
CPR454
Size: 8'5"l x 5'10"w
Solid Educational Rugs FEATURE

- 100% Polyamide face with unmatched softness and 8 bright colors.
- Backing prevents wrinkling and increases sound and thermal insulation.
- Durable all around double serging.
- Able to withstand rugged wear.
- Meet all applicable safety standards.
- Limited lifetime warranty.

Red Solid
- CPR479R Small Rect
- CPR480R Large Rect
- CPR477R Small Round
- CPR478R Large Round

Light Green Solid
- CPR467R Small Rect
- CPR468R Large Rect
- CPR465R Small Round
- CPR466R Large Round

Cranberry Solid
- CPR872R Small Rect
- CPR873R Large Rect
- CPR868R Small Round
- CPR869R Large Round

Blue Solid
- CPR473R Small Rect
- CPR474R Large Rect
- CPR471R Small Round
- CPR472R Large Round

Dark Blue Solid
- CPR553R Small Rect
- CPR554R Large Rect
- CPR551R Small Round
- CPR552R Large Round

Gray Solid
- CPR704R Small Rect
- CPR705R Large Rect

Bark Solid
- CPR565R Small Rect
- CPR566R Large Rect

Dark Green Solid
- CPR559R Small Rect
- CPR560R Large Rect
Play Carpets FEATURE

- 100% Polyamide face with unmatched softness and bright colors.
- Durable latex gel backing - skid resistant
- Strong all around double serging
- Able to withstand rugged wear
- Meet all applicable safety standards
- 2 year warranty
play carpets • CLASSROOM FURNISHINGS

Hip Hop
LC140
Size: 79”l x 36”w

Chalk Walk
LC174
Size: 79”l x 36”w

Learning Measuring with Giraffe
LC273
Size: 79”l x 36”w

From Sea To Sky
LC182
Size: 79”l x 36”w
play carpets • CLASSROOM FURNISHINGS

Racetrack
LC205
Size: 79”l x 36”w

City
LC104
Size: 79”l x 36”w

Countryside
LC966
Size: 60”l x 27”w

Playful Road
LC967
Size: 60”l x 27”w
Construction Zone
LC166
Size: 79”l x 36”w

Under Construction
LC161
Size: 79”l x 36”w

Building Blocks
LC168
Size: 79”l x 36”w

Farm
LC116
Size: 79”l x 36”w
play carpets • CLASSROOM FURNISHINGS

- **Lets Hop On The Train**
  - LC965
  - Size: 60”l x 27”w

- **US Map Carpet**
  - LC201
  - Size: 79”l x 36”w

- **Learn The ABC’S**
  - LC122
  - Size: 79”l x 36”w

- **Alpha Walkabout**
  - LC187
  - Size: 79”l x 36”w
play carpets • CLASSROOM FURNISHINGS

At The Zoo
LC183
Size: 79”l x 36”w

All Over Town
LC172
Size: 79”l x 36”w

Airport
LC158
Size: 79”l x 36”w

Town & Country
LC189
Size: 79”l x 36”w

childrensfactory.com
play carpets • CLASSROOM FURNISHINGS

Time to Learn
LC176
Size: 79”l x 36”w

Where in the World
LC177
Size: 79”l x 36”w

City Life
LC206
Size: 79”l x 36”w

Fun at the Fair
LC720
Size: 79”l x 36”w
Giant Road Map
LC719
Size: 79”l x 36”w

My Metropolis
LC316
Size: 79”l x 36”w

Happy Little Town
LC315
Size: 79”l x 36”w

City Life (Value Size)
LC750
Size: 60”l x 27”w
play carpets• CLASSROOM FURNISHINGS

Driving In The Park
LC956
Size: 60"l x 27"w

City By The Bay
LC179
Size: 79"l x 36"w

My Hometown
LC101
Size: 79"l x 36"w

Center Of Town
LC190
Size: 79"l x 36"w
Our Dream House
LC191
Size: 79”l x 36”w

Potato Sacks (Set of 6)
LC131
Size: 26”l x 13”w

Potato Sacks (Set of 10)
LC132
Size: 26”l x 13”w
Make the most of your classroom by keeping everything in its place. A tidy room creates a safe environment by keeping teaching supplies out of reach and removing tripping hazards such as toys, coats and backpacks from the floor.
Assembled Birch FEATURES

• Constructed from strong, 5/8” thick, 11-ply birch veneer panels
• Non-warping, 1/4” thick woodgrain backs are recessed into side and top panels and screwed into place
• Shelves are glued and doweled for extra strength
• Units feature rounded corners and continuous hinges to prevent little fingers from getting pinched
• Surfaces are finished with a tough, scratch-resistant, easy to clean, UV finish
• Toe-kicks prevent objects from going under units
• Mobile units feature easy-roll casters that make moving a breeze
• Ships via freight only
• Lifetime warranty

Value Line™ FEATURES

• Budget-friendly Value Line™ units ship unassembled with clear instructions, tools and hardware for easy assembly. Look for the 📋 for a quick reference for all affordable ready-to-assemble items. Just receive, unpack and assemble!
• Value Line™ Birch units are constructed from strong, 11-ply 5/8” thick birch veneer panels with a high-quality UV finish, rounded corners and recessed 1/4” thick woodgrain back panels.
• Value Line™ Melamine units are constructed from durable, 5/8” thick maple-faced melamine panels, rounded corners and recessed 1/4” thick woodgrain back panels.
• Tough UV and plastic laminate finishes are easy to clean and scratch and stain resistant.
• Value Line™ Birch features kick plates to prevent small items from rolling under unit and sturdy, dowel-pin/cam-lock bolted construction.
• Lifetime warranty
Eighteen-Cubby Storage
ANG1615
Storage units feature storage areas measuring 9”l x 14”d x 14”h.
Size: 58”l x 15”d x 48”h

Eight-Cubby Storage
ANG1413
Mobile storage units feature storage areas measuring 9”l x 14”d x 14”h and durable casters that allow you to move each unit exactly where you need them.
Size: 48”l x 15”d x 30”h

Twelve-Cubby Storage
ANG1414
Size: 48”l x 15”d x 43”h

Two-Shelf Storage with Doors
ANG1008D
ANG1007D
ANG1009D
Storage with locking doors for secure classroom storage.
Sizes: 1008D - 48”l x 15”d x 24”h
1007D - 48”l x 15”d x 30”h
1009D - 48”l x 15”d x 36”h

24”H 10-Section Toddler, 2-Shelf Fold & Lock Mobile Storage
ANG1008-2
Simple, secure, compact storage in one unit with heavy-duty metal hasps to securely padlock contents.
Size: 96”l x 15”d x 24”h

30”H 10-Section, 2-Shelf Toy & Block Fold & Lock Mobile Storage
ANG1007-2
Size: 96”l x 15”d x 30”h

36”H 16-Section, 3-Shelf Fold & Lock Mobile Storage
ANG1009-2
Size: 96”l x 15”d x 36”h

Eighteen-Cubby Storage
ANG1615
Storage units feature storage areas measuring 9”l x 14”d x 14”h.
Size: 58”l x 15”d x 48”h

Eight-Cubby Storage
ANG1413
Mobile storage units feature storage areas measuring 9”l x 14”d x 14”h and durable casters that allow you to move each unit exactly where you need them.
Size: 48”l x 15”d x 30”h

Twelve-Cubby Storage
ANG1414
Size: 48”l x 15”d x 43”h

Wood Storage • Storage Solutions
Double-Sided Storage
ANG1228

Identical storage compartments on each side plus easy-roll casters make this the perfect space-dividing storage center.
Size: 48”l x 24”d x 30”h

Value Line™ Double-Sided Storage
ANG7228

Ships ready-to-assemble and is constructed of 5/8” thick maple-faced melamine panels. Tools and hardware supplied for easy assembly.
Size: 48”l x 22”d x 26”h

Tall, Three-Shelf Mobile Storage
ANG1104

With seven 12”h storage areas, this unit provides the perfect spot to store gallons of paint and other tall supplies.
Size: 48”l x 15”d x 42”h

Value Line™ Narrow 2-Shelf Storage
ANG7147

Ships ready-to-assemble and is constructed of 5/8” thick maple-faced melamine panels. Tools and hardware supplied for easy assembly.
Size: 36”l x 12”d x 36”h

Mobile Adjustable-Shelf Storage
ANG1116

Three adjustable shelves allow you to customize storage space that fits your individual needs.
Size: 48”l x 15”d x 36”h
a. 36”H Single 3-Shelf Mobile Storage
ANG1009   Fully Assembled
Size: 48”l x 15”d x 36”h

ANG9150   Ready-to-Assemble
Size: 48”l x 14-1/2”d x 36”h

Units are constructed of 11-ply, 5/8” thick birch with a durable UV finish. Tools and hardware are supplied for easy assembly in ready-to-assemble units.

b. 30”H Single Toy & Block Mobile Storage
ANG1007   Fully Assembled
Size: 48”l x 15”d x 30”h

ANG9149   Ready-to-Assemble
Size: 48”l x 14-1/2”d x 30”h

Units are constructed of 11-ply, 5/8” thick birch with a durable UV finish. Tools and hardware are supplied for easy assembly in ready-to-assemble units.

c. 24”H Single Toddler 2-Shelf Mobile Storage
ANG1008   Fully Assembled
Size: 48”l x 15”d x 24”h

ANG9148   Ready-to-Assemble
Size: 48”l x 14-1/2”d x 24”h

Units are constructed of 11-ply, 5/8” thick birch with a durable UV finish. Tools and hardware are supplied for easy assembly in ready-to-assemble units.

Small Shelf Storage
ANG1010

Basic, simple storage units are perfect for books, puzzles and general supplies.
Size: 36”l x 15”d x 30”h

Value Line™ Birch 36”L Stationary 2-Shelf Storage (not pictured)
ANG9147

Ships ready-to-assemble and is constructed of 11-ply, 5/8” thick birch plywood. Tools and hardware are supplied for easy assembly.
Size: 36”l x 15”d x 30”h

Value Line™ Birch 48”L Mobile 2-Shelf Storage
ANG9173

Ships ready-to-assemble and is constructed of 11-ply, 5/8” thick birch plywood. Tools and hardware are supplied for easy assembly.
Size: 48”l x 15”d x 30”h

Toddler Storage with Mirror Back
ANG1503

Multi-functional storage unit encourages self-recognition with full-length acrylic safety mirror. Large play surface with ledge top to keep toys from falling encourages standing.
Size: 48”l x 15”d x 18”h

Value Line™ Birch Toddler Discovery Center
ANG9177

Ships ready-to-assemble and is constructed of 11-ply, 5/8” thick birch plywood. Tools and hardware are supplied for easy assembly.
Size: 48”l x 15”d x 18”h

valuesline.com
Value Line™ Toddler 2-Shelf Storage
ANG7148
Ships ready-to-assemble and is constructed of 5/8” thick maple-faced melamine panels. Tools and hardware are supplied for easy assembly.
Size: 48”l x 12”d x 23”h

Value Line™ Preschool 2-Shelf Storage
ANG7149
Ships ready-to-assemble and is constructed of 5/8” thick maple-faced melamine panels. Tools and hardware are supplied for easy assembly.
Size: 48”l x 12”d x 27”h

Value Line™ 3-Shelf Storage
ANG7150
Ships ready-to-assemble and is constructed of 5/8” thick maple-faced melamine panels. Tools and hardware are supplied for easy assembly.
Size: 48”l x 12”d x 36”h

Value Line™ Narrow 3-Shelf Storage
ANG7083
Ships ready-to-assemble and is constructed of 5/8” thick maple-faced melamine panels. Tools and hardware are supplied for easy assembly.
Size: 48”l x 12”d x 27”h

Value Line™ Birch 36”H 3-Shelf Mobile Storage
ANG9083
Ships ready-to-assemble and is constructed of 11-ply, 5/8” thick birch plywood. Tools and hardware are supplied for easy assembly.
Size: 24”l x 15”d x 36”h

Small 3-Shelf Storage Unit
ANG1083
Small enough to fit almost anywhere, but large enough to store plenty of supplies. This compact unit rolls easily into place.
Size: 24”l x 15”d x 36”h

Value Line™ 48”L 2-Shelf Storage
ANG7173
Ships ready-to-assemble and is constructed of 5/8” thick maple-faced melamine panels. Tools and hardware are supplied for easy assembly.
Size: 47-3/4”l x 11-3/4”d x 26”h
10-Tray Storage Unit
ANG1230 unit only
ANG1230T with colored trays
ANG1230TC with clear trays
ANG1230TO with opaque trays
Size: 20”l x 15”d x 36”h

Double-Sided Storage
ANG1054 unit only
ANG1054T with colored trays
ANG1054TC with clear trays
ANG1054TO with opaque trays
This mobile unit features storage on both sides with an easy-clean, durable laminate top.
Size: 48”l x 24”d x 30”h

Toddler-Sized Double-Sided Storage
ANG1055 unit only
ANG1055T with colored trays
ANG1055TC with clear trays
ANG1055TO with opaque trays
Size: 48”l x 24”d x 24”h

Twenty-Tray Mobile Cubicle
ANG1012 unit only
ANG1012T with colored trays
ANG1012TC with clear trays
ANG1012TO with opaque trays
Size: 48”l x 15”d x 30”h

Value Line™ Birch Twenty-Tray Mobile Cubicle
ANG9012
Ships ready-to-assemble and is constructed of 11-ply, 5/8” thick birch plywood. Tools and hardware are supplied for easy assembly.
Size: 48”l x 15”d x 30”h

Value Line™ Birch Twenty-Five Tray Mobile Cubicle
ANG9013 unit only
ANG9013T with colored trays
ANG9013TC with clear trays
ANG9013TO with opaque trays
Ships ready-to-assemble and is constructed of 11-ply, 5/8” thick birch plywood. Tools and hardware are supplied for easy assembly.
Size: 48”l x 15”d x 36”h

Storage Trays
ANG7052
Durable trays make sorting and distributing materials easy. Trays are made of kid-tough, easy-clean plastic. Opaque trays allow you to view materials while multi-colored trays allow color-coding options. Available in green(G), white(W), yellow(Y), blue(B), clear(C), red(R) and opaque(O). Please specify color when ordering.
Size: 13”l x 8”d x 5”h
WOOD STORAGE • STORAGE SOLUTIONS

Storage Trays
ANG7198
Durable trays make sorting and distributing materials easy. Trays are made of kid-tough, easy-clean plastic. Opaque trays allow you to view materials while multi-colored trays allow color-coding options. Available in green(G), white(W), yellow(Y), blue(B), clear(C), red(R) and opaque(O). Please specify color when ordering.
Size: 11”l x 8”d x 5”h

Value Line™ Multi-Section Storage Unit
ANG7172 unit only
ANG7172T with colored trays
ANG7172TO with opaque trays
Ships ready-to-assemble and is constructed of 5/8” thick maple-faced melamine panels. Tools and hardware are supplied for easy assembly.
Size: 48”l x 12”d x 36”h

Value Line™ Birch Multi-Section Storage Unit
ANG9052 unit only
ANG9052T with colored trays
ANG9052TC with clear trays
ANG9052TO with opaque trays
Ships ready-to-assemble and is constructed of 11-ply, 5/8” thick birch plywood. Tools and hardware are supplied for easy assembly.
Size: 48”l x 14-1/2”d x 36”h

Value Line™ 20 Tray Storage Unit
ANG7153 unit only
ANG7153T with colored trays
ANG7153TO with opaque trays
Ships ready-to-assemble and is constructed of 5/8” thick maple-faced melamine panels. Tools and hardware are supplied for easy assembly.
Size: 48”l x 12”d x 27”h

Value Line™ 16-Tray Storage Unit
ANG7152 unit only
ANG7152T with colored trays
ANG7152TO with opaque trays
Ships ready-to-assemble and is constructed of 5/8” thick maple-faced melamine panels. Tools and hardware are supplied for easy assembly.
Size: 36”l x 11-3/4”d x 26”h

Value Line™ Sixteen-Tray Storage Unit
ANG7152 unit only
ANG7152T with colored trays
ANG7152TO with opaque trays
Ships ready-to-assemble and is constructed of 5/8” thick maple-faced melamine panels. Tools and hardware are supplied for easy assembly.
Size: 36”l x 11-3/4”d x 26”h
Toddler Storage Unit
ANG1500

Two easy-access storage bins, each measuring 20”l x 14”d x 10”h, hold oodles of grab-and-play blocks and other manipulatives. Size: 22”l x 18”d x 22”h

Value Line™ Toddler Discovery Center
ANG7177

Multi-functional storage unit encourages self-recognition and standing with full-length acrylic safety mirror and a large play surface with ledge top to keep toys from falling. Ships ready-to-assemble and is constructed of 5/8” thick maple-faced melamine panels. Tools and hardware are supplied for easy assembly. Size: 48”l x 15”d x 17”h

See-View Storage
ANG1701

Three see-inside compartments keep manipulatives and toys visible and within easy reach – enticing young children to “come and play.” Easy-grip handles make moving this unit a breeze. Size: 32”l x 16”d x 16”h

Curved End Storage Units
ANG1198
ANG1130

Round out your storage! These units match perfectly to ends of storage units of the same height.
Size: 1198 15”l x 15”d x 24”h
1130 15”l x 15”d x 30”h

Value Line™ Curved Storage Units
ANG7200
ANG7201
ANG7202

Ships ready-to-assemble and is constructed of 5/8” thick maple-faced melamine panels. Tools and hardware are supplied for easy assembly.
Size: 7200 12”l x 12”d x 27”h
7201 12”l x 12”d x 23”h
7202 12”l x 12”d x 36”h
Presentation Cart ANG1532

Perfect for storing all your A/V supplies! Display a TV monitor or a CD player on top then securely store it on adjustable shelves behind locking doors. Inside cabinet dimensions: 20-3/4”l x 16-1/2”d x 25-3/4”h. Locking casters provide secure, easy rolling.
Size: 24”l x 19”d x 27”h

Presentation Cart ANG1430

Set up a listening center anywhere with this easy-access audio storage unit with locking casters for all your audio supplies in one compact unit! Unit includes a spacious top for your player and junction box and heavy-duty dowel to keep headphones in easy reach. Three, pull-out blue storage tubs and sectioned storage aid in organizing big books, albums and other A/V supplies.
Size: 36”l x 15”d x 37”h

Mobile Classroom Stool & Storage ANG1619

Mobile teacher’s stool puts you and your materials at just the right level for curious minds. The 2” thick foam cushion provides comfort while side storage and 2 additional shelves keep aids at your fingertips.
Size: 16”l x 16”d x 17”h

Write-and-Wipe Easel with Storage ANG1568

Mobile unit features a write and wipe panel for word work plus a ledge that can be used for reading books. Storage below and behind the panel is perfect for storing books and materials making this unit perfect for circle time!
Size: 27”l x 15”d x 47”h

Mobile Listening Center with Dividers ANG1523

Versatile mobile listening center keeps your audio supplies organized and readily available when you need them! This center easily stores all your audio supplies while top storage is perfect for any audio player.
Size: 36”l x 15”d x 24”h

childrensfactory.com
**Value Line™ Double Computer Station**
ANG7191

Ships ready-to-assemble and is constructed of 5/8” thick maple-faced melamine panels. Tools and hardware are supplied for easy assembly.

Features:
- Keyboard that adjusts from 16”h to 20”h
- 4 Locking casters

Size: 48”l x 29”d x 24”h

**Value Line™ Single Computer Station**
(not pictured)
ANG7164

Ships ready-to-assemble and is constructed of 5/8” thick maple-faced melamine panels. Tools and hardware are supplied for easy assembly.

Size: 30”l x 29”d x 24”h

**Value Line™ Big Book Easel**
ANG7179

Ships ready-to-assemble and is constructed of 5/8” thick maple-faced melamine panels. Tools and hardware are supplied for easy assembly.

Features:
- Mobile storage compartment with 5 divided sections
- Large book stand
- Dry-erase back
- 4 casters

Size: 25”l x 16”d x 30”h

**Value Line™ Teacher’s Cabinet**
ANG7178

Ships ready-to-assemble and is constructed of 5/8” thick maple-faced melamine panels. Tools and hardware are supplied for easy assembly.

Features:
- 3 shelves, adjustable in 5” increments
- Compact size allows for storage on top of cabinet
- Includes lock and 2 keys
- Easy-pull door knobs

Size: 36”l x 19”d x 63”h

**Teacher’s Storage Cabinet**
ANG1519

Features:
- 3 adjustable shelves on the left side of the unit
- Dowel for hanging coats on the right side of the unit
- 2 storage drawers at the bottom of the unit

Size: 36”l x 26”d x 72”h
Value Line™ Birch Ten-Section Wall Locker
ANG9160
Ships ready-to-assemble and is constructed of 11-ply, 5/8” thick birch plywood. Tools and hardware are supplied for easy assembly. Includes 5 double coat hooks.
Size: 48”l x 15”d x 20”h

Double Wall Locker (not pictured)
ANG1017 unit only
ANG1017T with colored trays
ANG1017TC with clear trays
ANG1017TO with opaque trays
Space-saving, wall mount locker features 10 cubbies. Includes 10 metal hooks for holding backpacks and coats.
Size: 48”l x 15”d x 20”h

Value Line™ Ten-Section Wall Locker
ANG7160
Ships ready-to-assemble and is constructed of 5/8” thick maple-faced melamine panels. Tools and hardware are supplied for easy assembly. Includes 10 metal hooks.
Size: 48”l x 12”d x 19”h

Stackable Lockers
ANG1120 $397.90
Build the exact system you need! 4-section locker has locking doors and comes with hardware to stack multiple units. Inside locker dimensions: 11”l x 13-1/2”d x 17”h
Two systems shown.
Size: 48”l x 15”d x 20”h

Five-Section Wall Locker
ANG1049 unit only
ANG1049T with colored trays
ANG1049TC with clear trays
ANG1049TO with opaque trays
Space-saving, wall mount locker features 5 cubbies. Includes 10 metal hooks for holding backpacks and coats.
Size: 48”l x 12”d x 17”h

Wall-Mount Coat Rack
ANG139
Includes 7 hooks for adult or children’s coats.
Size: 48”l x 1”w x 4”h
lockers • STORAGE SOLUTIONS

Five-Section Locker with Seat/Step
ANG1021
Features:
• Front step for tying shoes or seat
• Includes 10 coat hooks
• 12”d at the top
• Trays sold separately on page 137.
Size: 48”l x 15”d x 49”h

Two-Section Locker with Seat/Step
ANG1025
Space-saving, 2-section locker is the perfect addition to the above 5-section locker. Includes 4 coat hooks. Trays sold separately on page 137.
Size: 20”l x 15”d x 49”h

Five-Section Locker
ANG1057
Features:
• Includes 10 coat hooks
• Trays sold separately on page 143.
Size: 48”l x 15”d x 49”h

Two-Section Locker (not pictured)
ANG1057-2
Space-saving, 2-section locker is the perfect addition to the above 5-section locker. Includes 4 coat hooks. Trays sold separately on page 143.
Size: 19-1/2”l x 15”d x 49”h

Value Line™ Five-Section Preschool Locker
ANG7154
Ships ready-to-assemble and is constructed of 5/8” thick maple-faced melamine panels. Tools and hardware are supplied for easy assembly. Trays sold separately on page 1370.
Size: 48”l x 12”d x 48”h

Value Line™ Five-Section Toddler Locker
(not pictured)
ANG7158
Ships ready-to-assemble and is constructed of 5/8” thick maple-faced melamine panels. Tools and hardware are supplied for easy assembly. Trays sold separately on page 137.
Size: 48”l x 12”d x 40”h

Value Line™ Birch Five-Section Preschool Locker
ANG9154
Ships ready-to-assemble and is constructed of 11-ply, 5/8” thick birch plywood. Tools and hardware are supplied for easy assembly. Includes 10 coat hooks. Trays sold separately on page 143.
Size: 48”l x 15”d x 49”h
Two-Sided Locker
ANG1332
2 sided locker has a total of 10 storage areas.
Size: 48"l x 20"d x 49"h

Clear Plastic Tote
ANG7501
Large totes with attached split lids nest inside each other for compact storage when not in use. Made of industrial-grade polypropylene plastic.
Size: 22-3/4"l x 16"d x 13"h

Jumbo Bin with Lid
CF905-998B Blue
CF905-998G Green
CF905-998R Red
CF905-998Y Yellow
CF905-998CL Clear
Size: 14-1/2"l x 9-1/4"d x 6-1/4"h

Toddler Five-Section Locker
ANG1023
Features:
• Each locker has 2 hooks
• Trays sold separately on page 143.
Size: 48"l x 15"d x 36"h

Two-Section Toddler Locker (not pictured)
ANG1023-2
Space-saving, 2-section locker is the perfect addition to the above toddler 5-section locker. Trays sold separately on page 143.
Size: 19-1/2"l x 15"d x 36"h

Storage Trays
ANG7052
Durable trays make sorting and distributing materials easy. Trays are made of kid-tough, easy-clean plastic. Opaque trays allow you to view materials while multi-colored trays allow color-coding options. Available in green(G), white(W), yellow(Y), blue(B), clear(C), red(R) and opaque(O). Please specify color when ordering.
Size: 13"l x 8"d x 5"h

X-Size-Cubbie
CF905-999B Blue
CF905-999G Green
CF905-999R Red
CF905-999Y Yellow
CF905-999CL Clear
Size: 12-1/2"l x 10-1/4"d x 8-1/2"h
Regularly scheduled rest time is important for young children, giving them the opportunity to unwind and refresh. Cots and rest mats are both comfortable, easy to clean and storable options for this quiet time.
SpaceLine® Cot FEATURES

- Space-saving design allows nearly double the cots to be nested in each stack!
- Available in 4 earth-tone colors – specify when ordering
- Fully enclosed ends
- Comfortable, strong bleach-cleanable fabric
- Heat-sealed seams mean no loose threads
- Accommodates up to 110 lbs.
- Ships fully assembled
- 10-year warranty

2 step easy ordering process

1. Select Size

   Toddler - Single Cot
   AFB5731
   Size: 42-1/2"l x 22"w x 5"h

   Toddler - 4 Pack
   AFB5736A
   Size: 42-1/2"l x 22"w x 9-1/2"h stacked

   Standard - Single Cot
   AFB5730
   Size: 55"l x 22"w x 5"h

   Standard - 4 Pack
   AFB5735A
   Size: 55"l x 22"w x 9-1/2"h stacked

2. Select Color

   CHOOSE FROM 4 COLORS

   - SN - Sand
   - GN - Teal Green
   - WW - Wedgewood
   - OB - Ocean Blue

   For example: AFB5731SN is a SpaceLine® Toddler Single Cot - Sand.
STORE MORE COTS IN HALF THE SPACE

10 STANDARD COTS

10 SPACELINE® COTS

SHIPS FULLY ASSEMBLED

STANDARD 48”L x 20”w

TODDLER 34”L x 20”w

ACTUAL REST AREA
SpaceLine® 20-Cot Activity Center
AFB5732
Ages: 3 years & up
Includes:
• 20 standard SpaceLine® cots
• 1 cot carrier
• 1 flannel activity panel with 30 flannel shapes
• 1 pegboard activity panel with 25 pegs
• 1 magnetic write-and-wipe activity panel with 30 magnetic letters
• 1 preschool brick-compatible activity panel with 36 MEGA® Bloks
• 1 activity top
• Available GN-Teal Green, WW-Wedgewood or OB-Ocean Blue
Size: 55-1/4"l x 31-1/2"w x 34"h

SpaceLine® Activity Table Top Only
AFB5782
Features:
• Available in WW-Wedgewood, GN-Teal Green and OB-Ocean Blue – specify when ordering
Size: 54"l x 21"w x 5"h

Activity Panel 4-Pack
AFB5830N
4 activity panels add function to cots when not in use.
Features:
• Fits all Angeles® cots
• Available in WW-Wedgewood, GN-Teal Green and OB-Ocean Blue – specify when ordering
• Includes one of each panel: flannel, pegboard, write-and wipe and brick-compatible
Size: 19"l x 14"w x 4-3/4" each
ACCESSORIES

Angels Rest® Organic Cot Sheets
Features:
• Made from soft, 100% organic cotton
• Elastic loops keep sheet neatly in place

AFB5701TOW Toddler
Size: 38-1/2”l x 22-1/2”w

AFB5701SOW Standard
Size: 50-1/2”l x 22-1/2”w

Cot Name Clip 5-Pack
AFB5741
Features:
• Fit all Angeles® cots
• Clips easily to side of cot
• Holds 3/4”h name insert (inserts not included)
Size: 3-1/2”l x 2-3/4”w x 1”h

Organic Blanket
AFB5701BOW
Made from 100% organic, washable soft cotton
Size: 54”l x 36”w

Angels Rest® Cot Sheets
Features:
• Made from poly/cotton blend
• Elastic loops keep sheet neatly in place

AFB5700TW Toddler-White
AFB5700T Toddler-ABC Print
Size: 38-1/2”l x 22-1/2”w

AFB5700SW Standard-White
AFB5700S Standard-ABC Print
Size: 50-1/2”l x 22-1/2”w

Universal Cot Carrier
AFB5727
Features:
• Fit all Angeles® cots
• Adjustable to accommodate standard or toddler cots
• Holds up to 24 cots
• 2” casters allow easy maneuvering
Size: 34-1/2” to 47-1/4”l x 21”w x 4-3/4”h
Value Line™ Cot FEATURES

• Made of tough vinyl-coated mesh bed with “super-grip” closure at the foot end to adjust tautness.
• Easy to wipe clean
• Royal blue color
• Accommodates up to 110 lbs.
• 10-year warranty

Value Line™ Cot Sheets
Features:
• Made from 50% polyester / 50% cotton
• Elastic loops sewn on all 4 corners

AFB5705T    Toddler
Size: 40”l x 22”w

AFB5704S    Standard
Size: 51”l x 22”w

Toddler Single Cot - Assembled
AFB5754
Size: 45-3/4”l x 21-3/4”w x 5”h

Toddler 4-Pack - Unassembled
AFB5757

Toddler 4-Pack - Assembled
AFB5755
Size: 45-3/4”l x 21-3/4”w x 10”h stacked

Standard Single Cot - Assembled
AFB5750
Size: 55”l x 22”w x 5”h

Standard 4-Pack - Unassembled
AFB5753

Standard 4-Pack - Assembled
AFB5751
Size: 55”l x 22”w x 10”h stacked
Non-Folding Rest Mat FEATURES

- 48”l x 24”w x 2” thick foam pad for restful napping
- Easy to wipe clean covers
- Available in 10 colors

Cozy Woodland Rest Mats
CF350-039 Deep Water Blue
CF350-040 Sky Blue
CF350-041 Sage Green
CF350-042 Walnut
CF350-043 Almond
CF350-044 Set of all 5 colors

Rainbow Rest Mats
CF350-019 Blue
CF350-020 Green
CF350-021 Purple
CF350-022 Red
CF350-023 Yellow
CF350-034 Set of all 5 colors

Pillow Case Sheet
CF320-007
Made of poly/cotton blend able to slip over a 1” or 2” thick 48” x 24” rest mat.

Fitted Sheet for 1” and 2” thick Rest Mats
CF320-006 Single
CF320-006-12 12-Pack
Made of poly/cotton blend with corner pockets to slip over a 1” or 2” thick 48” x 24” rest mat.
Bound Rest Mat FEATURES

- Sectioned for quick folding and convenient storage
- Covered in wipe-clean vinyl
- Waterproof seals between each section
- Tear-proof sewn edges

Tough Duty Folding Rest Mat

CF400-002 Single 1”
CF400-052 10-Pack 1”
CF400-003 Single 2” (shown)
CF400-053 5-Pack 2”

Features:
- Blue on both sides with white trim
- 1” mat folds to 24”l x 12-1/2”w x 4-1/4”h
- 2” mat folds to 24”l x 11”w x 8-3/4”h
- Fitted sheet for Tough Duty rest mat is CF320-006-12 (set of 12) sold separately on page 150
- Size: 48”l x 24”w

Pillow Folding Rest Mat

CF400-001 Single
CF400-011 10-Pack

Features:
- 4-section mat has 1 thicker foam piece to provide soft pillow for nap time.
- Dual color combination to easily assign sleeping and floor sides
- Folds to 20”l x 12-3/4”w x 4”h
- Fitted sheet for pillow folding mat is CF320-005-12 (set of 12) sold separately on page 152

2” Super Rest Mat

AEL7110A Single
AEL7110PK5 5-Pack

Features:
- Triple-ply with nylon mesh sandwiched between two layers of heavy duty vinyl
- Dual color combination to easily assign sleeping and floor sides
- Size: 50”l x 25”w

Soft Cotton Blanket

CF321-102 Single
CF321-103 12-Pack

Features:
- Made of 100% soft white, double-napped cotton
- Serged edges
- Perfect for cots or rest mats
Sealed Rest Mat FEATURES

- Sectioned for quick folding and convenient storage
- Covered in wipe-clean vinyl
- Waterproof seals between foam sections and around all edges for total protection

Value Line™ 4-Section Rest Mat Storage
ANG7163  Holds 4 (2”) Mats
Size: 25”l x 17”d x 28”h

ANG7162  Holds 8 (2”) Mats
Size: 48”l x 17”d x 28”h

Features:
- Designed for 4-section rest mats
- Requires easy assembly
- Lifetime warranty

3/4” 3” Section

Economy Infection Control® Folding Mat
CF400-501  Single 3/4”
CF400-526RB  15-Pack

Features:
- Dual color combination to easily assign sleeping and floor sides
- 3-Sections fold to 19”l x 15-1/4”w x 2-1/2”h
- Fitted sheet for economy folding mat is CF320-005-12 (set of 12) sold separately on page 152
Size: 45”l x 19”w x 3/4”h

2” 4 Section

4-Section Infection Control® Folding Mat
CF400-508RB  Single 1”
CF400-525RB  10-Pack 1”
Size: 48”l x 24”w x 1”h mat folds to 24”l x 12”w x 4-1/4”h

CF400-509RB  Single 2”
CF400-519RB  5-Pack 2”
Size: 48”l x 24”w x 2”h mat folds to 24”l x 12”w x 8-1/4”h

Features:
- Fitted sheet for 4-section folding mat is CF320-006-12 (set of 12) sold separately on page 150

Fitted Sheet for 3/4” thick rest mats
CF320-005  Single
CF320-005-12  12-Pack

Features: Cotton/poly blend with corner pockets to slip over a 3/4” thick mat
Size: 46-1/2”l x 20-1/2”w
3-Section Germ-Free 2” Folding Mat
AEL7131A Single
AEL7131PK5 5-Pack
Size: 49”l x 24”w x 2”h mat folds to 24”l x 12”w x 8-1/4”h

3-Section Germ-Free 1” Folding Mat
AEL7121A Single
AEL7121P10 10 Pack
Size: 48”l x 21”w x 1”h mat folds to 21”l x 12”w x 4-1/4”h

Universal Rest Mat Cart
AFB7930
Features:
• Stores 40 (1”) or 20 (2”) rest mats
• powder coated heavy-duty steel and wire frame construction
• Rolls easily on four 3” rubber casters (2 locking)
• Assembly required
Size: 52”l x 26”w x 54”h

Germ-Free No-Fold 2” Rest Mat
AEL7105A Single
AEL7105PK4 4-Pack
Size: 49”l x 24”w x 2”h

Value Line™ 3-Section Storage
ANG7168 Holds 4 (2”) Mats
Size: 25-1/2”l x 16 3/8”d x 37-1/2”h

ANG7167 Holds 8 (2”) Mats
Size: 50”l x 16 3/8”d x 37-1/2”h

Features:
• Designed for 3-section rest mats
• Requires easy assembly
• Lifetime warranty
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A preschool nursery is a child’s first home away from home. Our complete nursery selection is safe and warm, creating a cozy space for our tiniest customer. Caregivers will appreciate our ergonomic baby changer and easy to use feeding chair designs!
Changing Table with Locking Stairs
AEL7550

Features:
• Single piece molded top is easy to clean and maintain
• No sharp corners or crevices to harbor dirt and bacteria
• 7”d changing well allows for 1” thick mat and still meets the 6”d requirement
• Features roll-out stairs that safely lock into place
• Eliminates lifting growing toddlers and makes changing fun
• Sturdy wood storage shelf keeps changing supplies organized and within easy reach
• One roll of sanitary paper included
• 1” changing table pad included
• Accommodates up to 100 lbs.
• Ships fully assembled via freight only
• 5-year warranty
Size: 46”l x 23”w x 37”h
   Inside shelf: 18”l x 23”w x 12”h

Germ-Free Changing Table Pad
AEL7090

Features:
• Heat-sealed construction completely seals and waterproofs pad, making it resistant to bacteria and germs.
• Cleans up quickly and easily
• Latex free
Size: 39-1/2”l x 17-1/2”w x 1”h

Changing Table Paper Roll
AEL7091

Features:
• Sanitary roll of paper for covering changing table pad (individually wrapped)
• Ideal for child care centers
• Recyclable
Size: 215’l x 14-1/2”w
Changing Table with Slide-Out Steps
ANG1039S

Our innovative, no-strain table lets tots step right up, so you never have to lift them!
Features:
• Behind the left door hides a compact stairway that slides out on tracks. With a helping hand, children can walk right up to the table
• Behind the right-hand door is storage
• The table includes a washable mattress with safety strap
• Standard 7”d changing well
• Accomodates up to 70 lbs.
Size: 40”l x 20”d x 40”h

Changing Table
ANG1056

All your baby-changing supplies are within reach with this easy-access, open storage table!
• Constructed from birch veneer panels
• Deep, spacious shelves for supplies and diaper bags
• Standard 7”d changing well
• 1” thick changing table pad with safety strap
• Accomodates up to 70 lbs.
Size: 40”l x 20”d x 40”h
Locking Wall Storage Cabinet
ANG1424

Space-saving, lockable cabinet with 2 full-length shelves is ideal for storing toxic materials, medication and valuables out of reach and secure.
Features:
• Constructed from 5/8” thick birch veneer panels with a durable UV finish.
• Shelves are doweled and glued for lasting strength.
• Non-warping, 1/4” thick woodgrain backs are recessed into side and top panels and screwed into place.
• Ships fully assembled.
• Lock includes 2 keys.
Size: 41”l x 12”d x 25”h

Infection Control Diaper Changing Pad
CF400-407-1 (single pack)
CF400-407-5 (5 pack)

Constructed of smooth vinyl with radio frequency vinyl welded seams that prevent fluids from seeping into the foam pad. Easy to clean and disinfect with bleach and water.
Size: 35-1/2”l x 16-3/4”d x 1”h

Changing Table Paper Roll Holder
ANG1110
ANG1112 Paper Roll Refill

Convenient, 2-shelf storage cabinet mounts on either end of the changing table and features a paper dispenser with a handy tear-off bar and one paper roll.
Features:
• No mounting hardware needed!
• Paper Roll Refill 225’l x 15”w
Size: 18”l x 6”d x 22”h
Diaper Wall Shelf
ANG1106

When you run out of floor space, where do you go? How about up! Organize all your changing supplies in this space-saving, wall-mounted shelf. There are divided spaces for diapers so you can sort by size or by child and 3 lower shelves that keep wipes and lotions within easy reach!

Features:
• Constructed from 5/8” thick birch veneer panels with a durable UV finish.
• Shelves are doweled and glued for lasting strength.
• Non-warping, 1/4” thick woodgrain backs are recessed into side and top panels and screwed into place.

Size: 40”l x 10”d x 23”h

Value Line™ Overhead Unit
ANG7171

Features:
• Unit features eight, 4”w x 10”h storage slots on the top.
• 3 lower storage areas, each 12”w x 10”h
• Ready to assemble – cabinet hardware supplied; wall mounting hardware not included
• Constructed of 5/8” thick maple-faced melamine panels.

Size: 41”l x 10”d x 23”h

Changing Table - with Sliding Doors
ANG1039P

Prefer enclosed storage? Two sliding doors provide easy access to baby-changing supplies.

Features:
• Constructed from birch veneer panels with two shelves for storage
• Standard 7”d changing well
• 1” thick changing table pad with safety strap
• Accommodates up to 70 lbs.

Size: 40”l x 21”d x 40”h
Changing Table Steps  
ANG1039-Steps  
*Ages: 2 years and up*  
With a helping hand and no back strain, children can walk right up to the table. Each step measures 5-1/8”d x 6”h  
Size: 14”l x 19”d x 30”h

Children’s Step/Riser  
ANG1731  
*Ages: 2 years and up*  
Give students the 6” boost they need! Young learners will be eager to step up to take their turn at the board, at the sink, at the counter, or anywhere that is just out of their reach. Designed to provide sturdy access as well as ergonomic support.  
Features:  
• Standard with grip strips for traction  
• Constructed of durable birch laminate with a safe, nontoxic natural UV finish  
Size: 24”l x 14”d x 6”h

“I Can Reach” Handy Steps  
ANG1133  
*Ages: 2 years and up*  
Make hand washing and other counter-height activities safer and easier. Handy Step’s high sides with hand-hold cutouts provide extra support and helps to prevent missteps. Steps are trimmed with non-slip treads and all edges are rounded. Fits perfectly against standard 36” high counters.  
Size: 20”l x 20”d x 36”h

Step Stool  
ANG1283  
*Ages: 2 years and up*  
Portable stool with handle is easy to transport anywhere you need a little extra height. Smooth, rounded corners, solid construction and no-slip grip strips on both steps provide a safe, uplifting experience for a young child.  
Size: 15”l x 14”d x 13”h

Soft Step Stool  
CF322-107  
*Ages: 12 months and up*  
Learning to use steps is made safer with soft, extra deep top step for stability and balance.  
Size: 24”l x 16”d x 12”h
BABY CHANGERS

Baby Changer
CF805-002

Ages: Birth - 3 years
Plush foam pad cradles baby between sloped sides.
Wipe clean surface.
Size: 29”l x 18”w x 6”h

X-Wide Vinyl Portable Changer
CF322-146

Ages: Birth - 3 years
Changers have sloped sides with safety strap to prevent little one from rolling sideways.
Size: 30”l x 24”d x 6”h

Baby Changer
CF321-290 Primary
CF321-290P Pastel
CF349-048 Deep Water Blue/Almond
CF349-049 Sage/Almond

Ages: Birth - 3 years
Gently sloping sides safely protect baby during changes.
Portable and can be used on any surface. Easy wipe clean covers.
Size: 30”l x 18”d x 6”h

Baby Mirror
CF332-158

Wall mounted mirror.
Hardware not included.
Size: 16”w x 12”h

SEATING

Sit Me Up
CF805-033 Two-Tone Blue

Ages: 4 months – 12 months
Soft U-shape gives baby security and confidence while learning to sit up.
Size: 24”l x 18”d x 6”h

Rounded Sit Me Ups
CF349-050 Deep Water/Almond
CF349-053 Sage/Almond
CF705-298PT Blue Stars

Ages: 4 months – 12 months
Soft U-shape gives baby security and confidence while learning to sit up.
Size: 24”l x 18”d x 6”h
Feeding Chair
AFB7940

The perfect solution for your infant/toddler feeding needs in Caramel and Creme. Floor to seat height is 9” with a seat depth of 7”, and includes an adjustable restraint harness. Smooth, one-piece chair, with a one-piece removable tray (dishwasher safe) is easy to clean/sanitize. The chair stacks (without legs) up to 4 high for space-saving storage. Accommodates up to 40 lbs.
Size: 21-3/4”l x 15-1/2”d x 18-5/8”h

Feeding Chairs with Rubbermaid® Microban® Trays
ANG1688  5”
ANG1689  7”
ANG1690  9”
ANG1691  11”

This feeding chair is a low chair with a sturdy, broad base that provides safer, more stable seating for toddlers. Constructed of 5/8” thick, birch veneer panels with a removable Rubbermaid® Microban® tray that provides protection against bacteria growth and securely locks in place! Seat belts with center support are removable for cleaning. Tray measures 18-1/2”l x 11-1/2”d.
Sizes: 5”h seat - 16”l x 16”w x 14”h
7”h seat - 16”l x 16”w x 16”h
9”h seat - 16”l x 16”w x 18”h
11”h seat - 16”l x 16”w x 20”h

Infant-Toddler Table
ANG1349LT

Ages: 2 months - 3 years
Transition tots from high chairs to this unique table! Four curved cutouts help little ones sit up close for snacks or playtime. Birch veneer table sets up to 4 children. Height adjustable from 14”h to 19”h. Chairs not included.
Size: 36”l x 36”w

SUGGESTED SIZE CHART

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Chairs</th>
<th>Tables</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-2 Years</td>
<td>5”</td>
<td>12-14”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Years</td>
<td>7”</td>
<td>14-16”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-3 Years</td>
<td>9”</td>
<td>16-18”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-6 Years</td>
<td>11”</td>
<td>18-20”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Always allow at least 7” between the chair seat and tabletop. Not to exceed 100 total lbs.

Stackable Toddler Chairs
ANG1360  5”
ANG1361  7”
ANG1362  9”
ANG1363  11”

Stackable chairs are ruggedly constructed of all-birch panels. Convenient handle cutouts make moving the chairs easy. Upgrade chair to include optional seat strap at minimal cost. Please specify by adding ‘S’ after the item number.
Durable play products that can also be used outdoor are essential for school and home. These items keep kids engaged, moving and discovering while also teaching social skills such as following rules and taking turns.
Sand & Water Table FEATURES

- Durable plastic tubs allow kids to experiment with sand, water or Kidfetti™ at just the right height.
- Adding play accessories such as spoons, rakes and buckets will help them practice fine motor skills and hand-eye coordination.
- Sensory play is also found to support cognitive growth, problem solving skills and social interaction.
- Assembly required
- Messy mats available to protect indoor floors - sold separately on page 176.

Small Blue Sensory Table
1130 18”h Table
1131 Small Lid
1132 18”h Table & Lid Set

Ages: 3 years and up
Small sensory table has steel frame with white boots. Size: Tub is 28”l x 20”w x 6”d

Large Red Sensory Table
1133-18 18”h Table
1133-24 24”h Table
1134 Large Lid
1135-18 18” Table & Lid Set
1135-24 24” Table & Lid Set

Ages: 3 years and up
Large sensory table has steel frame and 4 casters (2 locking). Size: Tub is 36”l x 24”w x 8”d

Kidfetti®, CF910-062 Sand-Colored
CF910-059 Multi-Colored

Ages: 3 years and up
A great sensory alternative to sand, oatmeal or rice! Our non-allergenic Kidfetti® plastic pellets are irresistible and safe for children ages 3 years and up. Add water and watch the Kidfetti® float! Size: 10 lb. bag
Discovery Table
1182-18  18”h Table  
1182-24  24”h Table  
1189      Lid Only
Ages: 3 years and up
Discovery table has 3 activity areas, each with its own drain valve.
Features:
• Blue tub supported by a sturdy, steel frame and casters for mobility (2 locking).
• Available in 2 convenient heights
Size: Tub is 50”l x 26”w x 8”d

Activity Table with Top
1150-18  18”h Set  
1150-24  24”h Set
Ages: 3 years and up
Extra-large table allows 4-5 children to play at once.
Features:
• Blue tub has one drain and is supported by a sturdy, steel frame with casters for mobility (2 locking).
• Table top protects filler from the elements.
Size: Tub is 50”l x 26”w x 9”d

Mini Double Discovery Table
CF905-134
Ages: 1 year - 3 years
Lightweight, low-profile tub tables are perfect for curious little ones.
Features:
• Each tub is 16”l x 11-1/2”w x 6-3/4”h with its own snap on lid.
• Easy assembly with anti-slip heavy-duty rubber floor protectors
Size: 25”l x 18”w x 11”h

Neptune Sand & Water Table
1136-18  18”h Table  
1136-24  24”h Table  
1138-18  18”h Table & Lid Set  
1138-24  24”h Table & Lid Set
Ages: 3 years and up
Tub accommodates 2 separate sensory items and has a bottom textured with fish, crabs and starfish.
Features:
• 2 separate basins, each with its own drain
• Tub supported by a sturdy, steel frame with casters for mobility (2 casters)
Size: Tub is 36”l x 24”w x 6”d
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Sensory Tables
AFBS100PY  Canary Yellow
AFBS100PG  Shamrock Green
AFBS100PR  Candy Apple Red
AFBS100PB  Royal Blue
AFBS104SET  Set of 4 – 1 of each color

Ages: 3 years and up
Fun shaped sensory tables can be configured in a row for individual play or a circle for community play.
Features:
• Durable plastic table and lid
• Sturdy steel stands are adjustable from 18”-24”h
• Convenient lower shelf for supplies
• Assembly required
• 5-year warranty
Size: 24”l x 13”d x 18”-24”h each

Science Exploration Station
ANG7155
Ages: 3 years and up
Unique table design allows several children to explore together.
Features:
• Constructed of birch plywood
• 2 reflective panels, 2 magnetic, 2 magnifying
• Removable 5” deep center tub
• Chairs not included
Size: 42-1/2”l x 30”w x 22”h

Value Line™ Birch Sand & Water Table
ANG9029
Ages: 3 years and up
Roomy sand and water table offers quality and affordability in one!
Features:
• Ultra-durable with a 5/8” thick, 11-ply birch frame
• Casters for easy mobility (4 locking)
• Spacious 6-1/2” deep well has a plug for fast, easy draining
• Must be stored indoors
• Easy assembly required
Size: 45”l x 20”w x 22”h
Activity Cart
AFB7910
Sturdy, mobile cart for both small and large items. Features:
• Constructed of heavy-duty steel and wire frame/bins
• Rust resistant blue powder coating
• Rolls easily on 4 casters (2 locking)
• Sports materials not included
• Assembly required
Size: 45-3/8”l x 25-7/8”w x 45”h

Activity Cart Cover
AFB7915
Cart cover is water-resistant.

Ball Cart
AFB7900
Stores items of all shapes and sizes conveniently and safely. Features:
• Constructed of sturdy steel with integrated heavy-duty nylon storage bin
• Rust resistant blue powder coating
• Includes 3 convenient steel shelves
• Rolls easily on 4 casters
• Heavy-duty steel and wire frame/bins
• Sports materials not included
• Assembly required
Size: 45-1/4”l x 25”w x 34-3/4”h

Ball Cart Cover
AFB7905
Cart cover is water-resistant.
4-Rings Basketball Stand with Storage Bag
AFB7950
AFB7951  4 replacement nets
AFB7952  Storage bag

Ages: 3 years and up
Sturdy metal basketball stand has hoops at different heights to accommodate and challenge little ones. Improved design for easy assembly and sleek look!
Features:
• Non-tip base
• Four 18” diameter hoops
• Powder coated to resist rust
• Handy storage bag for balls when not in use
• 36” diameter base
• Ball not included
• Hoops are 35 3/4”h, 41”h and 47 1/4”h
Size: 48”l x 36”w x 54”h

Basketball Return
AFB7953
AFB7954 replacement nets

Ages: 3 years and up
No more chasing after the ball! Make a basket and the ball rolls back to you!
Features:
• Sturdy metal frame, powder coated to resist rust
• 18” diameter hoop
• Ball not included
Size: 24-1/2”l x 21-3/4”w x 30”h

Molded Toddler Ramp
CF910-066

Ages: 18 months - 3 years
Durable plastic unit has adjustable ramp heights from 14” to 17” for growing children. Easy, no-tool assembly.
Size: 44”to 46-1/2”l x 15-1/2”w x 22-1/2”h (at top of green sides)

Molded Double Easel
CF910-068

Ages: 2 years - 5 years
Both sides of this colorful easel have magnetic/dry erase boards.
Features:
• Clips to hold paper or drawing or coloring
• Handy tray for drawing supplies
• Red storage shelf in the middle
Size when open: 21”w x 30-1/2”d x 43”h
Molded Seating FEATURES

- Durability is perfect for the classroom or outdoors!
- Rounded corners for safety
- Chairs and benches can be flipped for either a 6” or 9” seat height to accommodate children of different heights!
- Flat surface can be used as a table.
- Made of non-toxic recyclable polyethylene
- Easy to wipe clean

Edutray
1188

Ages: 12 months and up
Blue plastic tray rests on a Chair® to provide a stable surface for drawing or fine motor play. Legs lock into place and then fold for convenient storage.
Size: 21”l x 14”w

Chair®

CF910-008   Red
CF910-009   Blue
CF910-010   Yellow
CF910-011   Green
CF910-013   Sky Blue
CF910-014   Fern
CF910-015   Almond
CF910-007   Set of 4 Primary
CF910-072   Set of 3 Woodland

Ages: 12 months and up
Our versatile 15” lightweight Chair® for indoor and outdoor use, features radius corners and multiple uses. First, use as a chair with either 6” or 9” high seat. Second, flip our chair over and it serves either as a 15” high table, or the perfect seat height for adults. Manufactured from non-toxic recyclable polyethylene.
Any Weather Pillows
CF620-011  Set of 2 - Tan & Olive
CF620-012  Set of 2 - Blue & Red

Ages: 13 months and up
Large nylon pillows are perfect seats for outdoor gatherings.
Features:
- Covered in 100% nylon pack cloth with durable water repellent coating
- Heavy duty zipper enclosed by hook & loop to keep out moisture
- Comfy shredded foam is encased in a water-resistant inner liner.
Size: 27”l x 27”w x 6”h

Adapta-Bench®
CF910-028  Red
CF910-029  Blue
CF910-030  Yellow
CF910-031  Green
CF910-055  Sky Blue
CF910-056  Fern
CF910-057  Almond
CF910-073  Set of 3 Woodland

Ages: 12 months and up
Use our indoor/outdoor molded polyethylene Adapta-Bench® as a rectangular play table, 2 seat sofa with reversible 6” and 9” seats, or as a 15”h bench for adult seating. Bench arms are safety radiused.
Size: 30”l x 15”w x 15”h
Products in this section are tools to develop a child’s fine motor skills through simple play activities. Mastering tasks such as buttoning, snapping and tying bows builds a child’s self-esteem and allows them to complete important everyday tasks independently.
Manual Dexterity Learning Boards
CF361-301 Zipper Board
CF361-302 Lacing Board
CF361-303 Button Board
CF361-304 Snap Board
CF361-315 Bow Tying Board
CF361-316 Buckle Board
CF361-310 Set of all 6 Boards
CF361-356 Earthtone Double-sided Set of 3

Ages: 3 years and up
Learning boards are helpful tools for children to learn dressing skills at their own pace. Covered in heavy duty poly/cotton blend.
Size: 11-1/2"l x 9-1/2"w

Manual Dexterity Vests
CF361-306 Snap Vest
CF361-307 Button Vest
CF361-308 Zipper Vest
CF361-319 Combo Vest
CF361-322 Set of all 4 Vests

Ages: 3 years and up
Learning vests are made of heavy duty poly/cotton blend. Elastic side panels allow one size to fit most.
Size: 17-1/2"l x 13-1/2"w

Lacing Show with Sole
CF361-325

Ages: 3 years - 6 years
Lightweight tool to teach lacing and bow tying

Observatory Tube
CF001-002G

Ages: 12 months - 3 years
Observatory Tube provides the joy of discovery while teaching the consequences of actions.
Features:
• Stationary shatter-resistant PETG tube with soft protective red end guards
• Ball and mounting hardware (screws) not included.
Size: 24"l x 3-1/2" diameter

Developmental Play Cube
CF332-473

Ages: 3 years and up
4 sided solid foam cube is excellent for helping children perfect fine motor skills while having fun. Features include zippers, laces, buttons, buckles and more! CHOKING HAZARD: SMALL PARTS NOT FOR CHILDREN UNDER 3 YEARS
Size: 17” cube

Developmental Panel
CF331-474

Ages: 3 years and up
This large and easy to use panel is the perfect fine motor laboratory! Features fasteners such as zipper, laces, buttons, hook and loops and snap closures. CHOKING HAZARD: SMALL PARTS NOT FOR CHILDREN UNDER 3 YEARS
Size: 17”l x 17”w x 3-1/2”h
A well-defined art area gives children a place to make decisions, try new things and express their feelings in a safe way. Art is appropriate for all ages and abilities and because it is subjective, all students feel a degree of pride and success.
Arts and Crafts Table
ANG1184
ANG7120 paper roll

All-in-one art table inspires young artists by keeping all their necessary supplies handy.
Features:
• Extra-wide, woodgrain laminate tabletop is super easy to clean!
• Solid maple legs are available in 14", 16" 18", 20", 22", 24" and 26" heights to accommodate children of different ages. Please specify height when ordering.
• Mounted paper roll (sold separately) can be pulled over the tabletop surface.
• Deep storage area on top securely holds paints, brushes and more.
• Chairs not included
Size: Tabletop is 36”l x 30”w

SUGGESTED SIZE CHART

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Chairs</th>
<th>Tables</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-2 Years</td>
<td>5”</td>
<td>12-14”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Years</td>
<td>7”</td>
<td>14-16”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-3 Years</td>
<td>9”</td>
<td>16-18”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-6 Years</td>
<td>11”</td>
<td>18-20”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-12 Years</td>
<td>13”</td>
<td>20-24”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Always allow at least 7” between the chair seat and tabletop. Not to exceed 100 total lbs.

Maple Paint Brush Stand
ANG192
Holds 24 paint brushes

Maple Scissor Rack
ANG701
Holds 30 pairs of scissors

Maple Marker Stand
ANG193
Never lose a cap! Holds 16 markers
3-Station Adjustable Easel
ANG1128

There is room for everyone with this space-saving easel.
Features:
• Each easel panel adjusts in height from 12” to 32” from the floor to accommodate children of all ages.
• 6 clips and 3 trays are included.
Size: 24”l x 24”d x 46”h

2-Station Art Center
ANG1190

2 large storage shelves hold gallons of paint and other creative supplies
Features:
• Constructed from 5/8” thick birch veneer panels.
• Includes 4 easy-grip easel clips and 2 easy-clean paint trays
Size: 26’l x 20”d x 48”h

2-Station Adjustable Easel with Whiteboards
ANG1034

Ages: 2 years - 4 years
Easel built to endure years of use, and we have a lifetime guarantee to prove it!
Features:
• 24” surfaces made of durable non-warping panels that adjust in height from 12” to 32” from the floor.
• Paint trays can be adjusted and hold up to 12 paint cups.
• Includes 4 easel clips
• Solid hardwood legs fold for easy storage
Size: 24”l x 24”d x 46”h

Value Line™ 4-Station Art Center
ANG7296

Make the most of your classroom space with this 4-station easel with shelves. Kids just clip on paper and start creating on the 48-1/2”w x 18-3/4”h surface.
Features:
• Includes 4 paint trays and 8 easel clips
• Ships ready-to-assemble and is constructed of 5/8” thick maple-faced melamine panels. Tools and hardware are supplied for easy assembly.
Size: 50”l x 26”d x 42”h

2-Station Adjustable Easel with Whiteboards
ANG1034

Ages: 2 years - 4 years
Easel built to endure years of use, and we have a lifetime guarantee to prove it!
Features:
• 24” surfaces made of durable non-warping panels that adjust in height from 12” to 32” from the floor.
• Paint trays can be adjusted and hold up to 12 paint cups.
• Includes 4 easel clips
• Solid hardwood legs fold for easy storage
Size: 24”l x 24”d x 46”h

4-Station Art Center
ANG1096

Ages: 2 years and up
The more, the merrier! Imagine our 2-Station Art Center x 2!
Features:
• Constructed from 5/8” thick birch veneer panels.
• 5 storage areas for paint and paper
• Includes 8 easel clips and 4 easy-clean paint trays.
Size: 50”l x 20”d x 48”h
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4-Station Adjustable Easel

ANG1127

Features:
• Each easel panel adjusts in height from 12” to 32” from the floor to accommodate children of all ages. Space-saving easel accommodates 4 budding artists.
• 8 clips and 4 trays are included.
Size: 24”l x 24”d x 46”h

Indoor/Outdoor Molded Double Easel

CF910-068

Ages: 2 years - 5 years
Sturdy plastic easel is easy to wipe clean and lightweight to move.
Features:
• Magnetic/dry erase board on both sides
• Clips to hold paper and handy trays for supplies
• Red storage shelf in center
Size: 21”l x 30-1/2”d x 43”h

Value Line™ 2-Station Art Center

ANG7157

Two can create masterpieces at the same time! Sturdy wood art station complements the décor of any room.
Features:
• Solid hardwood easel frame
• Includes 4 clips, 2 trays
• Ships ready-to-assemble and is constructed of 5/8” thick maple-faced melamine panels. Tools and hardware are supplied for easy assembly.
Size: 26”l x 20”d x 42”h
**Washable Smocks**
CF400-020  18 months - 3 years  
CF400-024  3 years - 6 years

Vinyl smocks allow little ones to play freely without worrying about getting wet or dirty. Features:
• Quick to get on and off with hook and loop closures
• Long sleeves provide extra protection
• Wide, deep pocket for easy storage of essentials

**Washable Child’s Apron**
CF400-201

Ages: all ages
Bright yellow apron is waterproof and has double-stitched edges. Adjustable hook & loop strap around waist will fit most sizes.

**Mess N’ Splash Mats**
CF400-021  Round  
Size: 54” Diameter

CF400-023  Rectangular  
Size: 72”l x 50”w

Extra-large vinyl mats contain mess for easy clean up! Use on top of a table for protection or underneath to catch spills and messes.
Paper Rack
AEL7600

Ages: adult use
Durable steel rack holds five 36” paper rolls (1,000 square feet).
Features:
• Easy-glide pegs and spring loaded arms
• Non-serrated blades for safety
• Six 2” locking casters for easy mobility and quick storage
• Easy assembly required
Size: 33”l x 33”w x 46”h

Mobile Drying Rack
AFB7920

Ages: adult use
Heavy duty rack serves as both an art station and convenient, compact drying rack.
Features:
• Powder-coated steel and wire frame construction
• Upper and lower supply storage racks
• 12 drying trays hold 3 lbs. each
• 2 magnetic dry-erase boards with storage trays
• Rolls easily on 4 casters (2 locking)
• Easy assembly required
Size: 40”l x 20”w x 44”h
Unstructured dramatic play time gives children the freedom to choose their own roles and play scenarios. It encourages expressive language and an opportunity to work out their own ideas, thoughts and feelings.
Contemporary Kitchen FEATURES
• Door fronts and panels feature modern, stainless steel-like laminate
• Constructed of durable 11-ply birch with a nontoxic, natural UV finish
• Non-warping 1/4” thick woodgrain backs are recessed into side and top panels and screwed into place.
• 24” counter height; Toddler 19” counter height
• Full-length, no pinch hinges
• Ships fully assembled
• Appropriate for ages 2 years and up

Contemporary Complete Kitchen
ANG4200
Includes all 4 units as shown: refrigerator, sink, stove and hutch.

Deluxe Contemporary Complete Kitchen
ANG4100
Same 4 piece set as ANG4200 but upgrade to hutch with see-view doors featured on page 180.

Contemporary Refrigerator
ANG1769
Size: 22”l x 14-1/2”w x 37-1/2”h

Contemporary Stove
ANG1788
Unit includes large knob controls and side-by-side oven doors.
Size: 24”l x 14-1/2”w x 30”h

Contemporary Toddler Stove
ANG1824
Unit includes large simulated, large knob controls and recognizable screened graphics.
Size: 19”l x 14”d x 24”h

Contemporary Toddler Pantry
ANG1839
Unit features open shelves to provide easy-access to play food.
Size: 19”l x 14”d x 31”h

Contemporary Toddler Sink
ANG1837
Unit includes stainless steel sink and realistic faucet.
Size: 19”l x 15”d x 24”h

Contemporary Toddler Sink
ANG1837
Unit includes stainless steel sink and realistic faucet.
Size: 19”l x 15”d x 24”h

Contemporary Toddler Sink
ANG1837
Unit includes stainless steel sink and realistic faucet.
Size: 19”l x 15”d x 24”h

3 Piece Contemporary Kitchen
ANG4300
Includes stove, refrigerator and sink.
Contemporary 2-in-1 "Stainless Steel" Kitchen
ANG1727

Ages: 2 years and up
The sleek, modern design of this integrated set will bring a fresh look to your dramatic play center and will inspire hours of imaginative play. Unit includes tactile cooktop, spacious oven compartment, stainless steel sink and realistic faucet.
Size: 30”l x 17”d x 30”h

Value Line™ Birch Sink & Stove Combo
ANG9087

Ages: 2 years and up
This eye-catching sink and stove combo will delight children as they cook up their own meal!
Features:
• Oven doors open and close
• Dials for burners and timer
• Constructed of 11-ply, 5/8” thick birch plywood
• Ships ready-to-assemble. Tools and hardware are supplied for easy assembly.
Size: 29-1/2”l x 14-1/2”d x 28-1/2”h

4-in-1 Kitchen Center
ANG1090

Ages: 2 years and up
Includes a hutch, sink, stove, oven, microwave and refrigerator all in one space saving unit!
Features:
• 4 pretend burners and real-turning knobs on the sink and oven
• Full-length, no-pinch hinges
• Non-warping, 1/4” thick woodgrain back is recessed into side and top panels and screwed into place.
• Constructed of durable 11-ply birch with a nontoxic natural UV finish
• 24” counter height
Size: 36”l x 15”d x 39”h

Hutch Storage Center
ANG1789 No Doors
ANG1789 With Doors

Ages: 2 years and up
Our home-like hutch offers tons of storage for all the props that make your housekeeping centers interesting and engaging.
Features:
• 2 shelves on the top with see-inside doors
• Easy-reach middle shelf provides a perfect work station
• 2 generous shelves on the bottom
• Swing-open doors
• Option for no-doors, shelves-only top also available
Size: 24”l x 14-1/2”d x 45-1/2”h
Kitchen & Housekeeping FEATURES

- Full-length, no-pinches hinges
- Non-warping, 1/4 thick woodgrain backs are recessed into side and top panels and screwed into place
- Constructed of durable 11-ply birch with a nontoxic, natural UV finish
- Look for for ready-to-assemble products
- Counter heights in 19” Toddler, 24” Standard and 29” School Age
- Appropriate for ages 2 years and up

Complete School Age Kitchen
ANG5000
Includes all four units: refrigerator, sink, stove and hutch.

Stove
ANG1072 Standard
Size: 24”l x 15”d x 28”h

ANG1072SA School Age
Size: 24”l x 15”d x 34”h

Unit includes simulated, large knob controls and side-by-side oven doors with a clear plastic window.

Three-Piece Kitchen Set
ANG4003 Standard
Includes: sink, stove, and refrigerator.

Value Line™ 2-in-1 Kitchen
ANG7195
Features:
- Faucet with knobs
- Stove burners with turning knobs and red sink tub
- Constructed of 5/8” thick maple-faced melamine panels.
- Ships ready-to-assemble. Tools and hardware are supplied for easy assembly.
Size: 31”l x 16”d x 29”h

Complete Kitchen
ANG4000 Standard
Includes all 4 units: refrigerator, sink, stove and hutch.

Hutch
ANG1073 Standard
Size: 24”l x 15”d x 44”h

ANG1073SA School Age
Size: 24”l x 15”d x 45”h

Pantry storage provides lots of shelf space for pretend food and sundries.

Sink
ANG1074 Standard
Size: 24”l x 15”d x 28”h

ANG1074SA School Age
Size: 24”l x 15”d x 34”h

Unit includes simulated large knob faucets and a deep tub and sprayer.

Refrigerator
ANG1069 Standard
Size: 19”l x 15”d x 36”h

ANG1069SA School Age
Size: 19”l x 15”d x 40”h

Unit features recognizable graphics to promote imaginative play.

2-in-1 Kitchen
ANG1087
Unit features 4 burner range with oven door, sink with sprayer, and simulated knobs to provide realistic, imaginative motion.
Size: 30”l x 15”d x 29”h
Toddler Sink
ANG1174
Unit features simulated large knob faucets, a deep tub and sprayer.
Size: 18”l x 16”d x 23”h

Toddler Refrigerator
ANG1169
Unit features 3 open storage shelves provide easy-access to play food.
Size: 18”l x 14”d x 28”h

Value Line™ Birch Toddler 2-in-1 Kitchen
ANG9092
All of the details of a real-life kitchen island in 1 space-saving unit!
Features:
• Simulated easy-dial knobs and bold screened graphics represent cooktop features
• 8”d plastic sink offers opportunities for water play
• Various shelves hold your collection of kitchen and food props
• Constructed of 11-ply, 5/8” thick birch plywood.
• Ships ready-to-assemble. Tools and hardware are supplied for easy assembly.
Size: 27”l x 16”d x 19”h
Doll Cradle
ANG521
Ages: 2 years and up
Cradle features solid maple construction with a hardboard bottom. Mattress not included. Minimal assembly required.
Size: 21”l x 13”d x 16”h

Microwave
ANG1097
Ages: 2 years and up
Features realistic control panel with easy-open door and non-scuff pads on bottom
Size: 17”l x 10”d x 8”h

Doll Bed
ANG1059
Ages: 2 years and up
Play-size bed supports children’s love of social play. Constructed of solid maple with birch panels. Bed is stackable for compact storage.
Size: 24”l x 14”d x 11”h

Washer/Dryer
ANG1115
Ages: 2 years and up
Unit includes separate compartments for washing and drying, clear plastic cutout for viewing contents and bold control graphics with real-turning knobs.
Size: 30”l x 15”d x 29”h

Coat Tree
ANG104
Wooden tree lets kids help themselves to coats, hats and dress-up clothes. Features 8 rounded, wooden knobs.
Size: 12”l x 12”d x 40”h
Mailbox & My Mail Bag
AFB6150

Mail Carrier
CF100-314M

Fire Fighter
CF100-609M
Fire Hat sold separately

Delivery Person
CF100-318

Mailbox
AFB6100

Ages: 2 years - 8 years
Durable plastic mail box is a fun addition for any classroom!
Features:
• Made of weatherproof, sturdy polyurethane
• Realistic front mail slot
• Rear opening allows for inserted mail to be retrieved
• Ships fully assembled
Size: 13-3/4”l x 11”d x 32”h

My Mail Bag
AFB6140

Ages: 2 years and up
Roomy mail bag includes 22 preprinted plastic 4”x 6” envelopes!
Features:
• Made of coated nylon for durability
• Easy to clean
• Break-away shoulder strap included
Size: 12”l x 17/8”w x 11”h

Painter Apron
CF100-103

Doctor
CF100-337

Astronaut
CF100-333
Asian Girl Costume
CF100-319G
Asian Boy Costume
CF100-319B

Plains Indian Boy Shirt
CF100-325B
Plains Indian Girl Dress
CF100-325G

Russian Boy Shirt
CF100-329B
Russian Girl Blouse & Jumper
CF100-329G

Mexican Boy Shirt
CF100-327B  Serape, Hat
Mexican Girl Dress
CF100-327G

Asian Girl Costume
CF100-319G
Asian Boy Costume
CF100-319B

West African Boy Shirt & Hat
CF100-324B
West African Girl Costume
CF100-324G

Set of all 10
CF100-358

childrensfactory.com
Vanity
ANG1114

Ages: 2 years and up
Adorable vanity with ample storage is every child’s
dress up dream!
Features:
• 1 piece unit constructed of 11-ply 5/8” birch plywood
• 2 mirrors: 1 full length and 1 oval
• Closet with 2 hooks & storage shelves for accessories
• Ships fully assembled
Size: 48"l x 15”d x 42”h

Dress-Up Storage
ANG1141
Size: 24”l x 15”d x 36”h

ANG1141T Toddler
Size: 24”l x 15”d x 30”h

Ages: 2 years and up
Compact design is small in size but allows for big
imaginative play!
Features:
• Open area with 6 hooks that keep
  outfits in easy reach
• Shatterproof mirror provides full
  length, look at me mirror
• Top shelf provides additional storage

Value Line™ Dress-Up Stations
ANG7170 Small
Size: 27”l x 15”d x 36”h

ANG7176 Large
Size: 48”l x 15”w x 36”h

Ages: 2 years and up
Dress-up stations keep clothes and accessories neatly organize
and easy to access.
Features:
• Constructed of 5/8” thick maple-faced melamine panels
• 3-5 double hooks and acrylic mirror
• Easy assembly required

Dress-Up Storage Center
ANG1076

Ages: 2 years and up
Let children help themselves to favorite outfits and put them
away when they’re done!
Features:
• Open closet with 6 hooks that keep outfits in easy reach and
  4 handy shelves for accessories
• Built in full-length, shatterproof mirror allows children to get a
  head-to-toe look of their costume
• Top shelf provides additional storage
• Constructed of durable 11-ply birch with a nontoxic,
  natural UV finish
Size: 48”l x 15”d x 37”h
Let's Play Restaurant
A. CF100-684
Ages: 4 years - 7 years
Set of 3 menus:
American, Chinese, Italian cuisines
B. CF100-104
Ages: 4 years - 7 years
Waiter/Waitress Apron with Guest Order Book

ROLE PLAY

Go To Work Hats
Ages: 3 years and up
A. Fire Fighter Hat CF100-H01
B. Train Engineer Hat CF100-H02
C. Yacht Cap CF100-H03
D. Police Officer Cap CF100-H04
E. Airline Pilot Cap CF100-H05
F. Construction Hard Hat CF100-H06
G. Mail Carrier Cap CF100-H07
Set of 7 Hats CF100-H12

Whimsical Capes
Ages: 18 months - 3 years
Watch little faces light up when they put on these cute butterfly and ladybug capes. Easy to wear with hook and loop closure at neckline. Machine washable.
Size: Approximately 14” long

CAPES

Capes
CF100-348 Set of 2 bug capes
CF100-350 Toddler dress up capes
Set of 5

TUNICS

Community Helper Tunics
CF100-351
Ages: 18 months - 3 years
No more missing hats with our unique slip-over tunic design! Hoods are permanently attached so the hat and costume are always together. All helper outfits have hoods except for the medical professional. Easy on and off with hook and loop attachments on top of one shoulder and on side. Machine washable.
Size: Approximately 14” long

Preschool menus with colorful illustrations
dolls • DRAMATIC PLAY

15” DOLLS

Learn to Dress Dolls

Ages: 3 years and up
Plush dolls have embroidered faces and teach 5 dressing skills. Machine washable.
Size: 15” long

Asian Boy CF100-851P
Hispanic Boy CF100-853P
Caucasian Girl CF100-856P
African American Girl CF100-858P

14” DOLLS

Sweat Suit Dolls

Ages: 3 years and up
Cuddly sweat suit dolls are perfectly sized for our special needs equipment. Machine washable and dryable. Sold individually.
Size: 14” long

Caucasian Boy CF100-728
Caucasian Girl CF100-729
Hispanic Boy CF100-730
Hispanic Girl CF100-731
African-American Boy CF100-732
African-American Girl CF100-733

SPECIAL NEEDS ACCESSORIES

For Sweat Suit Dolls

Special Needs Equipment
Children will learn and grow when playing with our doll-sized special needs equipment. Sized to fit Sweat Suit Dolls – sold separately.

Walker CF100-D05
Wheelchair CF100-D01
Seeing Eye Dog & Cane CF100-D06
Leg Braces CF100-D04
Forearm Crutches CF100-D03
Clear Vinyl Glasses CF100-D02
Dark Vinyl Glasses only CF100-D07
Hearing Aid CF100-D08
Complete Set of Equipment CF100-016
11” DOLLS

Heart of Mine Babies – Set of 4
CF100-007

Ages: All ages
Sweet 11” babies will hold a special place in a child’s heart. Machine washable and dryable.
Size: 11” tall

Doll Cot
CF005-009

Ages: 2 years and up
Made with the same durability as the big kid cots! Steel pipes with 1-piece molded ends, rounded for safety.
Size: 21”l x 15”w x 5”h

10” DOLLS

Baby’s First Dolls

Ages: All ages
Cuddly velour dolls are super soft and perfectly sized for the littlest arms. Machine washable and dryable. Sold individually.
Size: 10” tall

Set of 4 (as pictured)
CF100-003

Heart of Mine Babies – Set of 4
CF100-007
Ages: All ages
Sweet 11” babies will hold a special place in a child’s heart. Machine washable and dryable.
Size: 11” tall

Asian Baby Boy - Green
CF100-760B
Asian Baby Girl - Yellow
CF100-760G

Hispanic Baby Boy - Blue
CF100-761B
Hispanic Baby Girl - Red
CF100-761G

Asian Baby Boy - Green
CF100-760B
Asian Baby Girl - Yellow
CF100-760G

Hispanic Baby Boy - Blue
CF100-761B
Hispanic Baby Girl - Red
CF100-761G

Caucasian Baby Boy - Blue
CF100-762B
Caucasian Baby Girl - Red
CF100-762G

African American Baby Boy - Green
CF100-763B
African American Baby Girl - Yellow
CF100-763G
**PUPPETS**

**Ethnic Children Puppets with Movable Mouths**  
CF100-896  Set of 6  
Ages: 3 years and up  
Set of 6 boy and girl puppets are light, medium and dark toned to encourage dialog about friendship and diversity.  
Size: 15” tall

**Career Puppets with Movable Mouths**  
CF100-897  Set of 5  
Ages: 3 years and up  
Set of 5 career puppets are a great way to start learning about our community helpers! Includes a medical professional, postal worker, police officer, firefighter and carpenter. Surface wash as needed.  
Size: 10” tall

**Puppet Theatre/Store**  
ANG1037W  
It’s a theatre! It’s a storefront! It’s a drive-up window at a restaurant or bank! Children will discover dozens of ways to use this special unit.  
Features:  
• Constructed of durable 11-ply birch with a nontoxic, natural UV finish  
• Dry-erase marquee and front panels will be fun to customize for each activity  
• Sliding curtain and plenty of storage shelves in the back  
Size: 49”l x 14”d x 52”h
PUPPETS

9” Multi-Cultural Hand Puppets
CF100-825    Set of 8
Ages: 3 years and up
Expose children to other cultures with our set of 8 diverse hand puppets. Machine washable and dryable. Size: 9” tall

9” Career Hand Puppets
CF100-807    Set of 6
Ages: 3 years and up
Career puppets have authentic detailing and are machine washable and dryable. Size: 9” tall

Colorful Puppet Tree
ANG121
Solid maple puppet tree holds oodles of puppets! Thirty-three “tree-branch” dowels with colorful balls measure from 6” to 15” long. Great for drying mittens and hats too! Puppets sold separately. Size: 14”l x 14”w x 47”h
Product Warranty Information

**Lifetime Warranty**
- Assembled Birch Furniture
- Technology Tables
- Value Line™ Furniture
- Value Line™ Birch Furniture
- Value Stack™ Chairs

**10-Year Warranty**
- MyPosture™ Chairs
- SpaceLine™ Cots
- Value Line™ Cots

**5-Year Warranty**
- BaseLine® Tables & Chairs
- Changing Table
- ClassicRider® Trikes
- MyRider® Trikes & Bikes
- MyValue™ Sets
- NaturalWood™ Tables & Chairs

**4-Year Warranty**
- RuggedRider® Trikes
- Science Exploration Table
- SilverRider® Trikes
- SilverRider® Wagons & Scooters
- Taxi Trike
- Value Tables

**3-Year Warranty**
- Bye Bye Buggy®
- Bye Bye Buggy® Canopy
- Bye Bye Buggy® Infant Seat
- Bye-Bye Bus
- Bye-Bye Bus Canopy
- Cot Activity Panels
- Cot Activity Table Tops
- Germ-Free Rest Mats

**2-Year Warranty**
- Activity Mats
- Baby Changers
- Ball Pools & Play Yards
- Basketball Stand & Ball Return
- Blocks
- Soft Climbers
- Costumes
- Dolls
- Kidfetti™
- Manual Dexterity
- Mirrors
- Molded Products
- Pillows
- Non-Folding Germ-Free Rest Mat
- Mailbox
- Rambox®
- Quiet Divider® with Sound Sponge®
- SureStop™ Bye-Bye® Stroller
- Traffic Signs
- Universal Cot Carrier

**1-Year Warranty**
- Activity Cart & Cover
- Angels Rest® Blankets
- Angels Rest® Cot Sheets
- Rest Mat Sheets
- Rockies & Ride-Ons
- Sand & Water Tables
- Sit-Me Ups
- Smocks & Splash Mats
- Soft Seatings
- Plastic Storage
- PlayPanels®
- Puppets
- Rainbow & Woodland Rest Mats
- Rest Mat Sheets
- Rockys & Ride-Ons
- Sand & Water Tables
- Sit-Me Ups
- Smocks & Splash Mats
- Soft Seatings
- Lifetime warranty protects against manufacturing defects, but does not cover normal wear and tear or misuse.

**X-Year Warranty**
- Yacht Cap

---

**GREENGUARD Gold Certified Products**

Children's Factory, LLC has received GREENGUARD Gold standard certification. The GREENGUARD Gold standard includes safety factors to account for sensitive individuals, such as children, and includes requirements that a product is acceptable for use in school environments. In addition to limiting emissions of more than 36 VOCs and total chemical emissions, GREENGUARD Gold Certified products must also comply with requirements of the State of California's Department of Public Health "Standard Method for the Testing and Evaluation of Volatile Organic Chemical Emissions from Indoor Sources Using Environmental Chambers, Version 1.1 (2010)" (also known as California Section 01350).